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device 105, and memory 104. Input streams are converted to an MPEG stream and sent to

the Media Switch 102. The Media Switch 102 buffers the MPEG stream into memory. It then
performs two operations if the user is watching real time TV: the stream is sent to the Output
Section 103 and it is written simultaneously to the hard disk or storage device 105.

The Output Section 103 takes MPEG streams as input and produces an analog TV signal
according to the NTSC, PAL, or other required TV standards. The Output Section 103 contains

an MPEG decoder, On-Screen Display (OSD) generator, analog TV encoder and audio logic.
The OSD generator allows the program logic to supply images which will be overlayed on top
of the resulting _analog TV signal. Additionally, the Output Section can modulate information

supplied by the program logic onto the VBI of the output signal in a number of standard
formats, including NABTS, CC and EDS.

With respect to FIG. 2, the invention easily expands to accommodate rnuitiple Input Sections
(tuners) 201, 202, 203, 204, each can be tuned to different types of input. Multiple Output
Modules (decoders) 206, 207, 208, 209 are added as well. Special effects such as picture in a
picture can be implemented with multiple decoders. The Media Switch 205 records one

program while the user is watching another. This means that a stream can be extracted off
the disk while another stream is being stored onto the disk.

Referring to FIG. 3, the incoming MPEG stream 301 has interleaved video 302, 305, 306 and
audio 303, 304, 307 segments. These elements must be separated and recombined to create
separate video 308 and audio 309 streams or buffers. This is necessary because separate
decoders are used to convert MPEG elements back into audio or video analog components.

Such separate delivery requires that time sequence information be generated so that the
decoders may be properly synchronized for accurate playback of the signal.

The‘ Media Switch enables the program logic to associate proper time sequence information

with each segment, possibly embedding it directly into the stream. The time sequence
information for each segment is called a time stamp. These time stamps are monotonically
increasing and start at zero each time the system boots up. This allows the invention to find
any particular spot in any.particular video segment. For example, if the system needs to read
five seconds into an incoming contiguous video stream that is being cached, the system

simply has to start reading forward into the stream and look for the appropriate time stamp.

A binary search can be performed on a stored file to index into a stream. Each stream is

stored as a sequence of fixed-size segments enabling fast binary searches because of the
uniform time stamping. If the user wants to start in the middle of the program, the system
performs a binary search of the stored segments until it finds the appropriate spot, obtaining

the desired results with a minimal amount of information. Ifthe signal were instead stored as
an MPEG stream, it would be necessary to linearly parse the stream from the beginning to
find the desired location.

with respect to FIG. 4, the Media Switch contains four input Direct Memory Access (DMA)

engines 402, 403, 404, 405 each DMA engine has an associated buffer 410, 411, 412, 413.
Conceptually, each DMA engine has a pointer 406, a limit for that pointer 40?, a next pointer
408, and a limit for the next pointer 409. Each DMA engine is dedicated to a particular type
of information, for example, video 402, audio 403, and parsed events 405. The buffers 410,
411, 412, 413 are circular and collect the specific information. The DMA engine increments
the pointer 406 into the associated buffer until it reaches the limit 407 and then loads the

next pointer 408 and limit 409. Setting the pointer 406 and next pointer 408 to the same
value, along with the corresponding limit value creates a circular buffer. The next pointer 408
can be set to a different address to provide vector DMA.

The input stream flows through a parser 401. The parser 401 parses the stream looking for
MPEG distinguished events indicating the start of video, audio or private data segments. For

t
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example, when the parser 401 finds a video event, it directs the stream to the video DMA

engine 402. The parser 401 buffers up data and DMAs it into the video buffer 410 through
the video DMA engine 402. At the same time, the parser 401 directs an event to the event

DMA engine 405 which generates an event into theevent buffer 413. When the parser 401
sees an audio event, it redirects the byte stream to the audio DMA engine 403 and generates
an event into the event buffer 413. Similarly, when the parser 401 sees a private data event,

it directs the byte stream to the private data DMA engine 404 and directs an event to the

event buffer 413. The Media Switch notifies the program. logic via an interrupt mechanism

when events are placed in the event buffer.

Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, the event buffer 413 is filled by the parser 401 with events. Each
event 501 in the event buffer has an offset 502, event type 503, and time stamp field 504.
The parser 401 provides the type and offset of each event as it is placed into the buffer. For

example, when an audio event occurs, the event type field is set to an audio event and the

offset indicates the location in the audio buffer 411. The program logic knows where the
audio buffer 411 starts and adds the offset to find the event in the stream. The address

offset 502 tells the program logic where the next event occurred, but not where it ended. The
previous event is cached so the end of the current event can be found as well as the length
of the segment.

with respect to FIGS. 5 and 6, the program logic reads accumulated events in the event
buffer 602 when it is interrupted by the Media Switch 601. From these events the program
logic generates a sequence of logical segments 603 which correspond to the parsed MPEG

segments 615. The program logic converts the offset 502 into the actual address 610 of each

segment, and records the event length 609 using the last cached event. If the stream was

produced by encoding an analog signal, it will not contain Program Time Stamp (PTS) values,
which are used by the decoders to properly present the resulting output. Thus, the program

logic uses the generated time stamp 504 to calculate a simulated PTS for each segment and

places that into the logical segment time stamp 60?. In the case of a digital TV stream, PTS
values are already encoded in the stream. The program logic extracts this information and
places it in the logical segment time stamp 60?.

The program logic continues collecting logical segments 603 until it reaches the fixed buffer
size. when this occurs, the program logic generates a new buffer, called a Packetized

Elementary Stream (PES) 605 buffer containing these logical segments 603 in order, plus
ancillary control information. Each logical segment points 604 directly to the circular buffer,

e.g., the video buffer 613, filled by the Media Switch 601. This new buffer is then passed to

other logic components, which may further process the stream in the buffer in some way,

such as presenting it for decoding or writing it to the storage media. Thus, the MPEG data is
not copied from one location in memory to another by the processor. This results in a more
cost effective design since lower memory bandwidth and processor bandwidth is required.

A unique feature of the MPEG stream transformation into PES buffers is that the data

associated with logical segments need not be present in the buffer itself, as presented above.
when a PES buffer is written to storage, these logical segments are written to the storage

medium in the logical order in which they appear. This has the effect of gathering
components of the stream, whether they be in the video, audio or private data circular
buffers, into a single linear buffer of stream data on the storage medium. The buffer is read

back from the storage medium with a single transfer from the storage media, and the logical
segment information is updated to correspond with the actual locations in the buffer 606.

Higher level program logic is unaware of this transformation, since it handles only the logical
segments, thus stream data is easily managed without requiring that the data ever be copied
between iocations in DRAM by the CPU.

A unique aspect of the Media Switch is the ability to handle high data rates effectively and
inexpensively. It performs the functions of taking video and audio data in, sending video and
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audio data out, sending video and audio data to disk, and extracting video and audio data

from the disk on a low cost platform. Generally, the Media Switch runs asynchronously and

‘autonomously with the microprocessor CPU, using its DMA capabilities to move large
quantities of information with minimal intervention by the CPU.

Referring to FIG. 7, the input side of the Media Switch 701 is connected to an MPEG encoder

703. There are also circuits specific to MPEG audio 704 and vertical blanking interval (VBI)

data 702 feeding into the Media Switch 701. If a digital TV signal is being processed instead,
the MPEG encoder 703 is replaced with an MPEG2 Transport Demuitiplexor, and the MPEG
audio encoder 704 and VBI decoder 702 are deleted. The demultiplexor multiplexes the

extracted audio, video and private data channel streams through the video input Media
Switch port.

The parser 705 parses the input data stream from the MPEG encoder 703, audio encoder 704

and VBI decoder 702, or from the transport demultiplexor in the case of a digital TV stream.
The parser 705 detects the beginning ofall of the important events in a video or audio

stream, the start of all of the frames, the start of sequence headers[mdash]al|‘ of the pieces
of information that the program logic needs to know about in order to both properly play

back and perform special effects on the stream, e.g. fast forward, reverse, play, pause,
fast/slow play, indexing, and fast/slow reverse play.

The parser 705 places tags 707 into the FIFO 706 when it identifies video or audio segments,

or is given private data. The DMA 709 controls when these tags are taken out. The tags 707
and the DMA addresses of the segments are placed into the event queue 708. The frame
type information, whether it is a start of a video I—frame, video B—frame, video P—frame,

video PES, audio PES, a sequence header, an audio frame, or private data packet, is placed
into the event queue 708 along with the offset in the related circular buffer where the piece
of information was placed. The program logic operating in the CPU 713 examines events in
the circular buffer after it is transferred to the DRAM 714.

The Media Switch 701 has a data bus 711 that connects to the CPU 713 and DRAM 714. An

address bus 712 is also shared between the Media Switch 701, CPU 713, and DRAM 714. A

hard disk or storage device 710 is connected to one of the ports of the Media Switch 701.

The Media Switch 701 outputs streams to an MPEG video decoder 715 and a separate audio
decoder 717. The audio decoder 717 signals contain audio cues generated by the system in

response to the user's commands on a remote control or other internal events. The decoded

audio output from the MPEG decoder is digitally mixed 718 with the separate audio signal.
The resulting signals contain video, audio, and on-screen displays and are sent to the TV
716. -

The Media Switch 701 takes in 8-bit data and sends it to the disk, while at the same time
extracts another stream of data off of the disk and sends it to the MPEG decoder 715. All of

the DMA engines described above can be working at the same time. The Media Switch 701
can be implemented in hardware using a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), ASIC, or

discrete logic.

Rather than having to parse through an immense data stream looking for the start of where

each frame would be, the program logic only has to look at the circular event buffer in DRAM
714 and it can tell where the start of each frame is and the frame type. This approach saves

a large amount of CPU power, keeping the real time requirements of the CPU 713 small. The

CPU 713 does not have to be very fast at any point in time. The Media Switch 701 gives the
CPU 713 as much time as possible to complete tasks. The parsing mechanism 705 and event
queue 708 decouple the CPU 713 from parsing the audio, video, and buffers and the real
time nature of the streams, which allows for lower costs. It also allows the use of a bus

structure in a CPU environment that operates at a much lower clock rate with much cheaper
memory than would be required otherwise.
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The CPU 713 has the ability to queue up one DMA transfer and can set up the next DMA

transfer at its leisure. This gives the CPU 713 large time intervals within which it can service
the DMA controller 709. The CPU 713 may respond to a DMA interrupt within a larger time
window because of the large latency allowed. MPEG streams, whether extracted from an
MPEG2 Transport or encoded from an analog TV signal, are typically encoded using a

technique called Variable Bit Rate encoding (VBR). This technique varies the amount of data

required to represent a sequence of images by the amount of movement between those
images. This technique can greatly reduce the required bandwidth for a signal, however

sequences with rapid movement [such as a basketball game) may be encoded with much
greater bandwidth requirements. For example, the Hughes DirecTV satellite system encodes

signals with anywhere from 1 to 10 Mbfs of required bandwidth, varying from frame to

frame. It would be difficult for any computer system to keep up with such rapidly varying
data rates without this structure.

With respect to FIG. 8, the program logic within the CPU has three conceptual components:
sources 801, transforms 802, and-sinks 803. The sources 801 produce buffers of data.

Transforms 802 process buffers of data and sinks 803 consume buffers of data. A transform

is responsible for allocating and queuing the buffers of data on which it will operate. Buffers
are allocated as if "empty" to sources of data, which give them back ''full''. The buffers are
then queued and given to sinks as "full", and the sink will return the buffer "empty".

A source 801 accepts data from encoders, e.g., a digital satellite receiver. It acquires buffers

for this data from the downstream transform, packages the data into a buffer, then pushes

the buffer down the pipeline as described above. The source object 801 does not know

anything about the rest of the system. The sink 803 consumes buffers, taking a buffer from
the upstream transform, sending the data to the decoder, and then releasing the buffer for
reuse.

There are two types of transforms 802 used: spatial and temporal. Spatial transforms are
transforms that perform, for example, an image convolution or compression/decompression
on the buffered data that is passing through. Temporal transforms are used when there is no

time relation that is expressible between buffers going in and buffers coming out of a system.
Such a transform writes the buffer to a file 804 on the storage medium. The buffer is pulled

out at a later time, sent down the pipeline, and properly sequenced within the stream.

Referring to FIG. 9, a C[plus][plus] class hierarchy derivation of the program logic is shown.
The Two Media Kernel (Tmk) 904, 908, 913 mediates with the operating system‘ kernel. The

kernel provides operations such as: memory allocation, synchronization, and threading. The
Tmkcore 904, 908, 913 structures memory taken from the media kernel as an object. It

provides operators, new and delete, for constructing and deconstructing the object. Each
object (source 901, transform 902, and sink 903) is muiti-threaded by definition and can run
in parallel. -

The TmkPipeline class 905, 909, 914 is responsible for flow control through the system. The

pipelines point to the next pipelinein the flow from source 901 to sink 903. To pause the

pipeline, for example, an event called "pause" is sent to the first object in the pipeline. The
event is relayed on to the next object and so on down the pipeline. This all happens

asynchronously to the data going through the pipeline. Thus, similar to applications such as
telephony, control of the flow of MPEG streams is asynchronous and separate from the
streams themselves. This allows for a simple logic design that is at the same time powerful
enough to support the features described previously, including pause, rewind, fast forward
and others. In addition, this structure allows fast and efficient switching between stream
sources, since buffered data can be simply discarded and decoders reset using a single

event, after which data from the new stream will pass down the pipeline. Such a capability is
needed, for example, when switching the channel being captured by the input section, or
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when switching between a live signal from the input section and a stored stream.

The source object 901 is a Tmksource 906 and the transform object 902 is a Tmkxfrm 910.
These are intermediate classes that define standard behaviors for the classes in the pipeline.

Conceptually, they handshake buffers down the pipeline. The source object 901 takes data
out of a physical data source, such as the Media Switch, and places it into a PES buffer. To

obtain the buffer, the source object 901 asks the down stream object in his pipeline for a
buffer (a|locEmptyBuf). The source object 901 is blocked until there is sufficient memory.

This means that the pipeline is self-regulating; it has automatic flow control. when the
source object 901 has filled up the buffer, it hands it back to the transform 902 through the
pushFullBuf function.

The sink 903 is flow controlled as well. It calls nexti-'ul|Buf which tells the transform 902 that

it is ready for the next filled buffer. This operation can block the sink 903 until a buffer is
ready. when the sink 903 is finished with a buffer (i.e., it has consumed the data in the

buffer) it calls releaseEmptyBuf. ReleaseErnptyBuf gives the buffer back to the transform
902. The transform 902 can then hand that buffer, for example, back to the source object
901 to fill up again. In addition to the automatic flow-control benefit of this method, it also

provides for limiting the amount of memory dedicated to buffers by allowing enforcement of
a fixed allocation of buffers by a transform. This is an important feature in achieving a cost-
effective limited DRAM environment.

The Mediaswitch class 909 calls the allocEmptyBuf method of the TmkC|ipCache 912 object
and receives a PES buffer from it. It then goes out to the circular buffers in the Media Switch
hardware and generates PES buffers. The Mediaswitch class 909 fills the buffer up and
pushes it back to the TmkClipCache 912 object.

The TmkClipCache 912 maintains a cache file 918 on a storage medium. It also maintains

two pointers into this cache: a push pointer 919 that shows where the next buffer coming
from the source 901 is inserted; and a current pointer 920 which points to the current buffer
used.

The buffer that is pointed to by the current pointer is handed to the Vela decoder class 916.
The Vela decoder class 916 talks to the decoder 921 in the hardware. The decoder 921

produces a decoded TV signal that is subsequently encoded into an analog TV signal in NTSC,
PAL or other analog format. When the Vela decoder class 916 is finished with the buffer it

calls re|easeEmptyBuf.

The structure of the classes makes the system easy to test and debug. Each level can be
tested separately to make sure it performs in the appropriate manner, and the classes may

be gradually aggregated to achieve the desired functionality while retaining the ability to
effectively test each object.

The control object 917 accepts commands from the user and sends events into the pipeline

to control what the pipeline is doing. For example. if the user has a remote control and is
watching TV, the user presses pause and the control object 917 sends an event to the sink
903, that tells it pause. The sink 903 stops asking for new buffers. The current pointer 920
stays where it is at. The sink 903 starts taking buffers out again when it receives another

event that tells it to play. The system is in perfect synchronization; it starts from the frame
that it stopped at.

The remote control may also have a fast forward key. When the fast forward key is pressed,
the control object 91? sends an event to the transform 902, that tells it to move forward two
seconds. The transform 902 finds that the two second time span requires it to move forward
three buffers. It then issues a reset event to the downstream pipeline. so that any queued

data or state that may be present in the hardware decoders is flushed. This is a critical step,
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since the structure of MPEG streams requires maintenance of state across multiple frames of

data, and thatstate will be rendered invalid by repositioning the pointer. It then moves the
current pointer 920 forward three buffers. The next time the sink 903 calls nextFul|Buf it gets
the new current buffer. The same method works for fast reverse in that the transform 902

moves the current pointer 920 backwards: -

A system clock reference resides in the decoder. The system clock reference is sped up for
fast play or slowed down for slow play. The sink simply asks for full buffers faster or slower,

depending on the clock speed.

With respect to FIG. 10, two other objects derived from the Tml-zxfrm class are placed in the

pipeline for disk access. One is called Tml<C|ipReader 1003 and the other is called
Tmkclipwriter 1001. Buffers come into the Tmlcclipwriter 1001 and are pushed to a file on a
storage medium 1004. TmkC|ipReader 1003 asks for buffers which are taken off of a file on a

storage medium 1005. A TmkClipReader 1003 provides only the aliocEmptyBuf and
pushFuilBuf methods, while a Tmkclipwriter 1001 provides only the next!-'u|iBuf and

releaseErnptyBuf methods. A TmkClipReader 1003 therefore performs the same function as
the input, or "push" side of a TmkClipCache 1002, while a Tmkclipwriter 1001 therefore
performs the same function as the output, or "pull" side of a Tmkclipcache 1002.

Referring to FIG. 11, a preferred embodiment that accomplishes multiple functions is shown.
A source 1101 has a TV signal input. The source sends data to a Pushswitch 1102 which is a

transform derived from Tmkxfrrn. The Pushswitch 1102 has multiple outputs that can be
switched by the control object 1114. This means that one part of the pipeline can be stopped
and another can be started at the users whim. The user can switch to different storage
devices. The Pushswitch 1102 could output to a Tm kC|ipwriter 1106, which goes onto a
storage device 1107 or write to the cache transform 1103.

An important feature of this apparatus is the ease with which it can selectively capture
portions of an incoming signal under the control of program logic. Based on information such

as the current time, or perhaps a specific time span, or perhaps via a remote control button
press by the viewer, a Tmkclipwriter 1106 may be switched on to record a portion of the

signal, and switched off at some later time. This switching is typically caused by sending a

"switch" event to the Pushswitch 1102 object.

An additional method for triggering selective capture is through information modulated into
the VBI or placed into an MPEG private data channel. Data decoded from the VBI or private
data channel is passed to the program logic. The program logic examines this data to
determine if the data indicates that capture of the TV signal into which it was modulated
should begin. Similarly, this information may also indicate when recording should end, or

another data item may be modulated into the signal indicating when the capture should end.
The starting and ending indicators may be explicitly modulated into the signal or other
information that is placed into the signal in a standard fashion may be used to encode this
information. '

With respect to FIG. 12, an example is shown which demonstrates how the program logic

scans the words contained within the closed caption (CC) fields to determine starting and _
ending times, using particular words or phrases to trigger the capture. A stream of NTSC or

PAL fieids 1201 is presented. CC bytes are extracted from each odd field 1202, and entered
in a circular buffer 1203 for processing by the Word Parser 1204. The word Parser 1204
collects characters until it encounters a word boundary, usually a space, period or other
delineating character. Recall from above, that the MPEG audio and video segments are

collected into a series of fi>:ed—size PES buffers. A special segment is added to each PES
buffer to hold the words extracted from the CC field 1205. Thus, the CC information is

preserved in time synchronization with the audio and video, and can be correctly presented
to the viewer when the stream is displayed. This also allows the stored stream to be
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processed for CC information at the leisure of the program logic, which spreads out load,
reducing cost and improving efficiency. In such a case, the words stored in the special

segment are simply passed to the state table logic 1206.

During stream capture, each word is looked up in a table 1206 which indicates the action to

take on recognizing that word. This action may simply change the state of the recognizer
statemachine 1207, or may cause the state machine 120? to Issue an action request, such
as "start capture", "stop capture", "phrase seen", or other similar requests. Indeed, a

recognized word or phrase may cause the pipeline to be switched; for example, to overlay a
different audio track if undesirable language is used in the program.

Note that the parsing state table 1206 and recognizer state machine 1207 may be modified

or changed at any time. For example, a different table and state machine may be provided
for each input channel. Alternatively, these elements may be switched depending on the time
of day, or because of other events. '

Referring to FIG. 11, a Pullswitch is added 1104 which outputs to the sink 1105.

The sink 1105 calls nextFullBuf and releaseEmptyBuf to get or return buffers from the
Puliswitch 1104. The Pullswitch 1104 can have any number of inputs. One Input could be an
Actionclip 1113. The remote control can switch between input sources. The control object
1114 sends an event to the Pullswitch 1104, telling it to switch. It wili switch from the
current input source to whatever input source the control object selects.

An Actionclip class provides for sequencing a number of different stored signals in a
predictable and controllable manner, possibly with the added control of viewer selection via a

remote control. Thus, it appears as a derivative of a Tmkxfrm object that accepts a "switch"
event for switching to the next stored signal.

This allows the program logic or user to create custom sequences of video output. Any

number of video segments can be lined up and combined as if the program logic or user were
using a broadcast studio video mixer. TmkC|ipReaders 1108, 1109, 1110 are allocated and
each is hooked Into the Pullswitch 1104. The Pullswitch 1104 switches between the

TmkClipReaders 1108, 1109, 1110 to combine video and audio clips. Flow control is

automatic because of the way the pipeline is constructed. The Push and Pull Switches are the
same as video switches in a broadcast studio.

The derived class and resulting objects described here may be combined in an arbitrary way
to create a number of different useful configurations for storing, retrieving, switching and
viewing of TV streams. For example, if multiple input and output sections are available, one

input is viewed while another is stored, and a picture-in-picture window generated by the
second output is used to preview previously stored streams. Such configurations represent a
unique and novel application of software transformations to achieve the functionality
expected of expensive, sophisticated hardware solutions within a single cost-effective device.

With respect _to FIG. 13, a high-level system view is shown which implements a VCR backup.
The Output Module 1303 sends TV signals to the VCR 1307. This allows the user to record TV
programs directiy on to video tape. The invention allows the user to queue up programs from

disk to be recorded on to video tape and to schedule the time that the programs are sent to
the VCR 1307. Title pages (EPG data) can be sent to the VCR 1307 before a program is sent.

Longer programs can be scaled to fit onto smaller video tapes by speeding up the play speed
or dropping frames.

The VCR 1307 output can also be routed back into the Input Module 1301. In this
configuration the VCR acts as a backup system for the Media Switch 1302. Any overflow

storage or lower priority programming is sent to the VCR 1307 for later retrieval.
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The Input Module 1301 can decode and pass to the remainder of the system information

encoded on the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI). The Output Module 1303 can encode into the

output VBI data provided by the remainder of the system. The program logic may arrange to
encode identifying information of various kinds into the output signal, which will be recorded
onto tape using the VCR 1307. Playing this tape back into the input allows the program logic
to read back this identifying information, such that the TV signal recorded on the tape is

properly handled. For example, a particular program may be recorded to tape along with
information about when it was recorded, the source network, etc. When this program is

played back into the Input Module, this information can be used to control storage of the
signal, presentation to the viewer, etc.

One skilled in the art will readily appreciate that such a mechanism may be used to introduce
various data items to the program logic which are not properly conceived of as television

signals. For instance, software updates or other data may be passed to the system. The
program logic receiving this data from the television stream may impose controls on how the
data is handled, such as requiring certain authentication sequences and/or decrypting the
embedded information according to some previously acquired key. Such a method works for
normal broadcast signals as well, leading to an efficient means of providing non-TV control
information and data to the program logic.

Additionally, one skilled in the art will readily appreciate that although a VCR is specifically

mentioned above, any multimedia recording device (e.g., a Digital Video Disk-Random
Access Memory (DVD-RAM) recorder) is easily substituted in its place.

Although the invention is described herein with reference to the preferred embodiment, one

skilled in the art will readily appreciate that other applications may be substituted for those
set forth herein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. For
example, the invention can be used in the detection of gambling casino crime. The input
section of the invention is connected to the casino's video surveillance system. Recorded

video is cached and simultaneously output to external VCRs. The user can switch to any

video feed and examine (i.e., rewind, play, slow play, fast forward, etc.) a specific segment

of the recorded video while the external VCRs are being loaded with the real-time input
video. Accordingly, the invention should only be limited by the claims included below.

ENGLISH-CLAIMS:

Return to Top of Patent

What is claimed is:

1. A process for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data, comprising the
steps of:

accepting television (TV) broadcast signals, wherein said TV signals are based on a multitude
of standards, including, but not limited to, National Television Standards Committee (NTSC)
broadcast, PAL broadcast, satellite transmission, DSS, DBS, or ATSC;

tuning said TV signals to a specific program;

providing at least one Input Section, wherein said Input Section converts said specific
program to an Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) formatted stream for internal transfer
and manipulation;

providing a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said MPEG stream, said MPEG

stream is separated into its video and audio components;
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storing said video and audio components on a storage device;

providing at least one Output Section, wherein said Output Section extracts said video and
audio components from said storage device;

wherein said Output Section assembles said video and audio components into an MPEG
stream;

wherein said Output Section sends said MPEG stream to a decoder; ‘

wherein said decoder converts said MPEG stream into TV output signals;

wherein said decoder delivers said'TV output signals to a TV receiver; and

accepting control commands from a user, wherein said control commands are sent through

the system and affect the flow of said MPEG stream.

2. The process of claim 1, wherein said Input Section directs said MPEG stream to the
destination indicated by said control commands.

3. The process of claim 1, wherein said Output Section extracts said video and audio

components from the storage device indicated by said control commands.

-‘-l-. The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

Creating custom video output sequences, wherein said sequences are specified by a user or
program control.

5. The process of claim 1, wherein the storing and extracting of said video and audio
components from said storage device are performed simultaneously.

6. The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch calculates and logically associates a
time stamp to said video and audio components.

7. The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch extracts time stamp values from a
digital TV stream and logically associates said time stamp values to said video and audio
components.

8. The process of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

placing said video component into a circular video buffer;

posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event contains an indication that a

video component was found and the location of said video component in said circular video
buffer; and

sending notice of said event posting.

9. The process of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

placing said audio component into a circular audio_buffer;

posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event contains an indication that an

audio component was found and the location of said audio component in said circular audio

buffer; and
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sending notice of said event posting.

10. The process of claims 8 or 9, further comprising the steps of:

receiving said notice;

retrieving said event posting from said event buffer; and

indexing into the appropriate buffer indicated by the type and location information in said
event buffer. '

11. The process of claim 10, further comprising the steps of:

generating a buffer containing the logical audio or video segments in order, including

ancillary information, wherein each of said logical segments points to the appropriate circular
buffer location where corresponding audio or video components have been placed.

12. The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

increasing the decoder system clock rate for fast playback or fast reverse playback.

13. The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

decreasing the decoder system clock rate for stow playback or slow reverse playback.

14. The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

combining system audio cues and on—screen displays with said TV output signals.

15. The process of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

decoding the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI) data or private data channel information from
said TV signal; and

examining said data to determine the starting or ending indicators of a specific program.

16. The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

scanning the words contained within the closed caption (CC) fields to determine program

starting and ending times, wherein particular words or phrases are used to trigger the.
recording of a specific program and wherein the CC information is preserved in time

synchronization with the audio and video, and can be correctly presented to the viewer when

the stream is displayed.

17. The process of claim 16, further comprising the step of:

performing a specific action when a specific word is found in said CC information.

18. The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch has a data bus connecting it to a CPU
and DRAM.

19. The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch shares an address bus with a CPU and
DRAM.

20. The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch operates asychronously and
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autonomously with a CPU.

21. The process of claim 1, wherein said storage device is connected to said Media Switch.

22. The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch allows the CPU to queue up Direct
Memory Access (DMA).transfers.

23. The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch is implemented in hardware.

24. The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

providing a multimedia recording device, including, but not limited to, a Video Cassette
Recorder (VCR) or a Digital Video Disk-Random Access Memory [DVD-RAM) device, wherein
said recording device is attached to the output side of said decoder, allowing said user to

record said TV output signals.

25. The process of claim 24, wherein said user queues up programs from said storage device
to be stored on said recording device.

26. The process of claim 24, wherein said user sets time schedules for said programs to be
sent to said recording device.

27. The process of claim 24, wherein title pages may be sent to said recording device before
sending a program to be stored on said recording device.

28. The process of claim 24, wherein a program that is longer in duration than a magnetic

tape in said recording device allows, is sped up to fit within the desired time limit.

29. The process of claim 24, wherein a program that is longer in duration than a magnetic
tape in said recording device allows, has frames dropped from it to fit within the desired time
limit.

30. The process of claim 24, wherein the output of said recording device is routed to said

Input Section, allowing said recording device to act as a storage back up system, said
recording device accepts overflow storage, TV -programs, software updates, or other data that

are later retrieved and sent to said Input Section.

31. A process for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data, comprising the
steps of:

providing a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast data
from an input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast data, and temporarily
stores said video and audio data;

providing a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and audio data from said
physical data source;

providing a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves data
streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said source object
converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with said streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object;

providing a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers from said
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transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said signals to a
display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object;

providing a control object, wherein said control object receives commands from a user, said
commands control the flow of the broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source, transform, and sink
objects.

32. An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data, comprising:

a module for accepting television (TV) broadcast signals, wherein said TV signals are based

on a multitude of standards, including, but not limited to, National Television Standards
Committee {NTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast, sateliite transmission, DSS, OBS, or ATSC;

a module for tuning said TV signals to a specific program;

at least one Input Section, wherein said Input Section converts said specific program to an
Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) formatted stream for internal transfer and

manipulation;

a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said MPEG stream, said MPEG stream is

separated into its video and audio components;

a module for storing said video and audio components on a storage device;

at least one Output Section, wherein said Output Section extracts said video and audio
components from said storage device;

wherein said Output Section assembles said video and audio components into an MPEG
stream;

wherein said Output Section sends said MPEG stream to a decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said MPEG stream into TV output signals;

wherein said decoder delivers said TV output signals to a TV receiver; and

accepting control commands from a user, wherein said.control commands are sent through
the system and affect the flow of said MPEG stream.

33. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Input Section directs said MPEG stream to the
destination Indicated by said control commands.

34. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Output Section extracts said video and audio

components from the storage device indicated by said control commands.

35. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for creating custom video output sequences, wherein said sequences are specified
by a user or program control.
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'36. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the storing and extracting of said video and audio

components from said storage device are performed simultaneously.

37. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch calculates and logically associates
a time stamp to said video and audio components.

38. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch extracts time stamp values from a
digital TV stream and logically associates said time stamp, values to said video and audio
components.

39. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for placing said video component into a circular video buffer;

a module for posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event contains an
indication that a video component was found and the location of said video component in said
circular video buffer; and

a module for sending notice of said event posting.

40. The apparatus ofclaim 32, further comprising:

a module for placing said audio component into a circular audio buffer;

a module for posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event contains an

indication that an audio component was found and the location of said audio component in
said circular audio buffer; and

a module for sending notice of said event posting.

41. The apparatus of claims 39 or 40, further comprising:

a module for receiving said notice;

a module for retrieving said event posting from said event buffer; and

a module for indexing into the appropriate buffer indicated by the type and location
information in said event buffer.

42. The apparatus of claim 41', further comprising:

a module for generating a buffer containing the logical audio or video segments in order,
including ancillary information, wherein each of said logical segments points to the

appropriate circular buffer location where corresponding audio or video components have
been placed.

43. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for increasing the decoder system clock rate for fast playback or fast reverse
playback.

44. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for decreasing the decoder system clock rate for slow playback or slow reverse
playback.
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45. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for combining system audio cues and on-screen displays with said TV output
signals.

46. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for decoding the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI) data or private data channel
information from said TV signal; and

a module for examining said data to determine the starting or ending indicators ofa specific
program. i

47. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for scanning the words contained within the closed caption (CC) fields to determine
program starting and ending times, wherein particular words or phrases are used to trigger
the recording of a specific program and wherein the CC information is preserved in time

synchronization with the audio and video, and can be correctly presented to the viewer when
the stream is displayed.

48, The apparatus of claim 47, further comprising:

a module for performing a specific action when a specific word is found in said CC
information.

49. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch has a data bus connecting it to a
CPU and DRAM.

50. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch shares an address bus with a CPU
and DRAM.

I 51. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch operates asychronousiy and
autonomously with a CPU.

52. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said storage device is connected to said Media
Switch.

53. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch allows the CPU to queue up Direct

Memory Access (DMA) transfers.

54. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a multimedia recording device, including, but not limited to, a Video Cassette Recorder (VCR)

or a Digital Video Disk-Random Access Memory {DVD-RAM) device, wherein said recording
device is attached to the output side of said decoder, allowing said user to record said TV

output signals.

55. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein said user queues up programs from said storage

device to be stored on said recording device. -

56. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein said user sets time schedules for said programs to be
sent to said recording device.

57. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein title pages may be sent to said recording device
before sending a program to be stored on said recording device.
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58. Theapparatus of claim 54, wherein a program that is longer in duration than a magnetic
tape in said recording device allows, is sped up to fit within the desired time limit.

59. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein a program that is longer in duration than a magnetic
tape in said recording device allows, has frames dropped from it to fit within the desired time
limit.

60. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein the output of said recording device is routed to said
Input Section, allowing said recording device to act as a storage back up system, said

recording device accepts overflow storage, TV programs, software updates, or other data that
are later retrieved and sent to said Input Section.

61. An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data, comprising:

a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast data from an
input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast data, and temporarily stores
said video and audio data;

a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and audio data from said physical
data source;

a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves data streams onto a

storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said source object

converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with said streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object;

a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers from said transform object
and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said signals to a
display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object;

a control object, wherein said control object receives commands from a user, said commands

control the flow of the broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source, transform, and sink
objects.
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Source: CIo,rnr_i1and Searching :- Patent Cases from Federal Courts and Administrative Materials El
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44s F.3d 1294, *,- 2005 U. 5. App. LEXIS 11162, *=*,-
78 U. s. P.Q.2D (BNA) 1676

in view _Avai_|ab|e |_3_ri.e__fs anti Qthet Documents. F.1e|_e.t_e.I;l t_o._tb1's_..Ces,e

IN RE ECHOSTAR COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION, ECHOSTAR DBS CORPORATION,
EcHOsTAR TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, and ECHOSPHERE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY,

and MERCHANT Si GOULD P.C., Petitioners.

MISCELLANEOUS DOCKET N05. .303, 305

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT

443 F.3d 1294; zoos u.s. App. LEXIS 11152; 73 U.S.P.Q.'2D (EMA) 1575

May 1, 2006, Decided

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: Writ of mandamus granted 1n__re_l§_nea_rl,__13§ Fed, Appx._ 955,
2.005 U_.S...»°1Pp. LE_XI5..14.7_.72 (.F.ec.i1_ Cir... Mas‘ 8. 2.096)
Rehearing denied by, Rehearing, en banc, denied by In re §c_host_a_r__Comm_un_s. Cor_p., 2006
U-S.-.Ai2F!:. LEXIS. _1_Z51_1_(EE_f_3L Cir.-_ .. _J_U!V .5 ._ 20.06}.

US Supreme Court certiorari denied by Ti!-Io, Inc_._v._ Echost_ar_(;q_mrn_‘n _Co;*_p_._,__1_27 _S-. Ct. 846,
166 L. Ed. _2ci 665. 2{J_U_6_ !J_.S. LEXIS 942$ (U.S., Dec. 11,_25”.i_0__6_)_

PRIOR HISTORY: mo mc_._v_. ,c.h_os_t_a_r c_ornn1. C_Qi'.P—. 2o_o5 U.s. Dist, L:e.>:I_s 11.25_a1_(s.o.
Tex” Sept... .26. 2095).

DISPOSITION: The court granted the firm's motion for leave to intervene. It a|s_o granted
the petition for mandamus as to certain classifications of documents.

0 Case _i_n_B_rief_ ( $ )

CASE SUMMARY

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Petitioner communication companies sought a writ of
mandamus directing the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas to
vacate orders compelling production of documents created by specialiy-retained outside
counsel after they asserted an advice-of-counsel defense against a separate willful patent
infringement suit filed by a patentee. The law firm also moved to intervene in the

proceedings under the petition.

OVERVIEW: After production of all documents on a ruling that the assertion of the

advice-of-counsel defense constituted a fuil waiver of privileges, a writ of mandamus
seeking vacation of the orders was sought. The firm moved to intervene. The court
granted intervention and granted the petition to a limited extent. Noting that mandamus

was available to correct clear abuses of discretion and that it was required to apply
Federal Circuit law and not that of the regional circuit, it held that the broad scope used by
the district court in finding waivers of both the attorney-client privilege and work-product
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doctrine was an abuse of discretion. It held that the attorney-client privilege and the work
product doctrine were not interdependent, that neither was absolute, and that a waiver of

one did not necessarily waive the other. Second, assertion of this defense did not give the
patenl:ee's counsel unfettered discretion to rummage through their files and their litigation
strategies. Thus, while documents between the companies and counsel were properly
disclosed, privilege as to documents created by counsel but not communicated to the
companies was not waived and production thereof was not proper.

OUTCOME: The court granted the firm‘s motion for leave to intervene. It also granted the
petition for mandamus as to certain classifications of documents.

CORE TERMS: work product, attorney-client, work-product, infringement, advice,

communicated, infringer, in-house, subject matter, immunity, willful, waive, waived, advice-

of-counsel, writ of mandamus, patent, disclosure, discovery, memorandum, advice of

counsel, state of mind, conveyed, abuse of discretion, wlllfulness, preparation, impression,
leave to intervene, shield, production of documents, legal advice

LexisNexis(R) Headnotes 9 ltljde l-leai_:_l_n_gLes

Civi|..Eroce_d_ur.e > Ec.i_ui_tv > &d_E_€l.U-BIB.EE_l't'|E§l.lt.§tF;L3W 37-3
Civil Ptoc§du.re > E_ClQ_lE.Y > irr_e.p_ar_al1|ie_!niutv tel _
Ci1LF!tos:e.I_1ut£' > Futrnedies > .V_V.dis. > C9.rn.n.i_o.n _|-.av1r_Vi‘Li.ts > Maoctamys ‘-3

“'“13,The remedy of mandamus is available in extraordinary situations to correct a clear
abuse of discretion or usurpation of judicial power. A party seeking a writ bears the

burden of proving that it has no other means of obtaining the relief desired and that

the right to issuance of the writ is clear and indisputable. A writ of mandamus may
be sought when the challenged order turns on questions of
D|’iVil€'9E- M2reLi1<_e.T11.i_s_i1ea1=lt1ot§

i:_imEreced1.I.re > E.q.ui_t_v. > {X31391-L&IE.E_€."_1€_¢1Y.;Q_!£_.Lai! ‘ii!
Civil l?ro_c_edure or _Equity :- 1rr_ep_arat:Ie_lnjury 9-'-ml
Patent Law :- Jurisdiction & Review > Subject Matter J_ur1sdi_ctior_i > G_er1eLal_01ery_|e\_v

””3_4;The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit does not require, as a prerequisite

to the filing of a writ of mandamus relating to a court order, that a party refuse to
comply at all with that order, if it seeks to challenge only a part thereof. Such a rule
would encourage parties not to comply with district court orders that, in large part,

they do not challenge, so that they could preserve a chailenge only to the portions
that they believe are erroneous. More L_il<e Tl'Iis_Head_r1ote | Shepardize: Re_strict_sy__Heg_d_note

Civil Procedure 2» Remedies > writs > C_DlTll'l'lQ[_‘_l La_w_Writs > l-1afli:la,r]1I_Js
Goverr_ime_nts > Courts > 1u_dici_a_l_F!re_cederits till _‘
_P_aterit__Law > Juri_sdictio_n_ & Review > Subject l~1att_er_Ju_r_isd[cti_or_1 > _G_ener_al_0_ver\_qiew 9-3:]

”’“3_tIn reviewing a petition for a writ of mandamus filed by a party to a patent
infringement action, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit applies its own
law rather than the law of the regional circuit. _l‘1li_:I_re_I,Ll-(e__1“_l1is__lje_ag_noje_ |
Shepardize : Restrict _By_ l-le_ad_ note

Civil Procedure :- Remedies > Writs > common Law_iNrits > Masdarous 1::
governrnents > Courts 9- Judicial Precede-n_ts tail _
P_a_te_fl.t_Law 3» J_ur_isd_|._:_tio_n 3- Review > Subject _Matter Jurisdiction > G_ener_al_0_v£9E1ur_i_e_w 93:

3-'“_+,The law of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit applies when deciding
whether particular written or other materials are discoverable in a patent case, if

those materials relate to an issue of substantive patent law. [«'lg[e_Lik_e__T_l1is_l1eadnote [
Seeoai11i_z.e:_ Restrict Bxfleasdente
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i2ivj|_I’r_oc_ed__u_te > Efl5.CD!.€|.’Y. > i:1_etho.d_s > E-Bq1e,5_t§,fQLF’L3Q,U-, Lon & tn,

Civllfirocedure :- Discovery :- P_r_lvil_eged_l“3att_er_s > Ge_nera;|lQver\;i_e_v_v - c

l3a_ten_t_Law_ :- R_em_edies > Damages > _G__e_ne_ral Overview
”N5_tA remedy for willful patent infringement is specifically provided for in the Patent Act.

35_U.5.C.S, §§,284-285, Therefore, questions of privilege and the discoverability of
documents that arise from assertion of the advice—of-counsel defense necessarily
involve issues of substantive patent law. i~_4gr_e _i._i5§I‘£J'i'_1i_.-‘-‘.I.".‘EI'i_(_1r‘it:Il:E.‘ l
Shepa_r_di'ze:_ Restrict B,v I-_|e_aci note

"-3-.

QV“ PL0_C..E'.iU.T'e 3‘ Dl5'-.C.Q!-''€.|'.¥ 3"‘ E'“\Iil39§d_M6HeF_5 3' N_t_0F_|18Y.‘.C|_i€_nLEfi¥lEQ€ "9-“‘i
§\Li_d§!'flC_€ > Eri.vi.|_e9e§. > a:Lor_nev;_c_Iiem__i:i_~aeg_e > Ge_ne.r_a__I__oia_e;vM -‘ill
Egidemce 3- Erivdegss > ailzornevaclientfirivilese > S_c_o.pe 32::

HN5_I;The attorney-client privilege protects disclosure of communications between a client
and his attorney. more l__ik__e_ThiS H_e_ad_nol:e

Civil Procedure 3- Discovery :- Privileged Matters > Attorney-Qlient Privilege ' LL!

Evidence > Privileges > Att9r_nev~C|lent Privilege > Waiver V
Patent Law > Infringer_nent_A__ctions > Qefenses > _Gen_era_I,_0_verv_iei_i.g 93:]

"”"7!.Once a party announces that it will rely on advice of counsel in response to an
assertion of willful infringement of a patent, the attorney-ciient privilege is
Waived. |‘_*|era.l_-ik_e_Ti1i.s_tl_~=.,aIc.i_r1s3_e l Sh.ei_=.aLci!i.z-'-°.-'_i?<_e_m:Li_c.t_§lr_tLP.at:i_r1_c2t~_2

Civil Brecedure > Discovery > ECi.V"EQ.€§.M_E|_§I_EEE > _G_eo_e_r_a_|.,_DxeLvi.e.v!
E.videsce :— Pcivileoes 2- ai:_tcmJev:c,iie.r1t_i=ri<i|e9e > waiver

-‘1'N9_~I;The widely applied standard for determining the scope of a waiver of attorney-client

privilege is that the waiver applies to all other communications relating to the same
subject matter. More Lee Ti1i_s.i:|e.a_dr1qte I Shepacdize: R.e.5_tr_'Ic_t.Bv_Headaote

Civii Procedure > Discovery > Privileged Matters > General_l_{_Jver_vi_ew
15”:

Evidence :- Privileges > Attorney-,Client Fgrivilege > Waiver ‘es __

F!atc=.:o.t_I.a_v_t > Ihtringement Actions > I32efe_o_s.e.s > £3e.ne_raI..C.J_\ce_r\ri_ei~_r ‘-73?

””9.!*.Whether legal counsel is employed by a client or hired under an outside contract, the
advice or opinion that is offered is advice of counsel or an opinion of counsel for the
purposes of the rule that reliance on the defense of advice of counsel in a patent

infringement case waives the privilege. Use of in-house counsel may affect the

strength of the defense, but it does not affect the legal nature of the
advice. MG[E.Llke Thi§_|:|I_3_§|_3f'l0EE I .1i1enardize:_ResrL=t!laictie_adLiote

Ci‘-i!i|_EfQ_i;ei2lur_e 7 D_'si:oy.erv. > P_rivi_le9ed.fla..tte.i:s > Adomer;§&eo_PriviIe.ge ‘T
Exideece > |?_ri.\_rile9e§'> s_t_t9tI1e.v:!I.iie_r3t _F_’_r.i1il.ese. 5* W-'.3i\£B.|? 5-1 _
Pa.t.ent.Lai~ 5- Infr.in9ev1'I_ent_Ac_tion.s =~ Defenses > G_ene,r.aL0_v_e_rg‘I_ew ‘:31

“"1°_i;When a defendant which has been sued for willful infringement of a patent under 35
U._S_.__C.S.,§.§ 284-285. of the Patent Act chooses to rely on the advice of in—house

counsel, it waives the attorney-client privilege with regard to any attorney-client
communications relating to the same subject matter, including communications with
counsel other than in-house counsel. i~gio;e__Lii<_e_Thi_siji;ad_no:e I
Seeparciize: Re§tr_iCt_flY.i1|eadfl0t3‘:

Evidence > Privileges > Attorney-Ciient Privilege > Waiver ‘_
Patent Law > Infringement Actions 3- E!ef_en_ses > Gener_al__Ove_rview
E_ater_-.t_La1.v_ 3- .}u_i:i:.id ictior_1__& R_e_v_i_ew > 5t_ar;d_ar_ds of Fte_v_iev_v > Aou_s_eA9_f l.‘J_i_sc_re_tLor1 ‘TE

“N1-‘_~|;The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit reviews a district court's
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determination as to the scope of a waiver of the attorney client privilege in
connection with a suit for intentional patent infringement for an abuse of
discretion. L~ioeu_k_.e _T_n_is Heednote I Siieriaztiize;Rest:ieLBiL.Bea.i1r1e!s

Qiyil. Procedure 3- Qis.c.o.v_er_v > Prixiieged M_a_tsers > »5t_t.orn_e.ir;C|_ie_r1t_Priydege ,_
C_i_v_i|_Pr9ced,u_r.e > Discovery > Privileged i“l_a_tt_er_s 3' We_rk__Pr_ed_Uct 3* {3er_1flLQii\_i.i_ei_~: 53

ml-‘12_¢;The attorney-client privilege and the work-product doctrine, though related, are two
distinct concepts, and waiver of one does not necessarily waive the other. In
general, a party may obtain discovery of any matter that (1) is not privileged and

(2) is relevant to the claim or defense of any party. _Fed. R._;Ii,v,._F>.__2_l5;(b)(1_). Among
other things, attorney-client communications are designated as
"privileged." ~i<:_:e__L_iieT.h_'i;ue._a<;ri_:zte I s_h_er_:-.a_r_d_iz_».;I3_e_stm;;evm:gmte

Cw.‘-I iirereeure > |1.i_i.s_cev_er.i< > i':‘cI_v.I'.ie9ee_Matt_ers > &.t.totiEv:_CLi.er_it._F’.rfle_ge
E_\:id_e_nc_e 3- .F.'r.i\i.iie9.e$ > ettetnev.-_C_fie_n.t Eriyiiege > G.f—‘.|'.||'=‘.|ifl,'E0_1I‘-'»F)-i'i_9.‘-iii
E\ii!1E1i.C.E > i?ri.vi_|eges 3' A_t_t.D.fnE.‘f_‘.C!ifii1L.l?FiL'il€9€ =- Scene til

”N13__+,Attorney~client communications are designated as privileged. The privilege protects
the confidentiality of communications between attorney and client made for the

purpose of obtaining legal advice. The purpose of the privilege is to promote full
and frank communication between a client and his attorney so that the client can

make well-informed legal decisions and conform his activities to the
law. More Lil-(e_Thi§_HeadllCItE_ I S_h_e,p§a'rd_.*'z_e: _3_estrlct_ §y_i_-lea_dr\ot_e

_Ci_v_ll Procedure 3- Discovery :» Privileg_ed_ lilatoers :- Work Rrgdoct > \_Nai,i_ie_rs
Evidence :- Privileges :- at_l_:o_rney_—Ci:ei1_t__EriviIege > 'i'_il_a_i\_.r_er

W‘-'14_~y,The invocation of the attorney-client privilege is at the discretion of the client. The

client can-waive the attorney~client privilege when, for instance, it uses the advice
to establish a defense. However, selective waiver of the privilege may lead to the

inequitable result that the waiving party could waive its privilege for favorable
advice while asserting its privilege on unfavorable advice. In such a case, the party
uses the attorney-client privilege as both a sword and a shield. To prevent such
abuses, the rule is that when a party defends its actions by disclosing an attorney-
client communication, it waives the attorney-client privilege as to all such
communications regarding the same subject matter. r;1or_e_Li1»:_r;jrgi_s.i,ieedru_ote |
5hep,ardiz_e: Restrict Ev Headnete

r--__..

Civil Ereeedure 3' Di5C,C.i\.-'EE['r‘ > P.rivi.|_eg.ed_ lV1att_.e.rs > .\l1?|'i£.i?LOfiI.£l‘. > G_eti_era,l_Oi:eL'_ev£ "'4'-1
C.iv.ii..Er_ei=.e_o_ure > Discovery 3* Eri_vii.e9.e.e_|“ia.t.ters '> '!N_erl<_i?.recI_u_c_t > Scone ‘ii -

"='N15_g1n contrast to the attorney-client privilege, the work- product doctrine (or work-
product immunity as it is also called) can protect .''documents and tangible things"

prepared in anticipation of litigation that are both non-privileged and relevant. Ee_d.
R.__Civ. _P_. _26(_b_)(3). Unlike the attorney-client privilege, which protects all
communication whether written or oral, worlrproduct immunity protects documents
and tangible things, such as memorandums, letters, and e-mails. Courts recognize
work-product immunity because it promotes a fair and efficient adversarial system
by protecting the attorney's thought processes and legal recommendations from the
prying eyes of his or her opponent. Proper preparation of a client's case demands
that he assemble information, sift what he considers to be the relevant from the
irrelevant facts, prepare his legal theories and plan his strategy without undue and

needless interference. l~Jr£I.,iseJnis_uea_er.i.e.t.e I s_i=_.s.'xerez_e:i==¢rr1c;i3.r_rieas1g:;:e

Civil Etecedure > D_is.c_o.ver.v 5» Eri.\me_9ed_bi.a.ttetS. > !l!or_i=.Ete_c.!ec_t 3» Sen_eL_| _C?Ler_eii_i

Ci:-ri_| __Pr_ecedure 3- D_is5_ev_e:v 3- Eo_v_i|_eog_Mat_te_rs 3- iili9_rI<_fledv_c_t_ 3- .F_a_ct W.e_i<_Ece.d.L&t a_
Ci_i-:il.i3r§r_:.er1ure > Lflssemn 3- Elixiieoetl Matters > E‘-'_o_r|_<,_.rei.:i_L£t :- Qi1.LLe___,_i<__tnWar P eeust
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CI‘w1.F'.r0.c.e.tl.Ure > DI.sc9x.etv > |_°_ti.liI|_E95C_d_|l'1Eit£E.tS > work I?_rc:ci.u_ct 3- ii-'.i='_i.vgs ’-1;‘

”"15_t_The work-product doctrine is not absolute. First, a party may discover certain types
of work product if they have substantial need of the materials in the preparation of

the party's case and that the party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the
substantial equivalent by other means." Fe_d._F_i_. _<;iv_._i3.‘_,'»1§_(,l))(3,)_ This rule,

however, only allows discovery of "factual" or-"non-opinion" work product and

requires a court to protect against the disclosure of the mental impressions,
conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative.
Second, a party may discover work product if the party waives its immunity.

However, work product waiver is not a broad waiver of all work product related to
the same subject matter like the attorney-client privilege. Instead, work-product

waiver only extends to "factual" or "non-opinion" work product concerning the same

subject matter as the disclosed workvproduct. flQ_r§_|:l_5_i:_i_E__'_[_ljl_E__i_-l_I=:_aII1nol_ce |
Seem,-:c{i'z.e : _R.E!.5EU_C.t_BY_l_‘|flt_1 n.are

C.ivl|_|?r_ot:edure > Qisceterv 3- P.r.iyI|.es.ec_! Mattets > We_r_l<. P_r_9d_u_ct > Eacxwk _F'_i:9_du_c_t “-§—l_
Civil_F'rocedure > _D'1sco_v_er_y_ > Rr_ivi_leg_ed Matters > Work_Pr_qd_ui_:_t :- Qpj[1i_Qf;:W_Cir_K__P_[QdI,ICt -‘E-Zl
Civil, Procedure > QEECQVJBFY. > P_r,ivi|,e9ecI_ Matters > W_o.rk..P:educt 1* §,C,CiD_E' "74:’-
F_?aten_t Law > Infringement actions > Defenses > General _0_v_er_vj_e_v_v

”N17;|v_The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit recognizes that the line between
"factual" work product and "opinion" work product is not always distinct, especially

when an attorney's opinion may itself be "factual" work product. When faced with
the distinction between where that line lies, however, a district court should balance
the policies to prevent sword—and-shield litigation tactics with the policy to protect
work product. That being said, the appeals court recognizes at least three

categories of work product that are potentially relevant to the advice-of-counsel

defense when asserted in a patent infringement case. They include: (1) documents

that embody a communication between the attorney and client concerning the
subject matter of the case, such as a traditional opinion letter; (2) documents
analyzing the law, facts, trial strategy, and so forth that reflect the attorney's
mental impressions but were not given to the client; and (3) documents that
discuss a communication between attorney and client concerning the subject matter
of the case but are not themselves communications to or from the

Client i1o:¢e.LiIs_eJ'_hJ.s..i:|e.ai1_ri9te l S_fl€;DL'dI£LB£35fl'i<;L.|3..Y_____"'Ead“Qt:

Civ_il_ Procedure > lI;riscov_e_r_y > Eriyileged Matters 3» l_N_or_lg_F_*_r9d_u<_:_t > General Q_v:e_ _ie if

.Civ_iLRroce.cl.ure > D_isc_o_v.e.W. 3- Eri_v_ilesed_l-letters > _\N_ork.P_ro.d.uct > 5,912.12: 931
Ea_te_n_t,Law > infringement same 1- Defenses > GJ:rJs:a_|Qv_e_rLie:sr

“N133-_There are at least three categories of work product. when a defendant relies on the

advice-of-counsel as a defense to a claim of willful infringement, the party waives
its attorney-client privilege for all communications between the attorney and client,
including any documentary communications such as opinion letters and
mem0raf1da- !‘i0r.e.Li.lse.It\ieHeadnet.e I .Sh.eeecdi.z_e; |3.e..strtic.t_|:’>.v_t_‘-ead1'l.t.i_te

Civi|.|£oce.du_r.e > Discovetv > P_I‘i_\r.i|.e9e_d_H_e'i_tteI:s > £\.rtor_r.'r9_s(;C.|ie_r1t.Emi99E €53
Evidence 3- l-‘fri_vileg_es :- Atto_r_ney‘_-Clierit Privilege > in-‘a_iy_e_r £3 _fi
F'at_er1t_LaI_~ ‘> Infr.io9emsn.t.Ac.tions 3' Ezefenses 3- Geoeral_<_J.v_e__r_vi_e~iz

“"191; Once a defendant to a willful patent infringement case asserts the defense of advice

of counsel, this opens to inspection the legal advice received by that defendant-
during the entire course of the alleged infringement. E!_oI_'e_L_i_l_ce 1_‘l1is,r_+ea_dr1Qte l
_3fi§p.B_i'di'ZQ; E_e_stris:_t_I3.i'r_ties':_dnete

Ciyil P_r_oceclure :- Discovery :- Pgvileged Matters 2» A[lZO|'_l'l_re_'y__-_ClieI’llI_Priifllfige *5-L-J
Evidence > Privileges :- Attorney-,Cliept Erivilege > Waiver
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l?ate_lJt_Lafl > I|'.l.friI‘.‘i9E?FTl_e_r1_t_Ar_:;i_g_i'1_$ > Defense; 3» Ggr;eraii_og_e_rg_ug 9-‘ii

””3°_t_By asserting a advice-of-counsel defense to a charge of willful infringement, an
accused infringer and its counsel do not give an opponent unfettered discretion to

rummage through all of their files and pillage all of their litigation strategies. Courts

generally find a work-product waiver only if facts relevant to a particular, narrow
subject matter are at issue and have been disclosed under circumstances where it
would be unfair to deny the other party an opportunity to discover other facts
relevant to that subject matter. Work-product waiver extends oniy so far as to

inform the court‘ of the infringer's state of mind. Counsel's opinion is not important

for Its legal correctness. It is important whether it is thorough enough, as combined
with other factors, to instill a belief in the infringer that a court might reasonably

hold the patent is invalid, not infringed, or unenforceable. It is what the alleged
infringer knew or believed, and by contradistinction not what other items counsel

may have prepared but did not communicate to the client, that informs the court of
an infringer's willfulness. The overarching goal of waiver is to prevent a party from

using the advice he received as both a sword, by waiving privilege to favorable

advice, and a shield, by asserting privilege to unfavorable advice. To the extent the
work—product immunity could have such an effect, it is waived. l1'li:_:i_I'_e__L_il<,g2_"_F_l"i_l§_ljle_.-_aidi_‘_i_ot_i':
I 5he_pa(g'lfz§.' Restrict By_He_adnote

Civil Pr_oc.eciu.r_e > D_i5_E!D£€LV. 3* F;v_ite9__dfla.tler.s > F-'loioL!<_PLt2t1yc_t > .Gener.a|. i_3E_e_..u2__
Cw_iL_F_’r0.I_:._e_d Lite. > ilscpsetv 3- Er.i.\.riieg.e_d Matters > Yl'.lv'.o.r_l<. fl9dt_Ir.:.t > i_N_ai_v.eLs 1]

“N21,:-_Work product that is never communicated to the client is not discoverable. Under

Ee__d_.__R., Civ_,_ P_. ;6_(_tg)(_3_), this so-called "opinion" work product deserves the highest

protection from disclosure. While an accused infringer may waive the immunity for
work product that embodies an opinion in letters and memorandum communicated

to the client, he does not waive the attorney's own analysis and debate over what
advice will be given. Upon waiver of attorney-client privilege, communicative

- documents, such as opinion letters, become evidence ofa non-privileged, relevant

fact, namely what was communicated to the client. However, counsel's legal

opinions and mental impressions that were not communicated do not acquire such
factual characteristics and are, therefore, not within the scope of the waiver. Thus,

if a legal opinion or mental impression was never communicated to the client, then
it provides little if any assistance to the court in determining whether the accused

knew it was infringing, and any relative value is outweighed by the policies
supporting the work-product doctrine. l'*_-l_cJ_re__LiigeI_l'g_i§_l_-l§§§lfl3l:_e I
Shega-_n;fl'z_e; R._est_rict By i-igadnote

CLv.il.F£I:c-ted:-Ir_e =- i3_«i_s_c._c:v_e.r_~r 3- EEl!il‘_3.9E_|i|__P'1€1t_l§E9 > !‘.-ierk_i?t9_d.ect. > titan-*_e_rs ‘*3;
Evidence > Fitivileses > éirt9m.ev_:Cli_edt_mvileoe > waiter ''''3.i- __
Paten.t.La.w > 1nfdngeme.n.t.Actio.ns > Def.er15.es > Genetaimeyfie ‘Fill

”””_tWhen an alleged infringer asserts its advice-of-counsel defense regarding willful

infringement of a particular patent, it waives its immunity for any document or
opinion that embodies or discusses a communication to or from it concerning

whether that patent is valid, enforceable, and infringed by the accused. This waiver
of both the attorney-client privilege and the work-product immunity includes not
only any letters, memorandum, conversation, or the like between the attorney and

his or her client, but also includes, when appropriate, any documents referencing a
communication between attorney and client. i;1qr_g_i,.i_iLTms _i-_l_e_ad_g9t_e_ |
3-’1e.u,a.ra1r'2e:. R_estrict_E«_v H.ead.n.o.te

Ci,\i.l|.P.L0CE€lU_i'!3 3- Di.5c0v,erv_ > P.I:isi|_e9e_d ttia.tte.t5 3* W,QLk,F£Q§]Jl,CC > lilaflfli €53
Evidence > Privileges :- Attor_ney-_C_iient_ l?_ri_i.gii_e_ge :- waiver I
E'aten_t_Lagii > infringement Actiogs > Defenses :- §,en,eral_Qgervi_e,-gv

The assertion, by a defendant in a patent infringement case, of the advice-of-
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*"""'3-"'_*;counse| defense to willfulness requires the court to decide, inter alia, whether

counsel's opinion was thorough enough to instill a belief in the infringer that a court

might reasonably hold the patent is invalid, not infringed, or

unenforceable. i&1_ore._|.i_ke_'fr;i5_H_ea.t|I10ti?. I Sflai2é'r;l1zs:_ Beeticsfl/_Hs§£s9.te

'17 Available Briefs and Other Documents Related to this Case:

0 U.S.Ci_rc1Jit.Cc2urI_l:1_ouc2n{s)

J__U_D_GES_: .[**1] Before SCHALL, GAJARSA, and PROST, Circuit Judges.

OPINION BY: Arthur Gajarsa

OPINION: [*1296] ON PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS

ORDER

EchoStar Communications Corporation, Echostar DB5 Corporation, EchoStar Technologies
Corporation, and Echosphere Limited Liability Company (collectively "EchoStar"J petition for a
writ of mandamus, in Miscellaneous Docket No. 803, to direct the United States District Court

for the Eastern District of Texas, in case 2: 04-CV-1, to vacate its September 26, 2005 and
October 6, 2005 orders that compelled Echostar to produce documents created by the law

firm Merchant 8: Gould P.C. that EchoStar asserts are protected from discovery by the work-
product doctrine. Merchant B: Gould moves for leave to intervene in Miscellaneous Docket No.
303 and submits its own petition for a writ of mandamus. filed as Miscellaneous Docket No.

805. Tivo, Inc. opposes the petitions and responds to the motion for leave to intervene.
Echostar and Merchant Si Gould reply. We grant Merchant ii Gould's unopposed motion for
leave to intervene [*1297] in Miscellaneous Docket No. 803. The motions for leave to file

the replies are also granted. To the extent set forth below, we grant the petition for
mandamus. {**2]

I

Tivo sued Echostar for infringement of its U_._S, Patent l\_lo_.__6,_2_33,3_89 ("the _'3_i_39 patent"). In

response to the allegation of willful infringement, Echostar asserted the defense of reliance
on advice of counsel. Prior to the filing of the action, Echostar relied on advice of in-house
counsel. After the action was filed, Echostar obtained additional legal advice from Merchant 8:

Gould but elected not to rely on it. Presumably to explore further EchoStar's state of mind in
determining that it did not infringe the patent, TiVo sought production of documents in the

possession of Echostar and Merchant & Gould. The district court held that by relying on
advice of in-house counsel Echostar waived its attorney-client privilege and attorney work-
product immunity relating to advice of any counsel regarding infringement, including

Merchant 8: Gould. The district court indicated that the scope of the waiver included
communications made either before or after the filing of the complaint and any work product,

whether or not the product was communicated to Echostar. The district court also held that
Echostar could redact information related only to trial preparation or information unrelated to
infringement. [**3] Echostar produced communications, including two infringement

opinions from Merchant 8: Gould, but did not produce any work product related to the
Merchant & Gould opinions. n1

— — — » — — — - - - - - - ~~Footnotes----———---—----

n1 Echostar also provided notes and communications relating to infringement prepared by
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another firm.

- - - - - - — - - — --EndFootnotes-—----———-—+-—

Thereafter, the parties sought clarification of the district court's order. TiVo argued that the

district court should order Echostar to produce all Merchant 3: Gould documents that relate to
the advice-of-counsel defense, even if Echostar was not in possession of the documents
because they were never communicated to Echostar. EchoStar argued that it should only be

required to produce documents that were provided to it by Merchant 8: Gould.

On October 5, 2005, the district court issued an order that clarified its previous order and

stated that the waiver of immunity extended to all work product of Merchant 3t Gould,
whether or not communicated to Echostar. The district court determined that the documents

could be relevant or lead to the discovery of admissible evidence because they might contain
information that was conveyed to Echostar, even if the documents were not themselves

conveyed to [**-4] Echostar. Echostar petitions this court for a writ of mandamus with
respect to the Merchant & Gould documents not provided to Echostar, n2 challenging the
district court's rulings. Merchant Be Gould moves for leave to intervene in EchoStar's petition
and submits its own petition for a writ of mandamus.

- - - — - - - - ~ - - - ~~Footnotes~——------------

n2 No in-house counsel documents are at issue in the petition.

- - - - - - - - - - --EndFootnotes--~---------H

II

""‘”'1T-The remedy of mandamus is available in extraordinary situations to correct a clear
abuse of discretion or usurpation ofjudicial power. 1_n_Iga|ma_r,__1r1c._,_,B5fi_E,2_d_461_,_-464

{Fed._C_ir_. _1_98_E_3). A party seeking a writ bears the burden of proving that it has no other
means of obtaining the relief desired, Ma|_|_a_rd__v_._u,S._[_Ji_st.§_ou_Lt,iElQLJ_,S_._2_9E;,_3DS!,_102__S.

Ct. _181_=];,__10_4 L._ Ed. 3d_31,8._(.1_9_3_9)_, and that the right to issuance of the writ is "clear and
ind i5l3U ta NE . " N |..i.e.d _Cl,1e.n:I_._C_o. EP.--V.-_.D.E| i.f|.0l'1, ..I_|'1C - I. ?r.‘£9_U;S; _3_3._3_5._ L0_1_.S_-.__C..t.1.8.8!- 6.5. L.-. Ed-
2d 193 (1989). A writ of mandamus may be [*12BB] sought when the challenged order

turns on questions of privilege. In_ re _B.,eger_1,tsQf_Ur1L\o_fiaL,;Qfi§_d___1_38§,_ 1_3_l3Z (_F_e_d_. Cir.
19916.): In re. Pioneer r.|i-l3:e.d .1 n.t‘l..I.nc.._ 2.3.8 F._3.d...1.3.70..-13.Z£l_(&ds.€;v,_2_0Q1.).- ["‘*5]

Echostar argues that a writ of mandamus should issue, among other reasons, because the
district court erred in determining that (1) the attorney—client privilege had been waived and
(2) the waiver of any privilege extended to work-product that was not communicated to
EchoStar because, inter alia, the documents are not relevant to whether Echostar had a good
faith belief that it did not infringe. Merchant E: Gould also argues that the district court erred

in requiring the production of documents that Merchant 8t Gould did not provide to Echostar
because any such documents could not be relevant to whether Echostar reasonably had a
good faith belief that it did not infringe, based upon advice from counsel.

In response, Tivo argues, inter alia, that (1) Echostar is not entitled to a writ of mandamus
because it has complied, in large part, with the district court orders it now challenges, (2) the
attorney—client privilege was waived when Echostar asserted a defense of reliance on advice
of in—house counsel, (3) the relevance of the Merchant 8: Gould documents can be

determined when they are offered as evidence, and (4) even though the Merchant 8.: Gould
documents may not have been [**6] provided to Echostar, they may contain information
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that was otherwise conveyed to Echostar.

Regarding TiVo's first argument, that Echostar is not entitled to mandamus because it has

complied in large part with the order, “"2"-Fwe do not believe it is a requirement that a party
refuse to comply at all with an order, if it seeks to challenge only a part of the order. Such a

rule would encourage parties not to comply with district court orders that, in large part, they

do not challenge, so that they could preserve a challenge only to the portions that they '
believe are erroneous. Echo‘.-Star cannot undo the disclosures it has made to TiVo, but it can

challenge the portions of the order that require additional disclosures.

We‘ now turn to the more substantive arguments underlying this petition.

III

””3'17In this petition, we apply our own law, rather than the law of the regional circuit. This
case involves the extent to which a party waives its attorney-client privilege and work—

product immunity when it asserts the advice—of—counsel defense in response to a charge of

willful patent infringement. ""47-"'Federa| Circuit law applies when deciding whether particular
written or other materials are discoverable ["7] in a patent case, if those materials relate

to an issue of substantive patent law." Advanced Cardioy_ascu_l_ar_Sys,_vL M_ed_t_ronic, Inc., 265

l-f,_3d 1294,, 13_O7, (Fed, Cir. 20_O_1). “"7-F’A remedy for willful patent infringement is specifically
provided for in the Patent Act, see 35_tJ__.S_.§_Z_. _§§_28_4;;E§5; therefore, questions of privilege

and discoverability that arise from assertion of the advice-of-counsel defense necessarily
involve issues of substantive patent law, see 1n_l_'e_§p@g_Stgr_t_ss_lLl;c_:_r_ldw_ige_:,£c_._,_gjII_§_E.;l_cl

BBQ,_B_Cl;-Q1A(Feg,___C_i[._;QQ§i_) (applying Federal Circuit law to question of attorney-client
privilege between patent attorney and patentee).

A

Echostar first challenges the district court's holding that EchoStar waived the attorney—cllent

privilege when it asserted its defense in response to the charge of willful infringement. “"5
7I’The attorney-client privilege protects disclosure of communications between a client and his
[’'1299] 3tt°”'|€Y- United. 5ta.tE_'S_V_-__ZD|i.l1. ‘§9.1_U=§5_-. _5.5_4£.__5.6..Z.fi1.D_S_S=fiCt-..3—16,l9.. 1.05 l-.- Ed-

2d.‘l5.9._(.193.9.)i U.P.lOl.'.|l3. C!-‘L V.- _L1n_ite_d_SIates._4;4.2_LJ..§._3El_3._§§3_9...lQ1_§.. Ct.-_.5.Z.7._.5.6 _L;_E.Cl--26

5_8.4.(1.Si8.1}- (“"31

""773-’Once a party announces that it will rely on advice of counsel, for example, in response

to an assertion of willful infringement, the attorney-client privilege is waived. “'”“"'F"The
widely applied standard for determining the scope of a waiver of attorney-client privilege is
that the waiver applies to all other communications relating to the same subject matter." Fort

Ja.mes.<;r.:rp. .v.. Solo Cue Co... 412 E._3.d.1.3.4D....1.3_4S_ (F_e_d.__C.i_r_.__2£J0,S)—

Echostar argues that it did not assert the advice—of—counse| defense because it intended to

rely only on an "in-house investigation supervised by in-house counsel." The district court

held that the opinion formed by in-house counsel and conveyed to EchoStar executives,
although not a traditional opinion of counsel, constituted a legal opinion. We see no error in
the district court's determination.

Echostar summarily asserts that "an internal investigation involving in-house engineers and
in-house counsel is simply a different subject matter from legal opinions commissioned at a

later date from outside lawyers." This argument is without merit. ””97!7Whether counsel is
employed by the client" or hired by outside contract, the offered advice or opinion [**9] is
advice of counsel or an opinion of counsel. Use of in-house counsel may affect the strength of
the defense, but it does not affect the legal nature of the advice. See m_cler_w_at_er_ Devices,
Inc. \€._D’_l.0_r_risor3_-_l<nudsen C0,, _?,1?_F._2c_l138_0. ..13g0_(E§d._C_i_r;19B_3) (overruled in part on
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other grounds by" |<_norr-Bremse Systerne Euer _Nutzfah_rzegge_gn3t;H_v,_Dan§ Co_rp._, 383 F,3d
1_337 (Fe_d_._ Cir. 2_00_4_) (en banc)).

Thus, "“”°7r'when Echostar chose to rely on the advice of in-house counsel, it waived the
attorney-client privilege with regard to any attorney-client communications relating to the
same subject matter, including communications with counsel other than in-house counsei,
which would include communications with Merchant 8: Gould. See A_l<_e'_vg_LI___(_:_ g._M_i:;_u_r_iq C_o_rp.,

2.43 F: S.lJD.F!- Zd _4.1&i_._4_2_3.. (M_-D..N._C._.2_0§l3J-

B

EchoStar next asserts that the district court's order cast too wide a net by including within
the waiver's scope documents that were never communicated from Merchant E; Gould [the

attorney) to Echostar (the client). The district court stated:

Echostar had the benefit of choice, as explained by the Federal Circuit in l(norr-
Brernse Systeme [**10] Fuer Nutzfahrzeuge GrnbH v. Dana Corp., of whether
to introduce [in-house counsel's] opinion. But once EchoStar chose to introduce
the opinion, it opened to inspection all related advice sought and developed
regarding EchoStar‘s potential infringement of the 3,8_9_p_a_t_e_ri_t. Regardless of
when the opinions or materials were transcribed or communicated to Echostar,

such information necessarily relates to the opinion being offered by [in-house
counsel] and goes to show EchoStar's state of mind with respect to willful

infringement. This is particularly true where, as is the case here, EchoStar's
willfulness witness was privy to the substance of the willfulriess opinions
developed by outside counsel both pre-and post-filing.

'|'-1/Q.fl!2._\!.-..Ei=J)_O_Star Comm. <:9_rp-. 2.OD5__l_J_-__S' Dist. LEXIS 42481.,__lie._ 2: 04-_C_'\J-1._a_t_;3_(fE_.

D_.,1'e,x_._.S.E1FLt. _2§_,_2_§l_l.'J_S) ("September Order"). Noting that district courts had ruled differently
on whether the waiver of work-product protection covered documents that were not disclosed
to the client, the district court discussed the [H300] reasons for requiring production of

uncommunicated work product:

Still, other courts have mandated production of all material regardless of whether

they [**11] were disclosed, maintaining that the discovery of such information
is necessary to uncover what the client was actually told by opinion counsel. See
Aspex Eveisea: Inc. _v. __E'_|_.ii_.'_e_e .Opti_1.-s In_c...,...2.7_t_3. _F_._ .5.l-!P.P_- 2_s:l__.1_0-_8s._1_D9_Z -.9.3_iQ._.1\I.ev:_.

2.093.); Nova_r.ti_s__Pt1a_rm_s._ Co_r_p_. v.. EON Lat1s_Mfgt._I_r1<;...20§- F.R=_Q._396_(.D_-. .D_e_|.
2_U_O2).. In Novartis, the court stated, "it is critical for the patentee to have a full
opportunity to probe, not only the state of mind of the infringer, but also the
mind of the infringer‘s lawyer upon which the infringer so firmly relied."
3__9_S. The rationale behind this approach is that, by imposing broad waiver, the

advice of counsel defense will only be invoked by "infringers who prudently and
sincerely sought competent advice from competent counsel ..." and "moreover,

focusing on the infringer's waiver rather than state of mind may reduce the
chances of legal gamesrnanship creeping into the practice of rendering
infringement and validity opinions." Id. "1f negative information was important
enough to reduce to a memorandum, there is a reasonable possibility that the
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information was conveyed in some form or fashion [**12] to the client."
B_ene_ticia1_Fra_nch.ise.99; Inc. at. Bank _0ne.i.\|_._A-.. .2£i;E.B.-_|_3.-__2_1.-2...2_1.B, (N_._D.._IJ|.
2001).

September Order at 11-12.

In a subsequent order, the district court further explained why the scope of the waiver should
include work product that was not disclosed to EchoStar:

were discovery of "uncommunicated" materials not allowed, accused infringers

could easily shield themselves from disclosing any unfavorable analysis by simply
requesting that their opinion counsel not send it. This would be unfair.

Tivo, Inc. v. EchoStar Comm. Corp., No. 2: O4-CV—1, at 3 (E. D. Tex. Oct. 6, 2005} ("October
Order").

”"‘”’TWe review thedistrict court's determination as to the scope of the waiver for an abuse
of discretion. In_re_P@rnee_r,_2_3B_E.3cLa_t_;3]_3_;3;! ("It appears that virtually all the circuits
review the decision of a district court [regarding waiver of privilege] underlying a petition for
writ of mandamus for abuse of discretion“). EchoStar asserts that to apply the broad scope
employed by the district court to the waiver of both attorney-client privilege and work-
product doctrine was an abuse of discretion. We agree. ["13]

""""'”'+"The attorney-client privilege and the work-product doctrine, though related, are two
distinct concepts and waiver of one does not necessarily waive the other. See Carter v.
_Gib_bs, 909 F.2d 1_450,_ 14S_1__(Fe_cl_. Cir. 1.9.90) (en banc), superseded in non-relevant part,
Pub. L. No. 103-424, § 9(c), 108 Stat. 4361 (1994), as recognized in l}-‘ludge v_. _United
S.tateS..303 F-3.d .1229. 1.2.23 (E.E_d_-_CiL ..2U0Z}: 588 EH50 _Ur'I_i_t_e:d_§>_t_al'-_e§ \_-'-_ N_C|l2flE.5.. f'i22_U-5-
2.2.5.-218_i1.___11,.95..$z—..<;_21.§D..=L5_J..1Ed_._ 2d,.1A1_(.1_.9.?.§).. In general. a party may obtain

discovery of any matter that (1) is- "not privileged" and (2) "is relevant to the claim or
defense of any party." l_=e_cl_.__B,_ Civ. _l-'-_'_._2_5(l:_:)(_1.,). Among other things, ”*'”3'i7attorney-client
communications are designated as "privileged." See _L1pjt_i_h_g,_519_gS,_gt _3_8_9; _Ge_nen_tech_,

Inc. v. Int‘! Trade-C.emm'.r.1. 13.2.|.=..3d .1409. _1_41__S.(Ee.d....Cir_192?.). "The attorney-Client
privilege protects the confidentiality of communications between attorney and client made for

the purpose of obtaining legal advice." Id. We recognize the privilege in order to promote full
and frank communication {**14] between a client and his attorney so that the client can
make [*13D1] well-informed legal decisions and conform his activities to the law. See

upJ'.o.hn._44_9,U.S._at.3.8_3; X_Y_Z_C.er.o.._v._lJoi_ted_S_ta.tes._3£li5i E.3c_l_1_6_.-2_2. (.1s_t_Ci_r.,2003_). "“‘”"
'1'-'This privilege is at the discretion of the client. l§,n_o_rr;Bre_rnse,_3_83__E,3,d at 1345; carter. 909
F_.2d at 1451. The client can waive the attorney-client privilege when, for instance, it uses the
advice to establish a defense. See id. However, selective waiver of the privilege mayjead to
the inequitable result that the waiving party could waive its privilege for favorable advice
whlie asserting its privilege on unfavorable advice. X_Y,Z__Cgr_p_.,___3_48 l_=._3_d at 24. In such a case.
the party uses the attorney—client privilege as both a sword and a shield. Id.; Fort James
Corp., _4_12_F.3d_a_t__135-‘i9. To prevent such abuses, we recognize that when a‘ party defends its
actions by disclosing an attorney-client communication, it waives the attorney-client privilege
as to all such communications regarding the same subject matter. Id.
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“"1-“Fin contrast to the attorney-client privilege, [**15] the work-product doctrine, or
work—product immunity as it is also cailed, can protect "documents and tangible things"
prepared in anticipation of litigation that are both non—privileged and relevant. E_e_c_l_. _F;‘.._Cjv_. _l9._

2__6_(D).(.3,)_. Unlike the attorney-client privilege, which protects all communication whether
written or oral, work-product immunity protects documents and tangible things, such as

memorandums, letters, and e—mails. See generally Judi_cial y\La_tgl_1, Inc. v_._[_1e_p't o_f_.l_u_s_ti_c_e,_
3&9. L!-.5-_&i.Ji3-.D-Q.-c4.f.9_._.‘}12 E-_3.cl_3&§_.(L..Cs_CiIi-_ZflD.§}- We recognize W0|'l<“P|'0dUCt immunity

because it promotes a fair and efficient adversarial system by protecting "the attorney's

thought processes and legal recommendations" from the prying eyes of his or her opponent.
Genentech, 122 F._3d at_ _14_15 (citationsomitted); accord _H_l§Z_kl_Tl_B_f_'l_ v,_Tay|_or, 323 U.S._ 495,

511-14, 6? S. Ct._385, _9_1__L._ Ed._4_iS1 {1_9-47,) ("Proper preparation of a client's case demands
that he assemble information, sift what he considers to be the relevant from the irrelevant

facts, prepare his legal theories and plan his strategy without undue and needless
interference... Were such materials open [**16] to opposing counsel on mere demand,

much of what is now put down in writing would remain unwritten... Inefficiency, unfairness

and sharp practices would inevitably develop in the giving of legal advice and in the
preparation of cases for trial. The effect on the legal profession would be demoralizing. And

the interests of the clients and the cause ofjustice would be poorly served."); see also

l3l_cii_:eles.--‘+2.1 U.S.__a_t_2_3Z; Co_as_tal States Gas C_.o_rp_. y. _Dep‘t,_o_f EnEr9.it._199 U._S._._£vzi2_._E.‘1..C_..
173, _6__1_Z_E._2_d §S5_,_8_EE¢{D_._§._§_ir,438D_). Essentially, the work-product doctrine encourages

attorneys to write down their thoughts and opinions with the knowledge that their opponents
will not rob them of the fruits of their labor. !'|_i_(;Efl'l_Efll__. 329 L_J_.§._a_t_;1_;_; I_cgs_I.'__5_;_6 (Jackson,
J. concurring) ("[A] common law trial is and always should be an adversary proceeding.

Discovery was hardly intended to enable a learned profession to perform its functions either
without wits or on wits borrowed from the adversary."); l,_.lni_ted,_5_tates__v._A_cllm_an,_68 F.3d

1495, 1501 (2d Cir. 1995) ("The purpose of the doctrine is to establish [**17] a zone of
privacy for strategic litigation planning and to prevent one party from piggybacking on the
adversary's preparation"); Coa_s_l;a_l_S_tates,__l:fu1_7 l_=_.2d _at_8_64 (noting that the effect of no

immunity would mean "iess work—product would be committed to paper, which might harm
the quality of trial preparation").

Like the attorney-client privilege, however, ””‘57I'-'the work-product doctrine is not absolute.
See I_n,re iE’Iart_iri_Marietta.-Cqri3..-85fi F.._2d 6_1_.9._.6.2_6 (4.t.h..C_ir....1198_8). [*1302] First. a Partv

may discover certain types of work product if they have "substantial need of the materials in

the preparation of the party's case and that the party is unable without undue hardship to
obtain the substantial equivalent by other means." Rule _2§(_b_)(3). This rule, however, only

allows discovery of "factual" or "non-opinion" work product and requires a court to "protect

against the disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of
an attorney or other representative." Id.; accord _l._Jr1ited_§tates_v_._£idl_m_an,, 1_34__E,3d __1194,
11.9.7 (2d .Cir. 19.9.3): Martin Marie.tt.a..Corp.-. 356.F..2.d at 626.

Second, a party may discover [**18] work product if the party waives its immunity. See id_.
at 622-23: .Th9.rrJ£MLfl-eem._v.LIictqrLIecht._.B_37sE,§urM1.w.__6.;L(.l2t Del. 1.29;)-

However, work product waiver is not a broad waiver of all work product related to the same
subject matter like the attorney-client privilege. fla,r_I:_ig_lyl_a_ri_et_ta__C_qrp._,_§_5§_E.gd a_t_§2§.

Instead, work-product waiver only extends to "factual" or "non-opinion" work product
concerning the same subject matter as the disclosed work product. See id_.__at_6g_'_5 (noting
that a party "impliedly waived the work-product privilege as to all non-opinion work—product

on the same subject matter as that disciosed.") (citing l_\l_o_b_|es,_12_2_LJ._S_._a_t_2333).

“"”7?We recognize that the line between "factual" work product and "opinion" work product
is not always distinct, especially when, as here, an attorney's opinion may itself be "factual"
work product. when faced with the distinction between where that line lies, however, a
district court should balance the policies to prevent sword-and-shield litigation tactics with
the policy to protect work product.
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That being said, we recognize at least three [**19] categories of work product that are
potentially relevant to the advice-of-counsel defense here. They include: (1) documents that
embody a communication between the attorney and client concerning the subject matter of
the case, such as a traditional opinion letter; {2} documents analyzing the law, facts, trial

strategy, and so forth that reflect the attorney's mental impressions but were not given to
the client; and (3) documents that discuss a communication between attorney and client
concerning the subject matter of the case but are not themselves communications to or from

the client. See ]_’hgr_r;_§ljl_1_,___83_7_’__E,_5_upp._ a__t__6_2;_§_2_El. n3 ”'"”7FAs to the first category, we
already noted in section A that when a party relies on the advice-of-counsel as a defense to

willful infringement the party waives its attorney-client privilege for all communications
between the attorney and client, including any documentary communications such as opinion

letters and memoranda. See also Al_ge_va_LL_C,_2_¢}_3_,Eg_Suppg_cl_atg};31. n4 As to the other two
categories, scholars have noted that our prior opinions do not clearly define [*1303] the
scope of the work-product waiver. n5 As a result, the district [**2D] courts that have

addressed this issue are split on just how far to extend that scope. Compare T_h_o£ii|._ElVlI,_ 837
F. Supp. at 621-623 and Stee_|c_ase, Inc. v. Hawort_h, Inc,, 9541‘. _Supp._1_1_9S, 1193-9_9_ (W.

D. Mich, 1997) with Mushroom _A_ssoc_. v._ Monterey M_ushrog_n1_s,__I_nc._,_199_2 U-.S- Dist. LEXIS
196.64, 24 U.S.P_.Q. 2d_ 1__7_6_? (N. D._ Cai. 1992); FM_T_CoI_'p_._v-..Nissei_ASB £10.. 1992 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 21_5__0_0, 2-_!l__U_.S_.P._Q. _2d__1U_7_3 _(N._D._Ga. 1992); and l'_la_nclg_ar_d_s,_Ir_ic. v. _Jo_hr_is_on_8i
Jo_hnso_r_1,__4_1_3 _F. Supp. _92§_(|5l. _Q._ Cal. _1_97.§). As we discuss in more detail below, we

conclude that waiver extends to the third category but does not extend so far as the second.

- - - - - ~ — - - - - - --Footnotes-------------~

N3 We by no means anticipate that all work product in every case will fit into one of these
three categories.

n4 Echostar contends that waiver of opinions does not extend to advice and work product

given after litigation began. while this may be true when the work product is never
communicated to the client, it is not the case when the advice is relevant to ongoing willful
infringement, so long as that ongoing infringement is at issue in the litigation. "See Al_-teva

LL_C, 2-§i3_F_. Supp. 2d _a__t 423 "””9T("0nce a party asserts the defense of advice of counsel,
this opens to inspection the advice received during the entire course of the alleged
infrin9ement."): See also C.n<s.taljsemi<;o.nd.u.ctor.C9m.._vJmsm _M.i~'.::t_:-.e'lec.t.r_9.r1_ir;I.r1t‘.|._inc...
.2£i_6_ F. 3_cl_13_36, 13._5_1,:_1_353 _(_Ee_d_._C_;ir_.; 2_Q_D1_) (noting that an infringer may continue its
infringement after notification of the patent by filing suit and that the infringer has a duty of

due care to avoid infringement after such notification). [**21]

n5 See David 0. Taylor, Wasting Resources: Reinventing the Scope of Waiver Resulting from
the Advice-of-Counsel Defense to a Charge of willful Patent Infringement, 12_Te_x.__1nteli._

Prop. L3. 319, 320-21 (2004); William F. Lee 8: Lawrence P. Cogswell, 111, Understanding
and Addressing the Unfair Dilemma Created by the Doctrine of willful Patent Infringement,

4.1 HOUS-_L, REV-_3E_l3,_ 43_6_-3_7_ [_2_Q0_4)- '

- - - - - - ~ - - - —-EndFootnotes--—-------—--—

”"’°'1'-By asserting the advice-of-counsel defense to a charge of willful infringement, the
accused infringer and his or her attorney do not give their opponent unfettered discretion to
rummage through all of their files and pillage all of their litigation strategies. See ‘i'_hp__r_ri__E__l*_4_I_,
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837 F_.,S,upp. at 6_2_1—6__23 ("Courts generally find a [work—product] waiver only if facts
relevant to a particular, narrow subject matter are at issue and have been disclosed under

circumstances where it would be unfair to deny the other party an opportunity to discover

other facts relevant to that subject matter."). Work—product waiver extends only so far as to
inform the court of the infringer‘s state of mind. Counsel's opinion is not important for

its [**22] legal correctness. It is‘ important to the inquiry whether it is "thorough enough,

as combined with other factors, to instill a belief in the infringer that a court might

reasonably hold the patent is invalid, not infringed, or unenforceable." Qrtho PhElF_fI]._l;_0_f_Q.__\_J_.
Smith, 3_5_9,F.2d_33j&,_9_g4g(@:l:gr-L;39g). It is what the alleged infringer knew or believed,

and by contradistinction not what other items counsel may have prepared but did not

communicate to the client, that informs the court of an infringer's willfulness.

The overarching goal of waiver in such a case is to prevent a party from using the advice he
received as both a sword, by waiving privilege to favorable advice, and a shield, by asserting

privilege to unfavorable advice. See Eogt J_a_n1ies_Corp._,__4_1_2_ _F_.3g_§‘_: _1;4_i_9_; ll_lla_r_ti,r_i_ Marietta

Corp_.._B_56 F_.2cl at_626; In re Sealed Case,__219_ Ll_.S_._ App_._D._C_._1_9_§,_ §_7_6__l_=._2g_793;,_81_8 (D. C.

_C_Iir.__19_8§_'_) ("When a party seeks greater advantage from its control over work product than

the law must provide to maintain a healthy adversary system[,] then the balance of interests
recognized in Hickman shifts"). To the extent the [**23] work-product immunity could
have such an effect, it is waived.

""2"-I7The second category of work product, which is never communicated to the client, is not
discoverable. Under Rule ,26(b)(3), this so-called "opinion" work product deserves the highest

protection from disclosure. See A_d_|i‘_r3a_n,__1_3_4 F._3d_a_t_1;'9._7_. while an accused infringer may
waive the immunity for work product that embodies an opinion in letters and memorandum

communicated to the client, he does not waive the attorney's own analysis and debate over

what advice will be given. See _Ortho Ph_a_r_m., 959 F.2d at 944. Upon waiver of attorney—client
privilege, communicative documents, such as opinion letters, become evidence of a non-

privileged, relevant fact, namely what was communicated to the client, see l1o_b_lgs, 42_2_ U.S_.
at 239_n_. 14 ("Where counsel attempts to make a testimonial use of [work-product]
materials the normal rules P1304] of evidence come into play with respect to

production of documents"); however, counsel's legal opinions and mental impressions that
were not communicated do not acquire such factual characteristics and are, therefore, not

within the scope of the waiver. [**24] As the Martin Marietta Corp. court noted,

There is relatively little danger that a litigant will attempt to use a pure mental
impression or legal theory as a sword and as a shield in the trial of a case so as

to distort the factfinding process. Thus, the protection of lawyers from the broad
repercussions of subject matter waiver in this context strengthens the adversary

process, and, unlike the selective disclosure of evidence, may ultimately and
ideally further the search for the truth.

8§_6 E._2_cl_a_t 626. Thus, if a legal opinion or mental impression was never communicated to

the client, then it provides little if any assistance to the court in determining whether the

accused knew it was infringing, and any relative value is outweighed by the-policies

supporting the work-product doctrine.

The third category of work product material falls admittedly somewhere interstitially between
the first and second. In some instances there may be documents in the attorney's file that
reference andfor describe a communication between the attorney and client, but were not
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themselves actually communicated to the client. For example, if an attorney writes a
memorandum [**25] or an e-mail to his associate referencing a phone call with the client,

in which he indicates that he discussed the client's potential infringement, then such a
memorandum is discoverable. Unlike work product that was uncommunicated, this work

product references a specific communication to the client. Though it is not a communication
to the client directly nor does it contain a substantive reference to what was communicated,

it will aid the parties in determining what communications were made to the client and

protect against intentional or unintentional withholding of attorney-client communications
from the court.

Still, we must emphasize that such communications may contain worlc product of the second

kind——legal analysis that was not communicated. In those situations, the-parties should take

special care to redact such information, and if necessary the district court may review such

material in camera. See E.u_Le__25_{_l:_i)_(_3j)_; see also id. advisory committee's note (1970) ("The
courts will sometimes find it necessary to order disclosure of a document but with portions

de |eted- "J; Martin _Mam_et@_C9ro-...8_5&_E._2_c1 at_62_ti.

Therefore, ’"“'”'1Twhen an alleged infringer asserts [**26] its advice-of—counsei defense
regarding willful infringement of a particular patent, it waives its immunity for any document
or.opinion that embodies or discusses a communication to or from it concerning whether that

patent is valid, enforceable, and infringed by the accused. This waiver of both the attorney-

client privilege and the work-product-immunity includes not only any letters, memorandum,
conversation, or the like between the attorney and his or her client, but also includes, when

appropriate, any documents referencing a communication between attorney and client. n6

— — — - - — - — — — — — -—Footnotes--—————————————

n6 Merchant Si Gould contends that it alone retains the right to deny a party access to work
product not communicated to a client. While we do not answer this question directly; here,

the client, Echostar, holds the right to waive privilege for attorney-client communications,

_C_aLter, _9_§3_9_F_._2d__a_t ,1_4,5_1_, and therefore the right to waive privilege to evidence of those

communications containedin Merchant 8i Gould's files. As we stated before, there may be a
redaction of information which reflects legal opinions and mental impressions of Merchant &

Gould attorneys that were not communicated to Echostar. gg|g_g§_(lq)_(3_).

- - — - - - - - - - --EndFootnotes---------—----[**27]

[*1305] Here, Merchant & Gould work product that was not communicated to EchoStar or
does not reflect a communication is not within the scope of EchoStar's waiver because it

obviously played no part in EchoStar's belief as to infringement of the '_3_8§_patent-. See

Steelcase, 354 F. S_upp_._ _at 1,1_9&_9.‘3. It may very well be true, as TiVo suggests, that at times
some parties would communicate draft opinion letters or the contents thereof to the client

confidentially in order to avoid disclosing that communication during potential discovery if
and when the attorney—client privilege is waived, but we cannot eviscerate the legitimate
policies of the work-prod uct doctrine and chill the principles of our adversary system as a

whole on account of the possibility that, from time to time, there may be occurrences of

ethical transgressions.

In sum, “"23"-Fthe advice-of-counsel defense to willfulness requires the court to decide, inter
alia, whether counsel's opinion was thorough enough to "instill a belief in the infringer that a

court might reasonably hold the patent is invalid, not infringed, or unenforceable." _C_)rth_o
Pharm_,, ‘£_I_'5_9__lE_._2g_at__9;4=_l_. If a Merchant 8: Gould document [**2B] was not communicated
to Echostar or if a Merchant Bi Gould document does not reference a communication between

Merchant & Gould and Echostar, its relevant value is outweighed by the policies of the work-
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product doctrine. Thus, it was an abuse of discretion for the district court to determine that

the scope of the waiver of privilege extended to such documents.

Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED THAT:

The petitions are granted. The district court is directed to vacate its orders, to the extent
noted above. Tivo is entitled to discovery of Merchant & Gould documents consistent with,

and in the manner set forth in, this opinion.

FOR THE COURT
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~FSelect for FOCUS” or Delivery
1-

Tivo Statement" on Decision by U. 5. Court of Appeals to Stay Permanent Injunction Issued by
District Court in Lawsuit Against Echostar PR Newswire US October 3, 2006 Tuesday 8:52 PM

GMT

Copyright 2006 PR Newswire Association LLC.
All Rights Reserved.

PR Newswire US

October 3, 2006 Tuesday 8:52 PM GMT

LENGTH: 535 words

HEADLINE: TiVo Statement on Decision by U.S. Court of Appeals to Stay Permanent
Injunction Issued by District Court in Lawsuit Against Echostar

DATELINE: ALVISO, Calif". Oct. 3

BODY:

ALVISO, Calif., Oct. 3 ;'PRNewswire-FirstCall,’ -- TiVo Inc. [NASDAQ:TIVO), the creator of and
leader in television services for digital video recorders (DVR), today announced that U.S.

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit granted the request of Echostar Communications
Corp. ["ECC“) to stay the permanent injunction imposed by the U.S. District Court to prevent
ECC from making, using, offering for sale or selling in the United States the IEJVR products
involved in the case (DP-501, DP-508, DP-510, DP-721, DP-921, DP-522, DP-625, DP-942,

and all EchoStar DVRS that are not more than colorably different from any of these products)
pending the outcome of ECC's appeal.

TiVo sued Echostar in Federal District Court on January 5, 2004, alleging that ECC and
certain subsidiaries are violating a key TiVo patent (U.S. Patent No. 5,233,389 issued to

Tivo in May 2001, known as the "Time Warp" patent). The Time warp patent discloses
systems and methods for the simultaneous storage and playback of programs, supporting

advanced capabilities such as pausing live television, fast-forwarding, revvinding, instant
replays, and slow motion. On April 13, 2006, a Marshall, Texas jury concluded that Echostar

had willfully infringed TiVo's Time Warp patent.

"We are confident that the jury's decision in TiVo's favor will be upheld once the Federal
Circuit has the opportunity to review the entire record in this case. It is important to note
that most injunctions in patent cases are stayed pending appeal, and the appeal itself will be
decided on a totally different standard of review," stated the company.

About Tivo

Founded in 199?, Tivo pioneered a brand new category of products with the development of
the first commercially available digital video recorder (DVR). Sold through leading consumer
electronic retailers, Tivo has developed a brand which resonates boldly with consumers as
providing a superior television experience. Through agreements with leading satellite and

cable Providers, Tivo also integrates its full set of DVR service features into the set-top boxes
of mass distributors. TiVo's DVR functionality and ease of use, with such features as Season
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Pass(TM) recordings and WishList(R) searches, has elevated its popularity among consumers
and has created a whole new way for viewers to watch television. with a continued

investment in its patented technologies, Tivo is revolutionizing the way consumers watch and
access home entertainment. Rapidly becoming the focal point of the digital living room,
TiVo's DVR is at the center of experiencing new forms of content on the TV, such as
broadband delivered video, music and photos. With innovative features such as, TiVoToGo

(TM) and online scheduling, Tivo is expanding the notion of consumers experiencing "Tivo,

TV your way," The TiVo(R) service is also at the forefront of providing innovative marketing
solutions for the television industry, including a unique platform for advertisers and audience

measurement research.'The company is based in Alviso, Calif.

CONTACT: Media, whit Clay, +1-212-446-1864, or vyWci,av,@sloa/r1ept£0,m : Or

Investors, Derrick Nueman, +1-408-519-9677, or dnuer_n_an_@tivo.corn

Web site: ht.tp:/twiitw.-._ivo.ccm£

SOURCE TiVo Inc.

URL: httptllwww.prnswswi_r:2_.com

LOAD-DATE: October 4, 2005

Source: l_C_o_iji'_im_a_ric_i Searghing > News. All (English, Full Text} [7]
Terms: 6233389 or 6,233,339 (Edi! Se-_ar_o_l;i_ | Sugg§_s_[;'e1'ms_[g_[ l'giy_§i_e_a_r_o_i_1_)

View: Full

Dalemme: Friday, June 1, 2007 - 6:36 AM EDT

A.b_t:v,L1t,L~=._=-ri:s§|ie_><_Is l ‘_fi:cn1$_.&_C.9LIdLti0.o.s

(“'5' [_exi5Nexi5i:'~ [Z_op_yr_ight_© zoo? Lexislklexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rightsreserved.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reexam ofU.S. Patent No.: 6,233,389 Confirmation No: 4653

BARTON er of. Art Unit: 3992

Reexam Control No.: 90x'007,?50 Examiner: David E. Harvey

Filed: October 1?, 2005 Atty. Docket: 2513.00lREXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement

Mail Stop Ex Parre Reexam
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria. VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Listed on accompanying IDS Form are documents that may be considered

material to the examination of this application, in compliance with the duty of

disclosure requirements of 37 CPR. §§ 1.555 and 1.98.

The Patent Owner has listed a publication date on the attached IDS .Form

based on information presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed

publication date should not be construed as an admission that the information was

actually published on the date indicated.

The Patent Owner reserves the right to establish the patentability of the

claimed invention over any of the information provided herewith, and/or to prove that

this information may not be prior art, and/or to prove that this information may not be

enabling for the teachings purportedly offered.

This statement should not be construed as a representation that a search has

been made, or that information more material to the examination of the present patent
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BARTON er al.

Reexarn of Patent No. 6,233,389

Reexarn Control No. 903007350

Atty. Docket: 25l3.0DlREXO

application does not exist. The Examiner is specifically requested not to rely solely

on the material submitted herewith.

Documents NPL1-NPL4 were filed in the concurrent Appeal in the United

States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, TiVo Inc‘. v. Echo-Star

Commumbarions Corporation. Ec}1oSiar DB3 Corporation, EchoStar Technologies

Corporation, Eo}ioSphere Limited Li'abi!ity Company, and Er:hoSIar Satellite LLC,

No. 2006-1574.

It is respectfiilly requested that the Examiner initial and return a copy of the

enclosed IDS Form, and indicate in the official file wrapper of this reexamination

proceeding that the documents have been considered.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee

deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

" 1' & FOX P.L.L.C.

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: JJIICI
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

63-3 860_l .D(}C
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BARTON et ai.

Reexam of Patent No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 90!OO7,75O

Atty. Docket: 25 l 3 DOIREXO

Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 903001750

Examiner: Harvey, David E.
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND NOTIFICATION OF CONCURRENT

PROCEEDINGS UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.565

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. 5} 1.5500”), the undersigned, on behalf of the

patent owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third-

party requester by first class mail on June 8, 200?. The name and address of the party

served is as follows:

David L. Fehrman

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

SLE-R, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

ward J. Kessler

Attomey for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688
Date: 0 L I?
1 100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, DC. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

as-m;c_: DOC"
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_ PTUFSBJDBB [OT-D5)
Approved for use through D?I31r2t'.|DB. OMB D551-003:

LLS. Patent and Trademfiflt Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa - -rworlt .Fl.EEll.IEIi1DIl 1-‘\ctof|995. no - mans are I: I uircd. to res om! to u collcminu ofinfomillioli unless it cflilhillls a valid OMB control number.

Subsiiiuie for form I449rPTO Compteie if Known

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION Oct: 2005
DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor James M. BARTON

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT An Unit
(Use rrs rnnny sheets as P!-E17?!-‘.$'a‘l?j‘,l

Examiner Name Harvey, David E.

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Examiner ' Include name ofthe author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of
Initials‘ . the item (hook, magazine, journal. serial, symposium, catalog, erc.), date. pnge(s)_ volume issue

numbertg). ]:_Iy_blisher. city andfor country where published

Brief for EchoStar Communications Corporation, et al, Ti Vo Inc. 1'. Er:hoSior
C'omrrmm'coiioiI.r Corporoiiorr, EcJ'ro.S'ior DBS Corporation, Ec!ioSior'

Technologies Corporation, EchoSphere Liinired Liability Company, and Er.-hoSror
Sorefliie LL C, United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, Nos. 2006-

1574 and 2007-1022, April 17, 2007

T1" Va v. Ecirostar, Appeal No. 06-1574, Index to Appendix Materials - Brief for

Echostar Communications Corp., 6 pages.

Brief for Appellee TiVo 1nc._. TiVo Inc. v. EchaSior Commuriications
Corporation. Er:h0.S'ior DBS Corporation. Ech0Siar Teclmofogies Corporation,
Er.-hoSp}:ere Limirea‘ Liabi'!¢'£L‘/ Qlompany. and Echoffrar Satellite LLC, United
States Court of A eals for the Federal Circuit, No. 2006-1574, Ma 30, 2007.

TiVo v, Er.-hosror, No. 2006-1574, Index to Appendix Materials - Brief for
Appellee TiVo, Inc., 3 pages.

53433-a_i .uoc

Examiner Date

Signature Considered
‘E)t.AMiNER: Initial if reference considered. whether or not citation is in eorrlorrnanoe with MPEF 609. Draw line through citation if not in oonforrnanoe and
not considered. Include copy ol this l'aI11'I with next communication to applicant.
‘ Nil‘-'ll5Gal'Il’s unique citation designation number (optional). 9 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
This onlleelion of information is required by 3? CFR 1.95. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the
USPTD to process] an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 Ll.S.C. 122 and 3? CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including galnefing, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Tl!‘I'|B will vary depending upon the individual ca5g_ Any
comments on the amount or time you require to complete this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer, LLS Patent and Trademark Offioe, P_D_ Box ‘I450, Alexandria. VA 223134450. 00 NOT SEND FEES DR COMPLETED FORMS To TH|s
i‘-\DC|RESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Parents. P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

-ffyrm uecri rissisrance in rrorrrpleririg rrteform. crrii I-80.-‘J-P?U—9."9L| (.’-8fJ0- 786-9199) and safer: Clpflflfl 2.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in re Reexarn of U.S. Patent No.: 6,233,389 Confirmation No.2 4653

BARTON ex :11‘. Art Unit: 3992

Reexam Control No.:: 90."00'?,750 Examiner: David E. Harvey

Filed: October 17, 2005 Atty. Docket: 2513.001R.EXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Notification of Concurrent Proceedings Under 37 C.F.R. §1.565

Mm‘! Stop Ex Purse Reexam
Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13-1450

Sir:

In accordance with the notification requirement of 37 C.F.R. §].565, the

claims of US. Patent No. 6,233,389 are the subject ofa pending Appeal in the United

States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, TH/o Inc. v. EchoSror

Commum'coti’on.s Corporation, EchoSror DBS Corporation, EchoStor Technologies

Corporation, L'choSpher-e Limited Liobiiitv Company. and Echosrar Satellite LLC,

No. 2006-1574.

Respectfully submitted,

LDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

cl - . d J. Ke er

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: £ ,1:/fig 390k
1 100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

68496] _I .DOC'
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Doc. Ref. NFL]

Reexam Cuntml No.1 Qoroomso

2006-1574, 2007-1022

INT!-IE

UNITED STATES COURT or APPEALS
ronTnEFEnElun. CIRCUIT

TWO. INC,

Plainrrf-Crms Appellant.

V.

EC!-IOSTAR COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION.

ECHOSTAR DBS CORPORATION.

ECHOSTAR TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION.

EC]-IOSPI-IERE LIMITED l..IABILI'I"'l’ COMPANY.

and ECHOSTAR SATELLITE LLC,

Dejfendams-Appellants.

Appeals from the United States District Court for the

Eastern District of Texas in case no. 2:04-CV-01, Judge David Fotsom.

BRIEF FOR ECHOSTAR CONIMUNICATIONS CORPORATION, ET AI...

Danald R. Dunner

Don 0. Burley
Andrew J. Vance

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON, FARABOW,

GARRETT 8: DUNNER. L.L.P.

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington. DC 20001
Harold McElhinny (202) 403-4000
Rachel Krevans

Karl J. Kramer ErikR. Puknys
MORRISON & FOERS'1"E.R LLP FINNEGAN. HENDERSON, FARABOW,

425 Market Street GAREETT an DUNNER. L.L.P.

San Francisco, CA 94105 3300 Hillview Avenue

Palo Alto. CA 94304

Of Caunsef
Artomeysfor Defendants-Appellants

April 17, 2007 Ec.’1oSIar Communications, er a1.
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CERTIFICATE OF INTEREST

Counsel for defendants—appe1lants EchoStar Communications Corporation,

EchoStar DBS Corporation, EchoStar Technologies Corporation, EchoSphere

Limited Liability Company, and EchoStar Satellite LLC certify the following:

1. The full name of every party or amicus represented by us is:

EchoStar Communications Corporation, EchoStar DBS

Corporation, Echostar Technologies Corporation,
Echosphere Limited Liability Company, and Echostar
Satellite L.l..C.

The name of the real party in interest (if the party named in the caption is not
the real party in interest) represented by us is:

Not applicable.

All parent corporations and any publicly held companies that own 10% or

more of the stock of any party represented by us are:

EchoStar Communications Corporation (“ECC”),
a publicly traded company, is the parent corporation that

holds, indirectly and through a series of wholly owned

entities, 100% of the stock of defendants-appellants
EchoStar DBS Corporation, Eehostar Technologies

Corporation, Echosphere Limited Liability Company,
and Echostar Satellite LLC.

Depending on the method used to calculate percentage

of ownership, FMR Corporation. a publicly traded

corporation, could be construed to own 10% or more

of the stock of ECC. The determination depends on

the method used to calculate percentage of ownership.
Specifically, the stock of ECC is comprised of class A
and class B stock. Each share of class A stock entitles its

owner to one vote with respect to corporate governance;
each share of class B stock entitles its owner to ten votes.

If ownership of either class is sufficient, then FMR

Corporation could meet the disclosure threshold of

Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 26.].
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The names of all law firms and the partnexs or associates that appeared for

the parties now represented by us in the trial court or are expected to appear
in this court are:

Harold]. Mclilhinny, Rachel Krevans. Karl J. Kramer,

Emily A. Evans, Alison M. Tucher, Marc J. Pemick,

Seth M. Galanter, Robert M. I-Iarkins, Jason A. Crotty,

Paul A. Friedman, Scott 1''. Llewellyn, Peter P. Meringolo,

Ann Aronovitz Citrin, Kristina Paszek, Jay Hoon Lee,

Nancy S. Halpin
MORRISON & FOERSTER

Damon Young, John Pickett

YOUNG, PICKETI‘ & LEE

Donald R. Dunner, Don 0. Burley, Erik R. Pulcnys,
Andrew J. Vance

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON, FARABOW,

GARRETT & DUNNER. L.L.P.
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

A petition for a writ of mandamus in this action was previously before this

Court in In re EchoStar Communications Cor_p., 448 F.3d 1294 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

A related mandamus petition, involving an order of the United States District Court

for the Northern District of Georgia enforcing a subpoena served by TiVo, Inc.

(“TiVo") in this action, was also before this Court in In re Knearl, 184 Fed. Appx.

955 (Fed. Cir. 2006). In each of these matters, Echostar Communications

Corporation, Echostar DBS Corporation, EchoStar Technologies Corporation,

Echosphere Limited Liability Company, and Echostar Satellite LLC (collectively,

“EchoStar") and its outside opinion counsel asked for, and received, an order

directing the district court below to vacate its order compelling Echostar to

produce outside counsel's work product.

Following the decision in In re Knearl, proceedings are continuing in the

Northern District of Georgia. Other than that action, Echostar is unaware of any

case pending in this or any other court that will directly affect or be directly

affected by the decision in this appeal.
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

The district court had jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and l338(a).

EchoStar’s notice of appeal from the district court's final decision was timely filed

under 28 U.S.C. § 2107(3) and Fed. R. App. P. 4(a). This Court has exclusive

jurisdiction over this appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1295(a)(l).

II. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

1. Whether the judgment of infringement should be reversed, and

judgment of no infringement entered, where:

a. the “Hardware” claims (one of two sets of asserted claims)

require a digital video recorder (DVR) to accept a “multitude of standards,”

including analog and digital television standards, and recite numerous

processing steps that the patent describes as being performed solely on

analog television, but the accused DVRs process only one kind of television

standard, digital satellite TV;

b. the Hardware claims also require separating an 1’vI_PEG data

stream into its video and audio components, and then assembling them back

into an MPEG stream, but it was undisputed that the “Broadcom” DVR:-.

(one of two groups of accused DVRS) never separate video data from audio

data and the “5DX" DVRs (the other group of accused DVRs) never

assemble the separated video and audio data back into an MPEG stream;
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c. the infringement verdict on the “Software" claims (the other set

of asserted claims) was based on the district court's construction of

“objects,” which relied not on the intrinsic evidence but on a dictionary

definition that was the tenth of twelve definitions and also had nothing to do

with the technology of the invention; and

d. the Software claims also require a “source object” that "extracts

video and audio data from [a] physical data source," but it was undisputed

that the "source object" that TiVo identified in EchoStar's DVRS does not

extract data from the component TiVo identified as being the “physical data

source" in those same DVRS.

2. Whether, in the alternative, a new trial should be ordered

a. the district court. after TiVo’s counsel falsely led the jury to

believe that Echostar “never got a written opinion” because no “independent

lawyer" would have written an opinion of noninfringement, refused to allow

Echostar to correct the record, and enter into evidence two written

noninfringement opinions, which the court had held were inadmissible

because Echostar did not comply with a discovery order that this Court

subsequently reversed; and
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b. the district court prohibited EchoStar’s invalidity expert from

testifying that the claims would be invalid if they were applied to the prior

art in the same way TiVo applied them to the accused products.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Preliminary Statement

What makes this appeal so remarkable is not so much the number of errors

the district court committed but how deliberately TiVo precipitated those errors

and how aggressively it exploited them. For example, notwithstanding that more

than ten years ago this Court confirmed in Markman that claim construction is the

court’s task, not the jury's, TiVo convinced the district court to leave some of the

most contested claim limitations unconstrued, leaving that crucial task for the jury.

This error left TiVo's expert free to tell the jury how these terms should be

construed even though his claim-construction arguments were contradicted by the

patent-in-suit.

'l‘iVo also convinced the district court to sanction Echostar because, despite

its having produced its communications with outside opinion counsel, it refused to

produce counsel's uncommunicared work product. Taking full-—but completely

unfair——advantage, TiVo's counsel falsely argued to the jury that Echostar “never

got a written opinion" because Echostar knew that “independent lawyers” would

have told Echostar it infringed. The district court then refused to allow Echostar
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to correct the record with outside counsel's written opinions of noninfringernent.

This Court ultimately vindicated EchoStar's position in In re EchoStar

Commum'catz'ons Carp., 448 F.3d 1294 (Fed. Cir. 2006), but unfortunately not until

after the jury had already rendered its verdict.

TiVo’s counsei again misled the jury after the district court—-also at TiVo’s

urgingmprohibited EchoStar’s invalidity expert from explaining that his positions

were based on the way TiVo’s infringement expert had applied the claims to

EchoStar’s accused products. Taking unfair advantage of the court's ruling,

TiVo’s counsel argued to the jury that EchoStar‘s invalidity expert agreed with the

claim constructions and infringement positions of TiVo’s expert, even though, in

reality, the position of EchoStar's expert was only that the claims could not be both

valid and infringed. Thus, TiVo intentionally gave the jury the false impression

that EchoStar’s own expert disagreed with EchoStar's noninfringement positions.

TiVo’s misleading arguments clearly persuaded the jury to make its

decisions based on passion and prejudice, not facts. For example, TiVo‘s evidence

of infringement for several claim limitations consisted solely of its expert’s one

word “yes” answers to the leading questions of TiVo's counsel. That these

conclusory, unexplained assertions were contradicted by EchoStar's

documentation and the unchallenged testimony of numerous witnesses seemed to
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have no effect on the jury. TiVo had falsely painted Echostar as the villain and no

amount of uncontested exculpatory evidence would have changed the outcome.

In short, the jury's liability verdicts cannot stand. The undisputed evidence

shows that when the claims are construed correctly, Echostar was entitled, as a

matter of law, to a judgment of noninffingement.

B. The Parties

TiVo, founded in 1997, is a California company that manufactures, sells, and

provides services relating to DVRs. (AlO82:17-1084:13; A12l8:20—24.)

EchoSta.r, based in Colorado, operates a satellite—television service named “Dish

Networ " through which it provides DVRs to some of its customers. (A128;

A3140:20—2-4,)

C. Course of Proceedings and Disposition Below

TiVo sued EchoStar in the Eastern District of Texas in January 2004,

alleging that certain Echostar DVRS infringed U.S. Pat. No. 6,233,389 (“the '389

patent"). (Al28.) In August 2005, the district court issued an order constming

some—but not al1—of the disputed claim terms. (A127-155.)

After a 2‘/2-week trial, the jury found that EchoStar willfially infringed the

asserted claims (claims 1, 5, 21, 23, 31-32, 36, 52, and 61) and that EchoStar had

not proven those claims to be invalid. (A231—38.) The jury awarded lost profits

totaling $32,663,906 and reasonable royalties totaling $41,323,058. (Id) The
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court then entered final judgment and an injunction against Echostar. (A1; A8-10;

A18-31.) The court declined to award enhanced damages or attorneys‘ fees,

finding that EchoStar‘s outside-counsel opinions——which were not before the

jury—-“illustrate a detailed, thorough analysis” and could have demonstrated

EchoStar’s lack of willfulness. (A190.) The court further noted the lack of any

evidence of copying or bad faith on EchoStar's part. (A190-93.)

Echostar immediately filed a notice of appeal and an emergency motion

asking this Court to stay the injunction pending appeal. In its motion, EchoStar

summarized some of the district court’s more egregious errors and showed how the

injunction would irreparably hann Echostar. (A8409-33.) This Court stayed the

injunction, finding that “Echostar ha{d] met its burden of showing that there is a

substantial case on the merits and that the harm factors militate in its favor.”

(A8435)

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. The Patented Technology

The '389 patent relates to “time shifting" television broadcast signals.

(A3'75[co1.1:6—7].) “Time shifting" refers to the ability to record a television

program as it is being watched so that a viewer can pause, rewind. or fast forward

live television. (A375[C0l.1:5—9, c0l.2:33-37].)
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Computers had previously been used for that purpose, and the ‘389 patent

did not purport to disclose the first DVR. (Id.[col.1:53-67].) The patent did,

however, claim to disclose a DVR that needed a less powerful (and therefore less

expensive) microprocessor (or "CPU") than earlier DVRS. (Id.)

1. Analog Television Systems “Tune” to a Frequency

Range Containing a Specific Program, but Digital

Television Systems “'I‘une” to Frequency Range

Containing Numerous Programs

Generally, television programs are broadcast in one of three ways: (1) “over

the air" and received by an ordinary TV antenna; (2) through a cable; or (3) by

satellite. (A7129-30.) Over-the-air and cable are used to broadcast either analog

or digital television, while most satellite services broadcast digital television only.

(A7130)

In the United States, the most commonly used standard for analog television

(so named because the signals are “analogous” to the original television program)

(A7128) is “NTSC” (National Television Standards Committee). (A7041) The

corresponding European standard is “PAL" (Phase Alternating Line). (}'a’.) Digital

television standards, which use binary data (i.e., 1’s and Us) to represent the

television program, include “DSS” (Digital Satellite System), “DES” (Digital

Broadcast Services), and “ATSC" (Advanced Television Standards Committee).

(A7128-30.)
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Both analog and digital television signals are broadcast using an analog

“carrier” wave capable of traveling long distances. (A7129; A7044-45.) In the

United States, the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) has divided the

“RF spectrum" into discrete frequency bands (or ranges) of 6 MHz each.‘ Gd.)

For analog television, each 6 MHz band is assigned to one broadcast channel and

thus carries only a single program at any given time. (Id.) For example, the FCC

has set the frequency range for Channel 2 as 54 MHz to 60 MHz and those

frequencies are used for nothing else. (A7045)

In digital television, however, a digital data-compression technique called

MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts Group) allows numerous programs to be carried

in the 6 MHz bands that carry only one program in an analog system. (A7129-30;

A376[col.3:44-45].) Accordingly, digital television receivers do not “tune" to a

specific program. Instead, as explained both by TiVo’s expert. Dr. Gibson, and in

the '389 patent, to display a specific program, a digital receiver “tunes” to the

range of frequencies carrying that program and others, and the specific program is

then extracted (or dernultiplexed) from among the several programs in that

frequency band. (A7129: A376[col.3:43-49].)

1 MHz (“MegaHertz”) is a measure of frequency based on a million wave
cycles per second. “RF” frequencies are very-high frequency (“VI-IF’) (S4-216
MHZ) or ultra-high frequency (“U1-IF") (470-384 MI-iz). (A7044-45.)
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The ’389 Patent Describes Both Non-MPEG

Television Programs Being Converted Into an
MPEG-Formatted Stream and Pre-Formatted

LIPEG Data Streams Being Extracted from a

Digital Television Signal

One advantage of the DVR described in the ‘S89 patent is its capability to

time shift television from any source. Thus, the ’389 patent explains, “[a]

preferred embodiment of the invention accepts television (TV) input streams in a

multitude of fonns,” including analog (NTSC or PAL) and digital (DSS, DBS, or

ATSC) forms. (A375[col.2:4-10].)

Although the patent describes this as a “preferred embodiment,” two of its

four independent claims require a DVR that “accept[s] . . . TV signals [that] are

based on a multitude of standards, including, but not limited to, National

Television Standards Committee (NTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast, satellite

transmission, DSS. DBS, or ATSC." (A380[co1.l2:35-67]; A382[col.l5:l7-49].)

It appears, moreover, that 'I‘iVo deliberately drafted these claims to protect its

commercial products. For example, a “very early" description of the invention

specifies an “input Section" that accepts both analog (“NTSClPAL") and digital

(“DSSIDBSIATSC") television for processing (A8482; A8484; A1469:12-18). and

TiVo’s SEC filings confirm that its “standalone" DVR (i.e., a DVR sold directly to

customers rather than through a television provider such as DirecTV) “works with

all television signals: cable, satellite, and antenna." (A8098; A7825).
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Since television programs (in whatever form they are transmitted) require

great amounts of data, the invention stores television data in the same data-

compression format (MPEG) that is used for digital transmission. (A7130—31;

A1517:7-l519:2l.) Thus, the patent’s “Summary of the Invention” explains that

analog television programs are converted to an MPEG format, while “pre-

formatted MPEG streams,” which are found in digital television programs, are

extracted from the broadcast signal:

Analog TV streams are converted to an Moving Pictures

Experts Group (MPEG) fonnatted stream for internal

transferand manipulation, while pre—formatted MPEG

streams are extracted front the digital TV signal and

presented in a similar format to encoded analog streams.

(A375[col.2:l0-14].)

As one would expect, the components that “convert" a non-MPEG analog

program to an MPEG stream are different from those that “extract" a pre-existing

MPEG stream from a digital signal. Thus, different types of "Input Sections

(tuners)” are required if a multitude of television signals are to be accepted.

(A376[col.-4:14-16].) “MPEG encoders” are required for convening analog

programs into MPEG, and a dernultiplexer is necessary for extracting already-

existing MPEG data from a digital signal. (A3T7[col.6:26—3S]; see also

A376[col.3:49-52]; A365; A368.)
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3. TiVo’s Invention Separates the Incoming MPEG

Stream Into Its Video and Audio Component Parts

Once the MPEG stream is obtained (whether by converting an analog

program to an MPEG steam or by extracting a pie-fonnatted M]’EC3 stream from a

digital signal), the DVR stores the stream for playback. In the ’389 patent, this is

accomplished by a "Media Switch" that includes a “parser” for separating the

MPEG stream into its video and audio components so that video and audio data

can be separately stored in temporary buffers (memory) and processed before

being reassembled for delivery to the viewer‘s television. As the “Summary of the

Invention” explains:

The invention parses the resulting MPEG stream

and separates it into its video and audio components. It

then stores the components into temporary buffers.

(A375[col.2: 15-25]; ia'.[co1.2:54-56].)

Figure 4 shows how the Media Switch’s parser (401) analyzes, separates,

and stores the component pans of the incoming MPEG stream:
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private duio hufier

#3

event buliar

FIG. 4

(A366; A375[coI.2:54—56].) The parser analyzes the MPEG stream for three types

of data—video. audio, and “private”2—and then creates what the patent cails

“event" data (described infi-a). (A3'77[eol.5:3—6].) As each component is

identified, it is separated and sent to a buffer dedicated to that specific data type,

i.e., a video buffer (410), audio buffer (411), or private-data buffer (412). (A366;

A376[col.4:55-63].)

Similarly, Figure 3 illustrates the separation of the video and audio

components in the MPEG stream:

2 “Private” data is non—teIe\-ision data such as the time or “V-chip"
information relating to a prograrn’s age—appnopriateness. (A376[col.3:52-61]:

A373.)
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(A365; A375[co1.2:50—52].) An 1\/[PEG stream (301) is comprised of video

components (302, 305. 306) and audio components (303, 304, 307).

(A375[col.2:S0—52]; A3‘76[col.4:24-26].) As the MPEG stream enters the Media

Switch, its video and audio components are separated into video (308) and audio

(309) streams, which are stored in different buffers dedicated to either video or

audio data. (A376[co1.4:23—33].)

The patent emphasizes the importance of separating the MPEG stream into

its video and audio components and then recombining them, stating that this

“must” occur and is “necessary":

Referring to FIG. 3. the incoming MPEG stream 301 has

interleaved video 302, 305, 306 and audio 303, 304, 30?

segments. These elements must be separated and

recombined to create separate video 308 and audio 309

streams or buffers. This is necessary because separate
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decoders are used to convert MPEG elements back into

audio or video analog components.

(A3‘!6[col.4:23-33] (emphasis added).)

During the development phase of the invention, as well as during its

commercialization, TiVo emphasized the importance of separating the audio data

from the video data. For example, in an early description of the invention

(A3443:2-16), co-inventor Barton specified that MPEG video and audio data were

to be stored in “separate locations in main memory." (A3445:-4—3446:9; A7740-

4l.) Further, after TiVo began commercial development, it insisted-—despite

Broadcom’s protestations-—that Broadcom supply it with a chip that, unlike the

chip Broadcom was already supplying to Echostar for its DVRS, separated the

incoming video and audio data. (A2506:4-25095.)

4. The Invention Uses “Event Data” to Create an Index

of “Logical Segments” That Is Used to Locate Audio
and Video Data

The patent recognizes that since the MPEG stream has been divided into

separate video and audio streams, additional steps are necessary “for accurate

playback of the signal.” (A376[co1.4:30-34].) Thus, the patent describes an

indexing operation that tracks where in the program the individual audio and video

components belong and where each component is stored (so that the audio and

video components will eventually "match up” during playback). (Id.[col.4:34-54].)
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Figure 6 shows how the Media Switch creates this index:

Circular

E

(A36?)

As the parser in the Media Switch (601) separates the video, audio, and

private data packets and stores them in their respective buffers (video. 613; audio,

612: and private, 611), the parser generates “event" data that tracks the storage

location of the individual data packets. The event data is also stored separately

from other kinds of data in an "event" buffer (602). (A366; A377[col.S:3-20].)

The event data is then used to generate “logical segments.” (.A37T[co1.5:36-

38]; A367 (“[e]vents translated to logical segments").) The upper right-hand
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corner of Fig. 6 shows that each logical segment (604) corresponds to a video,

audio, or private data packet and contains (1) information about the data type

(608), (2) the packet‘s address, i.e., storage location (610), (3) its length (609), and

(4) a time stamp indicating where in the program the packet belongs (607).

(Id.[col.5:36-50].) The logical segments—which are not the data itself but instead

a means of locating the data——are stored together in another buffer, called a “PBS”

buffer (605). (l'd.[co1.5:51-col.6: 15].)

Further, while the patent provides that the video and audio components of

the MPEG stream (which comprise the actual data for the television program) must

be separated front each other, it teaches that the video and audio logical segments

are stored together in the same PES buffer “in the logical order in which they

appear." (A377[col.6:2-4].) This arrangement is particularly useful for finding

specific scenes within a program efficiently (A376[co1.4:34-54]), since only the

logical segments and not the actual video and audio data need to be handled by the

CPU, thus “sav[ing] a large amount of CPU power” and allowing lower-cost

components to be used. (A378[col.7: 12-26]; A377[col.6:4-15].)

S. The Software Used in the Invention

Figure 8 of the '389 patent illustrates the “three conceptual components” of

the software used in the invention: (1) “sources," which relate to acquiring the

television data coming into the DVR; (2) “transforms." which relate to storing that
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data onto, for example, a disk drive; and (3) “sinks," which relate to outputting

data from the DVR to the television (A378[col.7:48-col.8:8]):

(£369.)

The patent describes how these “three conceptual components” work in the

context of software written in an “object-oriented” programming language called

C++. (A378[col.8:9]-379[col.9:51].) Object-oriented programming employs an

"object-based approac " that collects together logical operations and software

elements that perform those operations. (A1369:2—13'l'0:2; A1420:22—142-4:19;

A2881:24—2882:19.)

Thus, the patent describes a “source object,” a “transform object," and a

“sink object.” (A378[col.8:39—59].) The source object is responsible for extracting

data out of a “physical data source” (which the specification does not describe

except to suggest it is a generic term for the Media Switch (A378[co1.8'.43—45]))

and then passing the data downstream to the transform object. (Id.[eol.8:43-51].)

The transform object is responsible for "flow control," controlling when the source

17
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object extracts data out of the physical data source. (Id.{col.8:45-51].) The

transform object also “flow controls" the sink object by controlling when the sink

object receives the data. (Id.[col.8:52-55].) Once the sink object receives the data,

it sends the data to a “decoder” that converts the data from its MPEG format into

analog television signals, which the DVR then sends to the television for viewing.

(Id.[coI.7:63-65]; A379[col.9:12-15]; A3'75[col.2:30-32].) The patent explains that

this “flow control" “is an important feature" because it “provides for limiting the

amount of memory” required in the DVR. (A378[col.8:60-65].)

The “source object,” the “transform object,” and the “sink object” are under

the control of a “control object," which receives commands from the viewer (e.g.,

fast-forward. pause, rewind). (A379[eo1.9:22~46].)

B. The Asserted Claims

The ’389 patent claims fall into two categories: (1) claims directed to a

DVR and methods of using a DVR (“Hardware claims"); and (2) claims directed

principally to the software used in a DVR ("Software claims").

1. The Hardware Claims

The asserted Hardware claims include only two independent claims-—claims

1 and 32. These two claims are virtually identical except that claim 1 is directed to

a method of using a DVR while claim 32 is directed to the DVR itself. Like the

“preferred embodiment" described in the patent’s “Summary of the Invention"
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section, the Hardware claims require a DVR that accepts “a multitude of

standards,” including both analog and digital television signals. (Compare

A3‘75[col.2:4-10] with A380[col.12:37-41).) The claims also recite the step of

“convert[ing]" the incoming signal to MPEG format, a step that the patent

repeatedly and exclusively associates with analog signals (and that obviously does

not occur where the signal is already in MPEG format). (Compare A375[col.2: 10-

12] with A380[col.12:44—47].) Similarly, the claims require that the DVR be tuned

to "a specific program" (A380[col. 12:43]), which again describes a step that occurs

only in analog television (since digital systems tune to a frequency band containing

not just one but numerous programs). See supra page 8. The Hardware claims

also provide (consistent with the specification) both that the incoming MPEG data

stream must be separated into its audio and video components, and also that those

components must be later assembled back into an MPEG stream.

Claim 1 reads as follows (the disputed terms are emphasized, and paragraph

lettering has been added to be consistent with the exhibits prepared by the patties‘

experts, see A8386):

1. [A] A process for the simultaneous storage and play

back of multimedia data, comprisillg the steps of:

[B] accepting television (TV) broadcast signals, wherein

said TV signals are based on a multitude of standards,

including, but not limited to, National Television

Standards Committee (NTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast,

satellite transmission, DSS, DBS, or ATSC;

19
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[C] tuning said TV signals to a specific program;

[D] providing at least one Input Section, wherein said

Input Section converts said specific program to an

Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) fonnatted

streamfor internal transfer and manipulation;

[E] providing a Media Switch. wherein said Media [
Switch parses said MPEG stream, said MPEG stream is

separated into its video and audio components;

[F] storing said video and audio components on a storage
device;

[G] providing at least one Output Section, wherein said

Output Section extracts said video and audio components
from said storage device;

[H] wherein said Output Section assembles said video

and audio components into an MPEG stream;

[I] wherein said Output Section sends said MPEG stream

to a decoder;

[J] wherein said decoder converts said MPEG stream into

TV output signals;

[K] wherein said decoder delivers said TV output signals
to a TV receiver; and

[L] accepting control commands from a user, wherein

said control commands are sent through the system and
affect the flow of said MPEG stream.

(A380[col.I2:35-67]; A382[cc-1.15:1?-49] (claim 32).)

a. TiVo’s Allegations That Echostar Infringes the
Hardware Claims

TiVo accused eight different Echostar DVRS of infringement: models

DP501, DP508, DP510, DP522, DP62S, DP721, DP92l, and DP942. (A1'529:6-9;
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A3571.) In his infringement analysis, 'I‘iVo's expert, Dr. Gibson, divided the

accused DVRs into three categories. Specifically, he grouped models DP50l.

DPSOS, and DP510 together under the name the "5OX” DVRS because they were

all “similar implementations." (Id.) Likewise, he grouped the DP721 together

with the DP921, and the DP522 together with the DP625 and DP 942. (Id.) The

parties typically referred to the latter two categories as the “Broadcom" DVRS

because they all used integrated-circuit chips manufactured by Broadcom.

(A3705: 1 -3; A232—33.)

(1) TiVo Argued Infringement

Notwithstanding That No Echostar

DVR “Tun[es]” to or “Converts”

Analog Television Programs

It is undisputed that EchoStar’s DVRs accept for processing only one digital

satellite television broadcasting standard (“DVB-S") and not analog television.

(A1723:7-22; A2654:7—20.) Thus, EchoStar's DVRs do not “tun[e] to a

specific program.” as the claims (A380[col.l2:43]) provide. Rather, as Dr. Gibson

explained, EchoSlar’s DVRS tune to a frequency band that includes numerous

programs and then perform additional processing steps to obtain a specific program

afier tuning. (A15-42:16-22; A176'7:l1-19; A7129fl17].)

It is also undisputed that EchoStar‘s DVRS are incapable of convening an

analog program or any other non-MPEG data to an MPEG format. (A1739:6-

1740:"I", A231]:5-9', A2632:6-2633:12', A2503:8-ll.) Instead, Echostar converts

2]
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analog programs to an MPEG formatted stream at its broadcasting (or "uplinlt”)

facility in Wyoming. (A230l:12-230222.) There are numerous advantages to

performing the MPEG conversion at the uplink facility rather than in the DVR.

That allows Echostar, for example, to broadcast 10-14 different programs with

equipment that “used to only be able to carry one analog program," which gives

EchoStar the ability to carry literally thousands of channels of programming.

(A2304:l0—2306:2l). Also, convening the analog programs at the uplink center

improves the quality of the broadcast since digital signals are less prone to

distortion. (A2307:3-230322.) Finally, by centralizing the MPEG-conversion

process at its uplink facility, Echostar can afford very expensive MPEG encoders

(costing “about $57,000 apiece" (A2307:3—7)) that improve the quality of the

broadcast signal while decreasing the amount of data being transmitted, thereby

allowing EchoStar’s DVRS to store more programming than if the conversion were

performed by the DVR itself. (A23l2:2—2l .)

Nevertheless, TiVo argued, and the jury found, that EchoStar’s DVRs

infringed the Hardware claims. This was possible primarily because of two claim-

construction decisions of the district court.

First, the court construed “tuning said TV signals to a specific program" to

mean “tuning said TV signals to a specified frequency range.” (A1-40.)

Accordingly, while TiVo‘s expert could not show that EchoStar's DVRs tune to a
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specific program, he did not need to. Under the district court’s construction, the .

DVR was required only to “tune to a specified frequency range," and EchoStar’s

DVRs do that, even though each “specified frequency range” they tune to contains

numerous programs. (A1539:14-1542:22; Al767:1l-19; A7129.)

Second, the court rejected EchoStar’s position that both the plain meaning of

“converts said specific program to an [MPEG1 formatted stream” and its use in the

specification require this element to be construed as “changes the format of the TV

program data from non—MPEG to MPEG3‘ (A141 .) Instead, the court agreed with

TiVo that “[t]he claim term ‘converts’ needs no further construction." (Id.)

Because the court decided not to construe “com/erts." its meaning became a

subject of conflicting expert testirnony—and a matter ultimately resolved by the

jury. For example, it was undisputed that EchoStar’s DVRs cannot convert an

analog program or any other non-MPEG data to MPEG. See supra pages 21-22.

Accordingly, EchoStar’s expert concluded that there was no infringement because

“converts” as used in the ’389 patent requires changing a program that is not in

MPEG format into an MPEG-formatted stream. (A2635:14-2642:25.)

TiVo’s Dr. Gibson conceded both that EchoStar’s DVRs cannot convert an

analog program to MPEG (A1'l'39:6-1740:?) and also that the word “convert(s)" is

never used in the patent in the context of digital television (Al726:9—l729:lS).

Nevertheless, Dr. Gibson testified that the “converts" limitation is satisfied even
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though the signal supposedly being “converted" is already in MPEG format.

(Al765:15~l769:13.} Specifically, Dr. Gibson argued that "converts” covers

functions that are or may be performed by EchoStar’s DVRs, such as (1) extracting

the MPEG data from the analog carrier wave on which the digital signal was

transmitted by the satellite (see supra page 10), (2) descramblingthe digital signal

(which may have been scrambled to prevent piracy), and (3) filtering and

correcting errors in the digital signal. (A1S42:l3-1547111; Al'766:20-l769:I3;

A2644:12-2650:10.)

Finally, TiVo’s evidence for this limitation was directed solely towards

literal infringement. TiVo never disputed EchoStar‘s explanation for why a DVR

that does not convert non-MPEG signals to an MPEG format because the signals

were already converted before being broadcast is significantly different from a

DVR that must perform the conversion itself. (A2652:l0-2655:l3; see also supra

pages 21-22.)

(2) TiVo Argued That “Indexing” “Logical

Segments” Is the Same As “Separating”

the Video and Audio Components of an
MPEG Stream

Unlike the invention described in the '389 patent, the accused Broadcom

DVRS do not separate the MPEG stream into its video and audio components.

(A2360:19—2362:4; A2464:25-2665:3; A2504:2S-2505216; A2665:13—2666:8.)

Rather, the Broadcom DVRS keep the MPEG stream‘s video and audio

24
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components together. (fat) There are significant reasons why Echostar designed

its Broadcom DVRS this way. For example, keeping the video and audio

components together is a significantly simpler and-more efficient way to ensure

that a television program's picture and sound match up. (A2344:19-234517;

332346;?-2348115.) Also, keeping the video and audio components together allows

Echostar to keep its “pay-per—view" programming encrypted on the DVR's disk

drive, thus preventing unauthorized distribution of programs. (A2345:18—2346:6.)

TiVo did not dispute that the MPEG stream’s video and audio components

were kept together in the Broadcom DVRS but nevertheless contended that they

met the "separated” limitation based on a theory of “logical separation."

(A1554:2-19.) TiVo‘s Dr. Gibson testified that the Broadcom DVRS "logically

separate" video from audio data by creating a “frame index table" that keeps track

of where certain video components are stored on the DVR‘s disk drive.

(Id. (“[Y}ou just logically need to know where everything" is. So it’s separated in

that form.’').)

Notwithstanding Dr. Gibson's testimony equating the “separating" step with

the step of creating an index, the patent explicitly describes the two as distinct

steps. See supra pages 14-16. In fact, the patent includes the steps in different

claims. While claim 1 requires the MPEG stream to be “separated into its video

and audio components,” claim 10 (which depends from claim 1) “further
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comprises" the additional step of “indexit;g." (Compare A330[col.12:49-50]

(claim 1) with A381[col.l3:3S-40] (claim 10).)

In sum, whether the Broadcom DVRs met the claim requirement that the

MPEG stream be "separated into its video and audio components" became a

question of how “sepa.raI:ed" is construed. As with the “converts” limitation,

though, the court refused to resolve the dispute by defining the claim term

“separate." (A14-4.) Accordingly, here too the construction of a claim term

became a subject of expert testimony and a matter ultimately resolved by the jury.

And, as with the “converts” limitation, the jury accepted Dr. Gibson's claim

construction and found infringement even though the Broadcom D\/Rs never

actually separate the MPEG stream's video and audio components.

(3) TiVo’s Assertion That the 50X DVRS

“Assemble[] . . . Video and Audio

Components into an MPEG Stream”

Instead of using a Broadcom chip like the Broadcom DVRs, the 50X DVRs

use a chip manufactured by ST Microlectronics that does not allow the MPEG .

st:rcam's video and audio components to be stored together. (A2356:23-23S7:17.)

Accordingly, unlike the Broadcom DVRs, the 50X DVRS do separate the MPEG

stream’s video and audio components. However, as explained by EchoStar's Vice

President of Engineering and Systems, Dave Kummer, once the video and audio
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components are separated, the 50X DVRS never assembles them back into an

MPEG stream:

Q: After the 501, after the video and audio is stored in

these separate files on the hard drive. are they ever

put back together?

Now. in that product basically what we do then is.

on the playback process, we read the video file,

and we. again, put it into RAM. and we read the

audio file and put it into another separate area of
RAM. And then it’s moved from there into its

separate MPEG video decoder and separate MEPEG

audio decoder. So they never really get put back

together.

(A2358:24-2359:8 (emphasis added).) Further, EchoStar's Vice President for

Software Engineering. Dan Mirmick, continued the point (A2465:23-246655), as

did EchoStar’s expert, Dr. Rhyne (A26'l2:20—2673:2). (See also A2674:22-

2675:l4; A26'?7:6-267921; A8388.)

Ti‘Vo never disputed any of this testimony, either on cross-examination or

through its own expert. In fact. in his infringement analysis for the "assembles"

limitation, Dr. Gibson, who acknowledged that this limitation requires an “output

section" that receives bath “the video and audio components from the hard disk

drive and then assembles them to be played back" (A1560:22-l56l:4), never

separately addressed the 50X DVRS. Instead, he attempted to support his

conclusion only by reference to a single Broadcom DVR (the DP522,
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A1561:l9-21). (Al564:19-15659.2; A8387.) Dr. Gibson’s analysis of EchoStar‘s

other DVRs, including its 50X Di/Rs, consisted of three words:

Q: Do all of the—all of the EchoStar products have an

output section that extracts and assembles as

required by elements 1G and 1H?

A: Yes, they do.

(A I 565:23-1566:] .)

In sum, three EchoStar witnesses testified that the 50X DVRS never

assemble video and audio components into an MPEG stream, and TiVo‘s

Dr. Gibson provided no factual basis for concluding otherwise. Nonetheless, the

jury apparently credited Dr. Gibson's unsupported conclusion and found that the

50X DVRs met the “assembles" limitation.

2. The Software Claims

Both asserted Software claims, claims 31 and 61, are independent claims.

Like the Hardware claims, the Software claims use language associated

with a preferred embodiment. Specifically, the “three conceptual components"

underlying the software used in the invention are broadly described as “sources,"

“transforms,” and “sinks." See supra pages 16-17. But in describing the preferred

"object-oriented programming” embodiment. the specification refers to the

particular implementations of these “conceptual components” using specific terms:

“source object,” "transform object,” and “sink object." (Id) The Software claims

use the same terms.
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Claim 31 is reproduced below (the disputed terms are emphasized):

31. A process for the simultaneous storage and play back

of multimedia data. comprising the steps of:

providing a physical data source, wherein said physical

data source accepts broadcast data from an input device,

paises video and audio data from said broadcast data. and

temporarily stores said video and audio data;

providing a source object, wherein said source object

extracts video and audio data from said physical data
source;

providing a rramfonn object, wherein said transform

object stores and retrieves data streams onto a storage

device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said

transform object, said source object converts video data

into data streams and fills said buffer with said streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object‘.

providing a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains

data stream buffers from said transform object and

outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display

signals and sends said signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled

by said transform object;

providing a control object, wherein said control object
receives commands from a user, said commands control

the flow of the broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events

to said source, transform, and sink objects.

(A381-82[col.14:5l-col.15:16]; A383 [col.l 8:3-30].)

29
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a. The District Court's Construction and TiVo’s

Infringement Analysis for the “Object”
Limitation

One c1aim—construction dispute regarding the Software claims centered on

whether, as EchoStar asserted, the claims are restricted to software written using

object-oriented programming language. (A150-52.) In supporting its position,

Echostar explained that its construction of “object" was consistent both with the

ordinary meaning of the term in the computer art and with numerous dictionaries

establishing that, in the computer field, the term “object"' is typically associated

with object-oriented programming. (A7021) Moreover, the patent uses the term

“object" solely in the context of an object-oriented programming language, and

repeatedly uses tenns characteristic of object-oriented programming, including

“class," "class hierarchy," and “object." (A378[col.8:9-19];'A]420:18-14:14:19;

A7027-28.) EchoStar thus argued that “object” should be construed to mean “an

item written in an object-oriented computer programming language (for example,

C++) that is an instance of a class from which it inherits properties, and that

includes both data and all procedures that operate on the data." (A7021)

TiVo argued instead for a much broader construction in which “object”

means “a collection of data or operations." which TiVo restated as “portions of a

computer program." (A150—Sl.) TiVo’s constniction was not based on the

intrinsic evidence but was “based directly" on the tenth of twelve definitions of
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"object" from the Authoritative Dictionary of IEEE Standard Terms (A8521;

A8535), even though that definition concerned a technical category unrelated to

the '389 patent—“instIumentation and measurement"—and TiVo-’s restatement of

it (i.e., that it simply means “portions of a computer program") was inconsistent

with other definitions in the same dictionary that related to software and computers

(A7118; A8533-35). For example, the IEEE dictionary’s first entry relating to

“software engineering" (“SE"), like EchoStar’s proposed construction, defines

“object" in the context of object-oriented programming principles, stating, for

example, that an “object" is “an instance of a class.” (A853S(4).) Similarly, its

first “computer" (“C") related definition confirms the relationship between

“object” and “object—oriented design.” (A8535(1).)

Further, the IEEE dictionary defines an “object-oriented design” as “[a]

software development technique in which a system or component is expressed in

terms of objects and connections between those objects” (A8535), which is

precisely the way the components of the Software claims are expressed. For

example, both Software claims describe systems in which a "source object obtains

a buffer from” or "is automatically flow controlled by" the “transform object” and

a “control object sends flow command events to said source, transform, and sink

objects.“ (A381 [col.14:65]-382[col.15:16]; A383[col. 1 8: 14-30].)
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Nevertheless, the district court rejected EchoStar‘s position. Despite the

patent's use of “object" in the context of object-oriented programming, the court

found that the intrinsic evidence did not provide a meaning. Accordingly, adopting

TiVo’s dictionary definition, the court construed “object" to mean "a collection of

data and operations." (A151-52.)

But 'I‘iVo presented no evidence that EchoStar’s software satisfied even this

construction by having a “collection of data and operations" corresponding to each

claimed object. In performing his infringement analysis. for example, Dr. Gibson

gave no consideration to how EchoStar’s programmers structured their software or

whether the instructions for performing certain functions were collected together.

(A1692:13-1693:24.) Indeed, Dr. Gibson admitted that in performing his

infringement analysis. rather than looking for the claimed “objects,” he instead

looked only for the functions those objects were supposed to perform. (See, e.g.,

A1694:8-9 (“Well, I didn't go looking for a transform object. I went looking for

the functions”); see also A1691:2-1694:7.) Accordingly, the instructions

Dr. Gibson identified were not part of “a collection,” but were instead individual

lines of code, scattered throughout the software, that he said performed the recited

functions. (A1688:2—1S;Al69l:11-1692:12.)

Moreover, the record is inconsistent with any argument Ti\/o might make

that the requirement that the data and operations be a ‘‘collection,‘’ i.e., grouped
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together, should be ignored. For one thing, “collection" is part of the definition

TiVo advocated. Additionally, while Dr. Gibson rejected the idea that the term

“object” requires object-oriented programming, he acknowledged that the term

nevertheless invokes “object-oriented techniques" (A7137), and the evidence

showed that collecting the data and instructions together is one of those techniques.

Co—invcntor Barton stated, for example, that one of the basic techniques of object-

oriented programming is "encapsulation," which he defined as “the collection of

data or instructions together as a unit." (A8548 (emphasis added).) See also

Al369:l{]-l3'?O:2 (Barton’s testimony that “[o]bject—oriented pmgramming" and

"languages" use the same technique, namely, they “group the operations together

for the programmer so that they can be manipulated simply and efficiently").

EchoStar’s software expert, Dr. Johnson, concurred, testifying that “what makes

software an object" is that “it's a collection of data and operations. And a

programmer must create that collection. A programmer will organize and structure

the code such that that collection is clear.” (A2732:21-25.)

With regard to the doctrine of equivalents, Dr. Gibson testified that even if

EchoStar was correct in saying that the “data and operations" he identified had to

be collected together to literally be “objects," EchoStar‘s DVRs would infringe

under the doctrine of equivalents. That testimony, however, was devoid of any

explanation or technical details, and consisted solely of his conclusions:
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‘Well, they can perform the same function in

essentially the same way with the same result.

And in terms of the transform object, for example,
can you explain why‘?

The transform object requires storing and

retrieving, and so when the function is storing and

retrieving the video and audio data, it’s a

collection of data and operations that do that. And

there's no requirement that this infonnation be

encapsulated, but the same-——the same—essentially

the same way would achieve the same result. And

that is, the data would be—for example, for

TricltPiay. the data would be transformed.

Is—so even under their—under EchoStar's

assumption of the claim, does EchoStar still meet

the claim element 1(d), for example, for transform

object under Doctor [sic] of Equivalents?

Yes.

How about the other objects? Would we expect

the source object and sink object under the

Doctrine of Equivalents?

A. Yes, we would.

Q. Is it for the same reason?

A. Yes.

(Al639:l3—1640:11.)
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b. TiVo’s Attempt to Show That the Echostar

DVRS Contain a “Source Object"

The Software claims require a “source object” that “extracts video and audio

data from [a] physical data source.” (A381[coI.14:S9~6l]; A383[col.18:9—10].)

TiVo and EchoStar agreed that the “source object” had to be software (A1666:13-

1668:23; A2697:22-25; A7l36[‘]44]-7l37[‘][45])t and their respective experts were

in basic agreement that the Broadcom DVRs’ “physical data source" was hardware

on the Broadcom integrated circuit chip (Al628:21-22; A2699:16-2701 :16).

For the Broadcom DVRS, TiVo's Dr. Gibson testified that the following

pieces of hardware found on the Broadcom chip constituted the physical data

source in the Broadcorn DVI-"ts: (1) “Input Buffet 8 X 138 x 8"; (2) “SCD [“Slarl

Code Detection”] 2"; (3) “SCD Data link—list”; (4) “Transport Record 0 & 1

Choice 64 pids"; and (5) "Record DMA linl-Hist," (A1627:13-1629:15', see also

A7175; A7177):
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(A7201 (highlighting added to show the particular hardware Dr. Gibson identified

as constituting the “physical data source”).)

Jason Demas, an engineer from Broadcom, which counts both Echostar and

TiVo as customers (A2496:2-24973), explained the operation of the hardware

constituting Dr. Gibson's “physical data source.” The incoming MPEG stream is

received by the “Input Buffer," and then dixected to the two "SCD” blocks and also

to the “Transport Record" and “Record DMA" blocks. (A25ll:7-25l2:2.) The

“SCD" blocks create the “fmme index table” (see supra page 25), while the
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“Transport Record" and “Record DMA" blocks "push" the MPEG stream (which,

again, contains both video and audio components) off of the Broadcom chip and

into a memory chip that is next to—but separate from—the Broadcorn chip.

(A2511:7—2514:9.)

That is, although TiVo’s Dr. Gibson agreed that the Software claims require

software to extract data from the physical data source, Mr. Demas testified,

without contradiction, that no sofiware at all is involved in “extracting” data from

the “physical data source” that Dr. Gibson identified. Instead, hardware (the

“Transport Record” and “Record DMA” blocks) “pushes” the video and audio data

out of the “physical data source.” (A2510:l9-25l2:24.)

EchoStar's experts, Drs. Rhyne and Johnson, confirmed Mr. Dernas's

testimony, explaining (also without contradiction) that a “hardware push”—not a

software extraction—is responsible for moving data out of the blocks Dr. Gibson

called the “physical data source” in all the Broadcom DVRs. (A2701:20-2703:8',

A2752:6-275324.) Further, Drs. Rhyne and Johnson also testified (again, without

contradiction) that the corresponding components in the 50X DVRS similarly use a

“hardware-only push" to move data out of the “physical data source." (A2703:l1-

24; A2753:25-275423.)

Although Dr. Gibson purported to identify the software command (“Ioctl")

used in one Broadcom DVR (the DP721) that "extracts audio and video data from
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the physical data source" (A1630:l0-22; A7176), that command does not move

data from anything Dr. Gibson identified as being part of the “physical data

source.” Instead, the “Ioctl"‘ command performs a “direct memory access"

(“DMA") that moves data from the memory chip (“SDRAM") that sits next to (but

is separate from) the Broadcom chip, and into host memory. (A8045-46; A2752:6-

2'?54:22; A251 1 :7-2512124.)

Moreover, notwithstanding that TiVo accused every Echostar DVR of

infringement. Dr. Gibson's testimony concemed only one model of one type of

Broadcom DVR. Dr. Gibson never identified any software command in any of the

other accused DVRS that allegedly corresponded to the "source object."

(A1630: 10-l633:4.) Instead, his infringement analysis for the other accused DVRS

consisted of the following:

Q: And do, likewise. all of the Echostar products

meet claim elements 31(0) [the “extracts" element]

and 31(e)?

A: Yes. they do.

(Al633:2-4.)

In sum. while the Software claims explicitly require a "source object" that

“extracts video and audio data from said physical data source," TiVo identified no

software in any Echostar DVR that does that. Instead, TiVo‘s evidence concerned

only a single command from one of the eight accused DVRs, but it was undisputed
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that that command, the “Iocll” command, moves data from a memory chip that is

completely separate from the “physical data source" 'I‘iVo identified.

Further, TiVo provided no evidence (through Dr. Gibson or anyone else)

that moving data between a memory chip and host memory (which is what the

“Ioctl" command accomplishes) was equivalent to "extract[ing] video and audio

data from said physical data source.” Nor did TiVo provide any evidence that the

“hardware push" utilized in EchoStar‘s DVRs is equivalent to software

“extracting” data from the physical data source. In fact, the entirety of TiVo’s

evidence concerning equivalents for the “source object” was Dr. Gibson's

answering “yes” to two questions of TiVo's counsel:

Q. . . . . Would we expect the source object and sink

object under the Doctrine of Equivalents?

A. Yes, we would.

Q. is it for the same reason?

A. Yes.

(A l640:6-1 1.)

C. Trial Issues

1. EchoStar’s Assertion That TiVo Took Unfair

Advantage of the District Court's Order Excluding
the Merchant & Gould Opinions and Made Grossly

Misleading (If Not False) Statements to the Jury

TiVo’s counsel made certain arguments to the jury regarding EchoStar’s

efforts in determining whether it infringed the ‘389 patent, and while Echostar

39
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objected to the arguments as false, the court allowed them to remain uncorrected.

So that the situation can be understood, however, it is necessary first to recount

EchoStar‘s efforts in determining whether it infringed.

a. Echostar Conducted an Internal Investigation

and Also Contacted Two Law Firms (One

Pretrial and One After Suit Was Filed)

After learning of the ‘389 patent from a Two press release announcing the

patent’s issuance, Echostar immediately obtained a copy of the patent and began

an internal investigation to determine whether it related to EchoStar’s DVRS.

(A2l49:25-2154:20; A2447:8—2448:9; A2452:4-15.) As part of this investigation,

Mr. Miller (an Echostar in-house patent lawyer) obtained the patent's file history

and studied EchoStar’s DVRs with help from EchoStar’s engineers. (A2454:6-25.)

Shortly after Echostar began its internal investigation, it contacted an

outside firm, Bozicevic, Field & Francis, to conduct a similar investigation and

prepare a formal opinion of counsel. (A2099:8-2100112; 112154123-25.) Echostar

provided the Bozicevic lawyers with the 389 patent, its file history,

a memorandum prepared by an engineer in EchoStar’s in-house legal

department explaining why Echostar did not infringe, descriptions of the DVRS,

and an actual DVR. (lat; A2163:18-2l66:9; A2210':13-22l2:17.) After receiving

this information, the Bozicevic lawyers indicated that they could prepare a written

opinion of noninfringernent based on many of the same arguments raised in this
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appeal, including those concerning the "converts,” “separated,” and "assembles”

limitations. (A.2166:2—9; A2202:l7-220523; A221 1:6-2213:9.} And, in fact, the

Bozicevic lawyers began drafting a noninfringement opinion and asked for some

additional technical details from Echostar so they could finalize it. (A2206:6-

2207: 14.)

In the interim, however, EchoStar's internal investigation had concluded

(also based on many of the same arguments now being made in this appeal) that

Echostar did not infringe, either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents.

(A2462:16-2471:?/1; A2l66:11-2180:19; A2l96:25-2l99:l0; A24S4:6-246l:6.)

EchoStar’s investigation concluded, for example, that its DVRS lacked the

“converts" element of the Hardware claims and the “object[s]" elements of the

Software claims (A24S4:6-25; A2463:12-23; A2466:11—2467:?); that its DVRS

neither “accept[] . . . TV signals [that] are based on a multitude of standards" nor

“tun[e] . - . to a specific pnogram" (A2462:16-2463123); and also that its Broadcom

DVRs lack the "separated” limitation and its 50X DVRs lack the "assembles"

limitation (A2-464:25-246615).

By this time, moreover, TiVo and Echostar were negotiating a business deal

relating to DVRS. (A2374:4-2375:7; A2450:2-9.) And during those negotiations,

TiVo never alleged that Echostar was infringing the '389 patent. (Id; A218'S:16-

2186:19.) The matter of the ’389 patent thus receded to the background, and
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Echostar never followed up with the Bozicevic lawyers to obtain a_ written opinion.

(Id; A2206: 1 8-2207:6.)

Immediately after TiVo sued, however, Echostar retained a second firm,

Merchant & Gould, to study the ’389 patent, and it provided two formal opinions

of noninfringement. In re EchoStar, 448 F.3d at 129?. Indeed, the district court

complimented these opinions post-trial, saying that they showed “a detailed,

thorough analysis on which a fact finder might have determined [E.choStar]

reasonably relied,” and concluded that “[t]hese opinions, combined with the

evidence of [EchoStar’s] other actions, could demonstrate a lack of willfulness on

[EchoStar’s] part." (Al90.)

b. EchoStar Decided At Trial to Rely on Its

Internal Investigation

During its preparations for trial, EchoStar decided (and informed TiVo) that

it would rebut TiVo’s willfulness allegations by relying on the results of its internal

investigation rather than its outside counsels’ opinions. In re Echaszar, 448 F.3d

at 1297. Nevertheless, TiVo sought discovery of all the opinions Echostar

received concerning the ‘B89 patent, including those prepared by outside counsel,

as well as all associated work product, whether communicated or not. Id.

EchoStar initially resisted, but ultimately produced the Merchant & Gould opinions

and related attot-ney—client communications, but not Merchant & Gould's

uncornrnunicated work product. Id. Not satisfied, TiVo obtained an order from
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the district court compelling Echostar to produce the uncommunicated work

product. Id.

Although the district court stayed its production order so Echostar could

pursue relief in this Court, trial preparations proceeded. Before trial, TiVo

indicated that it would rely on the Bozicevic firm's draft written opinion (which

EchoStar produced) to show that EchoStar willfully infringed. (A8574-76.)

EchoStar, concerned that TiVo would use the Bozicevic opinion to paint a

misleading picture. took the precaution of designating the Merchant & Gould

opinions as trial exhibits, even though Echostar continued to maintain that none of

its outside counsels’ opinions were relevant. Id. The district court, at TiVo’s

urging, precluded Echostar from relying on the Merchant & Gould opinions at trial

solely because Echostar chose to appeal the eourt’s order requiring Echostar to

produce Merchant & Gould's uncommunicated work product rather than turn that

work product over to TiVo. (A99-IUD; A21 83:2-25).

Ultimately, this Court held that the district court abused its discretion when

it ordered EchoStar to produce uncommunicated work product. In re EchoSrar,

448 F.3d at 1305. Unfortunately, however, this Court's mandamus order did not

issue until after the trial below was over.
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TiVo’s Counsel Told the Jury That Eehostar

Never Obtained 3 Written Opinion of Counsel
Because It Would Have Concluded That

Eehostar Infringed

At trial, TiVo’s counsel tool: full advantage of the district court’s order

barring EehoStar from introducing the Merchant & Gould opinions. In particular,

TiVo’s counsel relied extensively on the draft Bozicevie opinion and

suggested that EehoStar had not given the Bozicevic lawyers the technical

information they requested because EchoStar knew the information would show

infringement (A2291:15-2292:11). notwithstanding that Echostar had reached a

noninfringement conclusion internally that was orally confirmed by the Bozicevic

lawyers (see supra pages 40-41) and had obtained written opinions from Merchant

& Gould reaching the same result.

In an interim statement to the jury at the close of its ease, for example,

TiVo’s counsel discussed the situation surrounding the Bozicevic opinion, saying

that Echostar “never got a written opinion." (A229l:l5 (emphasis added).) Then

TiVo’s counsel told the jury that the reason Echostar had not sought a written

outside opinion was that any “independent” lawyer would have said there was

infringement:

[T]hey Echostar] knew if they gave the lawyers, the

independent lawyers, the technical information, the

written opinion that they would write would say that

there is infringement.
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(A2292:8—l l .)

Echostar immediately objected. Pointing out that 'I‘iVo‘s counsel had just

told the jury that Echostar never got a written opinion because “the written opinion

would say there was infringement," and that this was “contrary to the actual

opinions that we [Echostar] did get" (A229220-25). EchoStar made two requests.

First, Echostar asked the court to provide a corrective instruction to the jury, and

second, Echostar asked the court to permit it to introduce the Merchant & Gould

opinions to show that independent lawyers had, in fact, provided EchoStar with

written noninfringernent opinions. (A2292:20-2293:5.) The court denied both

requests. In explanation, the court stated that it had previously told the jury

“numerous times that statements of attorneys are not evidence and not to be

considered either on the facts or the law.” (A2293: 1 9-23.)

In closing argument, moreover, TiVo’s counsel retumed to the same story.

After mentioning the situation surrounding the Bozicevic opinion, TiVo’s counsel

broadly argued that that Echostar had concluded that it should not seek “a third-

party opinion," that it was “not going to ask somebody that's independent,” and

that it would instead "just go ahead and decide that ourselves." (A3721:9-12.)

TiVo’s counsel then hammered home the point:

And that’s why they didn't get an opinion, and that's why

they wouldn't send the technology to those outside

lawyers, because they didn’t want that opinion in front

of you. They didn't want an independent person, like
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Dr. Gibson. to look at it and say, huh-uh, can't do that,

got to go do something else.

(A3721:9-18.)

The district court‘s rulings ensured that the jury was kept completely

unaware that Echostar had asked the “independent,” “outside" lawyers at

Merchant & Gould to prepare "third-party opiuion[s]" of noninfringement. Thus,

the court allowed TiVo's counsel to leave the jury with the unrebutted impression

that Echostar knew it could never obtain an independent noninfiingement opinion,

even though, to use the court’s own words, Merchant & Gould had prepared two

“detailed, thorough” written opinions of noninfringement that “could demonstrate

a lack of willfulness on [EchoStar’s] part." (A190.)

2. The District CoI1rt’s Refusal to Allow Echostar to

Show That the Claims Would Be Invalid If TiVo’s

Infringement Theories Were Correct

EchoStar’s invalidity expert, Dr. Polish, explained in both his expert report

and his deposition that the ’389 patent claims would be invalid if they were applied

to the prior art in same manner that TiVo and Dr. Gibson applied them to

EchoStar’s DVRS. (A7789; A8438:8-22.) Further, TiVo’s validity expert,

Dr. Storer, understood that Dr. Polish’s invalidity opinions were based on

Dr. Gibson’s infringement positions. (A8442:21-8443:3.)

As Dr. Polish’s testimony commenced, however, TiVo’s counsel objected,

saying (for the first time) that Dr. Polish should be precluded from testifying about
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his opinions. (A2963:3-2968:9.) Specifically, notwithstanding that the court

refused to construe the “converts" and “separated" limitations, and allowed

Dr. Gibson to testify freely about what he thought these (and other) limitations

meant, TiVo argued that Dr. Polish’s testimony should be limited to “the Court’s

construction as applied to the prior art" and that he should be barred from

testifying "on how Dr. Gibson was interpreting the Court’s claim construction."

(A2964.)

EchoStar’s counsel and Dr. Polish explained that he would merely testify

that -if the claims were infringed in the manner Dr. Gibson was asserting, the

claims would be invalid. (A2965:10-20; A296'7:10-2968:6; A29'72:l8-25;

A2975:22-29'?9:16.) The court, however, sustained 'I‘iVo's objection, ruling that

"Dr. Polish’s testimony should be limited to the Court's claim construction and the

prior art, not the criticism of Dr. Gibson's report or previous testimony.”

(A2965:22—25; A2977:l9-29?9:9.) Thereafter, the court blocked every effort by

EchoStar to establish that if Dr. Gibson's infringement analysis was correct, the

claims would be invalid, at one point threatening EchoStar with sanctions.

(A2992:24-2993: 10; A3045:8-23'. A34O0:l4-3402224).

At the close of Dr. Polish’s testimony, Echostar moved for a mistrial on the

grounds that court’s ruling deprived Echostar of a fair trial. (A3.l0S:4-18.)

EchoStar argued, in particular, that because the court precluded Ecl1oStar from
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laying the foundation for Dr. Polish's opinions, the jury had an incorrect

understanding of them. Ud.)

In fact, 'I‘iVo’s counsel recognised the same thing and used the court’s

rulings to prop up TiVo’s infringement case, which was based in large part on

Dr. Gibson's claim constructions. Notwithstanding that Dr. Polish had simply

taken Dr. Gibson's views of the claims and applied those views to the prior art,

TiVo’s counsel argued during closing argument that Dr. Polish actually agreed

with Dr. Gibson's view of the claims and disagreed with EchoStar's

noninfringement experts on key claim terms, especially on the crucial “converts"

and “separated" limitations. (A36l4:22—36l5:3 (“converting”); A361'7:3-20

(“separated"); A36l8:2-14 (“assembles”); A3621:20-3622:21 (‘‘object’‘).)

I). The Jury Verdict

Against the backdrop of what EchoStar believed was a grossly misleading

(at best) presentation of the facts, which the district court refused to con-ect, the

jury found that Echostar willfully infringed the ’389 patent. (A231-34.)

Specifically, the jury found that all of the accused DVRS literally infringed the

Hardware claims, that the 50X DVRS literally infringed the Software claims, and

that the Broadcorn DVRs infringed the Software claims under the doctrine of

. equivalents. (Id.) The jury awarded lost profits totaling $32,663,906, and it

awarded a reasonable royalty totaling $41,328,058. (A2.38.)
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V. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The infringement verdicts cannot stand. While it was the district court’s

obligation to construe contested claim terms, the district court abdicated its

responsibility regarding two of the most contested claim limitations—“separated"

and “converts"—leaving the jury to decide what the terms meant based on the

testimony of the parties’ experts. And, performing a task that should have been

performed by the court, the jury unquestionably got it wrong. since it could not

have found infringement under the correct constructions.

Specifically, the court should have construed "separated" to require

separation of the incoming MPEG stream into two different streams, a video-data

stream and an audio-data stream. There is no question that the Broadcom DVRS

do not “separate" the MPEG stream but instead keep it intact. Similarly, the court

should have construed “converts" to require the conversion of a non-MPEG

television program (i.e., analog television) to an MPEG-formatted stream. The

accused DVRs, in contrast, are incapable of doing that and instead simply take the

pre-formatted MPEG stream from the satellite television signal in a step that the

patent repeatedly refers to as “extract[ing]” the MPEG data.

Even when the district court did construe the claim terms, it violated some of

this Court’s basic principles of claim construction. For example. it effectively

eliminated the phrase “specific program” from the Hardware claims, and it used an
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inapt dictionary definition to construe the “objects" of the Software claims in a

manner wholly at odds with both its ordinary meaning and the way it is used in the

specification.

The district court also allowed the infringement verdict to stand even though

TiVo’s expert provided no evidence whatsoever either that the SIJX DVRs

"assemble" video and audio components into an MPEG stream or that any

Echostar DVR has a “source object" that extracts video and audio data from a

“physical data source.”

Finally, because the district court allowed TiVo‘s counsel to prejudice the

jury against Echostar through misleading (if not false) argument. Echostar is

entitled (at a minimum) to a new trial. First, the district court permitted TiVo’s

counsel to tell the jury, wrongly, both that -Echostar never received any written

noninfringement opinions and that no independent lawyer would have told

Echostar it did not infringe. These statements should never have been made, but

once they were, the court should not have allowed them to remain uncorrected.

Second, the court allowed TiVo’s counsel to tell the jury, also wrongly,

that EchoStar’s invalidity expert, Dr. Polish, disagreed with E.choStar‘s

noninfringement positions. With the exception of the people who mattered most-

the jury—everyone in the courtroom understood that Dr. Polish had accepted

TiVo's infringement positions as correct only for the purpose of his invalidity
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analysis. Accordingly, the court should have allowed Dr. Polish to explain this to

the jury.

VI. ARGUMENT

A. Standards of Review

A district court’s denial of JMOL on infringement must be reversed “if the

jury's factual findings are not supported by substantial evidence or if the legal

conclusions implied from the jury's verdict cannot in law be supported by those

findings." Cybar Corp. v. FAS Techs, Inc., 138 F.3d 1448, 1454 (Fed. Cir. 1998)

(en banc). Further. to the extent infringement depends on the correctness of claim

constructions, the constructions are reviewed de novo. Id. at 1456. This is also

true where the trial court left a disputed claim term to be construed by the jury.

B. Broun Med, Inc. v. Abbott I..abs., 124 F.3d 1419, 1424 (Fed. Cir. 1997)

(reviewing jury's infringement finding de novo where district court allowed jury to

construe claims).

This Court applies the law of the district court's regional circuit to the denial

of a motion for a new trial. WMS Gaming Inc. v. International Game Tech. 184

F.3d 1339, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 1999]. The Eastern District of Texas sits in the Fifth

Circuit, which reviews decisions granting or denying motions for a new trial for

“an abuse of discretion or a misapprehension of the law.” Prytania Park Hotel,

Ltd. v. General Star indent. Co.. 179 F.3d 169. 173 (5th Cir. 1999). However,
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when the reviewing court “is left with the perception that the verdict resulted from

prejudicial error, deference must be abandoned.” Westbrook v. General Tire &

Rubber Co., 754 F.2d 1233, 1241 (5th Cir. 1985).

B. The Claims Are Not Infringed As a Matter of Law

1. The Hardware Claims

a. No Echo-Star DVR Time Shifts Analog

Television Signals

The district court erred in failing to construe the Hardware claims to require

the time shifting of analog programs, and thus in failing to grant EchoStar‘s JMOL

motions because no Echostar DVR does that. Because this issue involves a

question of claim construction, it is reviewed without deference. Laitram Corp. v.

NEC Corp, 62 F.3d 1388, 1392 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

The claims are unquestionably directed to a DVR that time shifts both

analog and digital television signals. For example, the first limitation requires the

DVR to accept “TV signals [that] are based on a multitude of standards, including,

but not limited to" numerous analog (NTSC, PAL) and digital television (DSS,

DBS. ATSC) signal types. There was no dispute, however, that the EchoStar

DVRS are incapable of processing analog television and can process only one kind

of digital television. See supra page 21.

Moreover, while the claims require “tuning . . . to a specific program,” the

district court essentially read this language out of the claim when it required only
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that the DVR be tuned to “a range of frequencies.” See supra pages 22-23. ‘This

was error. See Texas Insrr., Inc. v. !TC, 988 F.2d 1165, 1171 (Fed. Cir. 1993]

(rejecting a construction that "would read an express limitation out of the claims”).

Moreover, there can be no infringement under the proper construction since

Echostar DVRS tune to a range of frequencies containing numerous programs and

then, after tuning, "extract" the specific program chosen by the viewer from among

the many programs carried within that range. See supra pages 21-24.

Finally, in refusing to construe the term “converts," and leaving it to be

construed by the jury based on expert testimony (see supra page 23), the district

court also erred. See, e.g., CyloLagt'x Corp. v. Ventana Med." Sys., l’nc., 424 F.3d

1168, 1172 (Fed. Cir. 2005) ("[T]he district court should have refused to allow”

the parties to “present[] expert witnesses who testified before the jury regarding

claim construction, and counsel [to] argue[] conflicting claim constructions to the

jury.'’); NTP, Inc. v. Research in Marion. L1a‘., 418 F.3d 1282, 1305 11.8 (Fed. Cir.

2005).

The parties’ dispute over the “converts" limitation did not involve a factual

disagreement over how EchoStar's DVRs processed incoming television signals.

See supra pages 21-24. Rather, the only dispute concerned claim construction,

which the jury erroneously resolved in TiVo’s favor. Id. As a result. this aspect of

the jury's verdict is reviewed without deference. .See supra page 51.
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There is no question that the Echostar DVRs do not infringe under the

proper construction of “converts." The patent uses the term “converts" only to

mean changing non-MPEG analog signals into an MPEG stream. Indeed, the

patent specifically contrasts “convert[ing]” an analog signal to an MPEG stream

with “extract[ing]" pre-existing MPEG streams from a digital signal. See supra

page 10. Accordingly. the term “converts,” as used in the claims, should have

been given the same meaning and construed to require changing a non-MPEG

signal to an MPEG-formatted signal. See Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303,

1315 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc) (explaining that the specification “is the single best

guide to the meaning of a disputed term”).

All the witnesses agreed that when the television program reaches

EchoStar’s DVRS, it is already an MPEG stream and thus is never converted into

an MPEG format. See supra pages 21-24. Accordingly, there can be no literal

infringement.

Nor can there be infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. TNo never

provided any evidence that a device that does not convert to MPEG is equivalent to

one that does. Thus, Dr. Rhyne's testimony that the EchoStar DVR.’s extraction of

a preformatted MPEG stream is not equivalent to the claimed conversion to an

MPEG formatted stream was unrebutted. See supra page 24. The district court

should have granted EchoStar’s IM01. motion.
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In its opposition to E.choStar’s JMOL motion, TiVo asserted that EchoStar’s

position “reads out of the patent all embodiments involving satellite transmission.

even though these embodiments are expressly in claims 1 and 32 and in several

places in the specification." (A8451) But this is wrong. Echostar has never

argued that the claims exclude DVRS that time shift digital television, nor does its

position require that result. Instead, EchoStar's position is that because the claims

include requirements that apply only to analog programs, a DVR that time shifts

only digital signals language would not be covered. For example, while claim 32

describes a DVR that must be capable of “tuning . . . to a specific program” and

“convert{ing] [it] to an [MPEG] formatted stream" (steps that can be performed

only on a non-MPEG analog program), the claim uses the transition term

I’

“comprising. Accordingly, a DVR having additional functionality, such as the

capability of tuning to digital satellite television signals and extracting MPEG data

from them, would still be covered. Amgen Inc. v. Haechs: Marion Roussel, Inc.,

314 F.3d 1313, 1344-45 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“Comprising is a term of art used in

claim language which means that the named elements are essential, but other

elements may be added and still form a construct within the scope of the claim.”).

Similarly, claim 1, which is a method claim directed to time shifting analog

television, would not exclude a DVR that also time shifted digital satellite

television. The claims are thus consistent with Barton’s original invention, the
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patent’s preferred embodiment, and the standalone DVRS TiVo sells. See supra

page 9.

Moreover,- even if the ’389 patent disclosed an embodiment that processes

only digital signals rather than both digital and analog signals (and it is not clear

that it does), that would not change the fact that, in the claims, TiVo included

processing steps that are performed only on non-MPEG analog television. See Oak

Tech, Inc. v. ITC, 248 F.3d 1316, 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (explaining that disclosed

embodiments are not covered by the claim if they are “not covered by the language

selected by the claim drafter"); see also Boehringer Ingelheim Vermedia, Inc. v.

Schering-Plough Corp., 320 F.3d 1339, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (limiting the claim

to its literal coverage even though the specification also described the invention by

its “more general functional and structural properties").

b. The Broadcom DVRs Never Separate the

MPEG Str_eam’s Video Data from Its Audio
Data

The parties‘ dispute over the “separat ” limitation also did not involve a

factual disagreement and was instead a matter of resolving conflicting expert

testimony regarding the meaning of “separate.” See supra pages 24-26.

Specifically, in finding infringement, the jury necessarily adopted the meaning of

“separate" proposed by TiVo and Dr. Gibson. Id. Accordingly, the question of
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whether this limitation was satisfied is also reviewed without deference. See supra

page 51.

The relevant facts were not disputed. Unlike the patented invention, the

accused Broadcom DVRs never separate an MPEG stream into its video and audio

components. See supra pages 24-25. Rather, the Broadcom DV/Rs keep the

MPEG stream‘s video and audio components together. Id. Nonetheless, 'I‘iVo's

expert testified that the Broadcoln DVRS satisfy the “separat " limitation through

a process of "logical separation” in which they create a “frame index table” that

tracks where certain video packets are stored on the DVRS disk drive. Ud.)

TiVo’s position that “logical separation," i.e., “indexing,” satisfies the claim

limitation is contradicted by the specification. As described in the “Summary of

the Invention" section of the patent, and as shown in at least three difierent figures

(Figs. 3, 4, and 6), the incoming MPEG stream is divided into two (or more)

separate streams, each consisting entirely of all video or all audio or all "private"

data. (A375[col.2:15-16]; A3t'15-67).) Further, the patent unequivocally states that

the MPEG stream “must be separated” to “create separate video 308 and audio 309

streams” and that this is a “necessary” step. (A376[col.4:26'-30].) Indeed, the

patent never suggests that separation is optional or. to use Dr. Gibson's

characterization of the patent, that “you just logically need to know where

everything is." See supra pages 25~26.
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To the contrary, the '389 specification describes the need to separate video

from audio data as distinct from the need to know where each kind of data is

stored. The patent teaches that after the video and audio data streams have been

separated, the Media Switch's parser generates an index of “logical segments" to

track the data's location. See supra pages 13-16. Further, indexing is separately

recited in claim 10 as a step that is performed in addition to the separating step of

claim 1. See supra pages 25-26.

These inconsistencies between Dr. Gibson's claim interpretation and the

‘389 patent’s specification and claims show not only that Dr. Gibson cannot be

correct, but also why this Court insists that the experts not argue opposing ciaim

constructions to the jury. See supra page 53. Given the ’389 patent’s requirement

that the video and audio data (and not simply their “logical segment" counterparts)

be separated from each other, the jury's finding of literal infringement cannot

stand.

Nor can there can be infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. TiVo

stressed the importance of separation in the patent, saying that this “necessary"

step “must" occur. See supra pages 13-14. As a matter of law, therefore, DVRs

that do not perform this “necessary" step cannot be equivalent. See, e.g., .S'ciMed

Life Sys., Inc. 12. Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., Inc, 242 F.3d 1337, 1347 (Fed.

Cir. 2001) ("[l]f a patent states that the claimed device must be ‘non-metallic,’ the
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patentee cannot assert the patent against a metallic device on the ground that a

metallic device is equivalent Moreover, since the Broadcom DVRS

perform no function that is even arguably equivalent to the step required by the

"separated" limitation, finding infringement under the doctrine of equivalents

would improperly “vitiate” this limitation. See, e.g., Asyst Techs., Inc. v. Emtrak,

Inc, 402 F.3d 1133. 1195 (Fed. Cir. 2005).

c. The 50X DVRs Never Assemble Video Data and

Audio Data Into an MPEG Stream

Unlike the Broadcorn DVRs, the 50X DVRs separate the incoming MPEG

stream into its video and audio components. As explained by numerous witnesses,

however, once the 50X DVRS have separated the video and audio packets, they are

never assembled back into an MPEG stream. See supra pages 26-27."

TiVo countered this testimony only with the conclusory, factually

unsupported testimony of its expert, Dr. Gibson, who never even mentioned the

50X DVRs. See supra pages 27-28. That testimony is insufficient as a matter of

law to support either the jury's verdict of literal infringement or a verdict of

infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. See Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brawn

dz Williamson Tobacco Corp., 509 U.S. 209, 242 (1993) (“When an expert opinion

is not supported by sufficient facts to validate it in the eyes of the law, or when

indisputable record facts contradict or otherwise render the opinion unreasonable,

it cannot support a jury’s verdict."); see also Kim v. Con.Agra Foods, Inc, 465 F.3d

59
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1312, 1319-20 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (holding that district court properly granted JMOL

of noninfringement where patentee's expert provided only “conclusory testimony”

of infringement unsupported by “any examinations or tests of the actual accused

products").

2. The Software Claims

:1. The District Court En-ed in Construing the

Tent] “Object”

The district court also erred in failing to construe the term “object” to require

object-oriented software. While the court concluded that the intrinsic evidence

shed no light on the proper construction of this term, the specification uses

“object” exclusively to describe software written in C++, an object—oriented

language. See supra pages 16-17. Moreover, the patent repeatedly uses terms and

concepts (e.g., “class," “hierarchy class," and “objects“) characteristic of object—

oriented programming. See id.

In Phillips, this Court rejected the approach of defining a claim term by

relying on a dictionary definition rather than the specification. 415 F.3d at 1322.

Further, the Court's cautionary note on technical dictionaries is particularly apt

here since the definition the district court relied on was the tenth of twelve

definitions and concerned a field (instrumentation and testing) different from the

field of the invention (computer software). See supra pages 30-31.
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Further, it was undisputed that the accused DVRS do. not use object—oriented

software, and TiVo never even attempted to show that the software used in

EchoStar's DVRS is equivalent to object-oriented software. See -supra pages 32-

34. Accordingly, if properly construed to require object-oriented software, the

claims are not infringed—either literally, as the jury found for the 50X DVRs, or

under the doctrine of equivalents, as the jury found for the Broadcorn DVRS.

b. There Is No Infringement Even Under the

District Court’s Construction of “Object”

Even under the district court’s construction, TiVo failed to prove that

Ecl1oStar’s software includes the required "objects.” Specifically, while the court

construed “object” to mean a “collection of data and operations,” TiVo’s expert

admitted that the instructions in EchoStar‘s code that purportedly perform the

' “functions" corresponding to each object do not appear as a "collection" in the

software, but rather are scattered throughout. See supra page 32. In other words,

all TiVo even arguably showed is that in various places within the DVRs' source

code there are “data and operations” that perform the functions required of each

“objeet."

Again, the factual issue with regard to this limitation—how the software in

the accused DVRS is organized——is not disputed. The jury’s verdict was

necessarily based on its agreement with TiVo and Dr. Gibson that the instructions

that allegedly make up each “object" need not be collected together.
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The district court’s own construction, however, required that these “data and

operations" be a “collection,” i.e., grouped together, and Dr. Gibson admitted he

could not show that. See supra page 32—33. Thus, even assuming that the court's

construction was correct, it required the data and operations to be grouped together

and thus was not met here in any event.

Nor could TiVo argue that the jury’s verdict that the Broadcom DVRS

infringe under the doctrine of equivalents is supported by substantial evidence.

The only evidence on the issue was Dr. Gibson‘s testimony, which was clearly

insufficient. See supra pages 33-34. Not only was it entirely conclusory, but it

also lacked any semblance of the "particularized testimony and linking argument“

this Court requires. See, e.g., Texas Instr. Inc. 1:. Cypress Semiconductor Corp., 90

F.3d 1558, 1567 (Fed. Cir. 1996).

c. There Is No “Source Object” in the Accused
DVRS that “Extracts Video and Audio Data

from [a] Physical Data Source”

The Software claims also require a “source object" that “extracts video and

audio data from said physical data source." For the Broadcom DVRs, TiVo’s

expert identified hardware on the Broadcom chip as the "physical data source."

See supra pages 35-36. Thus, to practice this limitation, the “source object" must

be software that extracts video and audio data from that hardware.
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'I‘iVo’s evidence failed on this point. Regarding the DP721, TiVo offered

only Dr. Gibson's conclusory statement that the “loctl" command extracts the

video and audio data from the physical data source. See supra pages 37-38.

EchoStar indisputably showed, however, that the "Ioctl" command does not extract

data from any circuitry on the Broadcom chip, but instead moves data between two

other components that are separate from the Broadcom chip. Id.

As to the other Broadcom DVRs and the 50X DVRS, TiVo failed to identify

any “source object" that allegedly extracts data from a physical data source. See

supra page 38. This failure of proof is in itself fatal to TiVo’s infringement

allegations for the Software claims. But beyond that, Echostar affirmatively

proved——throug11 numerous witnesses who provided detailed, uncontradicted

evidence—that every accused DVR lacks a "source object." Specifically, these

witnesses testified that no software extracts video and audio data from the

Broadcom chip in the B1-oadcom DVRS (or its counterpart in the 50X DVRS)

because the data is instead “pushed” out of those components to external memory

by hardware. See supra pages 36-37.

In sum, Dr. Gibson's conclusory opinion for this limitation is insufficient to

show infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents, since it “is

not supported by sufficient facts to validate it in the eyes of the law” and

“indisputable record facts contradict or otherwise render [his] opinion

63
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unreasonable." Brooke Group, 509 U.S. at 242. Accordingly, the jury‘s verdict

must be reversed.

C. Echostar Is Entitled, Based on TiVo’s -Grossly Misleading

(If Not False) Statements to the Jury, to a New Trial on

Infringement, Willfulness, and Damages

Although TiVo knew that Echostar had obtained written opinions from

Merchant & Gould concluding that Echostar did not infringe the ‘I589 patent,

TiVo’s counsel told the jury that Echostar never sought a written opinion, and that

the reason it did not was that any independent lawyer “would say that there is

infringement." See supra pages 44-46. These statements were grossly misleading,

if not false, and never should have been made. See Nova Nordislc A/S v. Bectan

Dickenson & Co., 304 F.3d 1216, 1220 (Fed Cir. 2002) (“Inflammatory

insinuations and incorrect statements are improper, and their presentation to

prejudice the jury is not condoned”).

TiVo has previously sought to defend its statements by saying that they were

made only about the Bozicevic opinion, and thus said nothing about whether

Echostar may have obtained an opinion from other outside lawyers. (A8286) But

that position cannot withstand scrutiny. TiVo’s counsel spoke generally and did

not restrict his statements to the Bozicevic firm. Moreover, the jury would have

been unable to distinguish between the Bozicevic lawyers and other outside
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lawyers in any event, since the only “independent" lawyers the jury heard

testimony about were the Bozicevic lawyers.

In_ short, when TiVo’s counsel told the jury that Echostar had decided not to

seek “a third—party opinion,” or contact an "independent” lawyer—because

Echostar did not want a written opinion “in front of you” (see supra pages 45-

46)—the jury received an unambiguous message. The jury heard that Echostar

had never received a written opinion from any outside lawyer because EchoStar

knew it infringed and no outside lawyer would ever say otherwise. But that was

false.

Moreover, it would be naive to think that the judge‘s general instruction to

the jury that “statements of attorneys are not evidence and not to be considered

either on the facts or the law" (see supra page 45) was sufiicient to correct the

problem. This instruction is intended to ensure that the jury understands. for

example, that it is its role (and not counsel's) to decide the facts and apply the law.

It is not intended to give counsel license to mislead the jury on a matter the jury

has no knowledge of and thus no ability to decide on its own. And here, of course,

the jury had no idea that Echostar had in fact received written noninfringernent

opinions from outside counsel since that was not in evidence.

The district court thus had a duty to deal with the situation created by 'I‘iVo’s

counsel's misleading statements, either by providing a meaningful curative
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instruction or by allowing Echostar to introduce the Merchant & Gould opinions.

Westbrook, 754 F.2d at 1238 (“When a closing argument is challenged for

impropriety or error, the entire argument should be reviewed within the context of -

the court's ruling on objections, the jury charge, and any corrective measures

applied by the trial court."). Doing neither, however. left the jury not just with the

erroneous impression that Echostar had acted willfully, but also with the

impression that the noninfringement positions Ecl'1oStar advanced at trial were

baseless and Echostar knew it.

While the district court’s failure to act would have been error under any

circumstances, the court‘s error is even more apparent (and unfair) here. The

court’s order requiring Echostar to produce uncommunicated work product to

TiVo——which formed the basis of its decision to refuse to admit the Merchant &

Gould opinions at trial—was reversed by this Court. See supra page 43.

But-even if the district court’s preclusion order had been correct, its decision

to treat the Merchant & Gould opinions as if they did not exist would still have

been wrong. The court precluded Echostar from correcting opposing counsel's

misstatements on a central issue, poisoning EchoStar’s entire case. Echostar is

therefore entitled to a new trial on infringement and willfulness, as well as on

damages. See, e.g., Henderson v. George Washington Um'v., 449 F.3d 127, 141

(D.C. Cir. 2006) (granting new trial because district court refused to admit curative
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evidence when opposing party “used the excluded evidence as a shield to enhance

its case and effectively destroy the other side's claim”).

D.‘ Echostar Is Also Entitled to a New Trial on Validity and

Infringement Because of the District Court’s Erroneous
Refusal to Allow Dr. Polish to Show That the Claims

Could Not Be Both Infringed and Valid

The district court also abused its discretion in refusing to allow EchoStar’s

invalidity expert, Dr. Polish, to testify concerning the bases for his opinion.

EchoStar's prior-art defenses were based upon Dr. Po|ish’s conclusion that the

claims of the "389 patent would be invalid if applied to the prior art in the same

way TiVo applied them to EchoStar’s DVRS. See supra pages 46-48. This is not

an unusual position for an alleged infringer to take, since it is well settled that

claims must be construed the same way for both infringement and validity. See,

e.g., Amazomcam. Inc. v. Bame.srmdnoble.com. Inc, 239 F.3d 1343., 1351 (Fed.

Cir. 2001).

The basis for Dr. Po1ish‘s opinion was especially relevant here, because the

district court's abdication of its responsibility required the jury to constnie critical

claim terms and the jury obviously did that based on Dr. Gibson‘s infiingement

analysis. Echostar therefore should have been allowed to explain to the jury that

the necessary consequence of Dr. Gibsorfs infringement analysis was that the

claims would be invalid.
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The district court's rulings were extraordinarily prejudicial to EchoStar and

tainted not only the validity verdict but also the infringement and willfulness

verdicts. Significantly, the court prevented Dr. Polish from explaining that his

invalidity analysis was based on the assumption that Dr. Gibson's application of

the claims to EchoStar’s DVRS-in which, in particular, he testified freely

regarding the meaning of “converts” and “separate,” which the court refused to

construe (see supra pages 23-25)——-was correct. See supra pages 46-48. TiVo‘s

counsel then took advantage of the court's ruling to argue to the jury that Dr.

Polish, EchoStar’s own expert, disagreed with EchoStar and its infringement

experts on crucial aspects of the case, with the predictable result being that the

credibility of Echostar and its other experts was tarnished in the jury’s eyes.

In sum, therefore, the district court erred both by preventing Dr. Polish from

fully explaining the bases of his opinions, and by failing to grant EchoStar’s

motion for a new trial on validity and infringement on that basis.
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VII. CONCLUSION

For the forgoing reasons, the judgment below must be reversed and a

judgment of no liability be entered in EchoStar's favor. In the alternative, a new

trial must be ordered on the issues of validity, infringement, willfulness, and

damages.
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

‘This case consolidates EchoStar’s originally separate appeals from the

permanent injunction and final judgment entered below. On May 30, 2007, this

Court granted TiVo’s unopposed motion to dismiss its cross-appeal, docketed as

No. 2007-1022.

Apart from the discovery-enforcement proceedings and mandamus petitions

identified in EchoStar’s brief (at ix), TiVo is unaware of any pending case that will

directly affect or be directly affected by the decision in this appeal, or of any prior

appeal to this Court from the proceedings below.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

1. Whether substantial evidence supports the jury’s infringement

findings, where:

a. the evidence established that every accused EchoStar DVR accepts

television broadcast signals based on a multitude of standards; tunes those signals

to a specific program; and converts the resulting input to an MPEG-formatted

stream suitable for the internal transfer and manipulation that ultimately produces

the DVR functionality desired by EchoStar’s customers;

b. the evidence established that all of EchoStar’s products both

(i) analyze an MPEG input stream, which is separated into video and audio
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components, and (ii) assemble stored components into MPEG output streams in

exactly the resource-efiicient manner disclosed and claimed by TiVo’s patent;

c. the district court correctly construed the term “object" to require a

collection of data and operations that performs the functions specified in those

claims, and the evidence established that all of EchoStar’s products have such a

collection; and

d. the evidence established that in all of EchoStar’s products, an

identified software command extracts video and audio data from a physical data

source.

2. Whether EchoStar is entitled to a new trial because in jury argument

counsel for TiVo fairly commented on evidence concerning a particular opinion of

outside counsel requested but never received by Echostar.

3. Whether Echo Star is entitled to a new trial because the district court

refused to allow EchoStar’s invalidity expert to suggest to the jury that TiVo’s

infringement expert had construed the claims in a manner inconsistent with the

court’s claim construction.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

TiVo obviously disagrees with the offensive “Preliminary Statement" with

which EchoStar begins its “Statement of the Case.” Compare ES Br. 3-5 with Fed.

R. App. P. 28(a)(6). TiVo declines to respond in kind.
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EchoStar's recitation of the course ofproceedings (Br. 5-6) is accurate in its

essentials, subject to three qualifications.

First, the district court’s claim construction order (A127-A155), which was

based on full briefing and argument, addressed every construction proposed by

EchoStar. Where the court declined to elaborate on a term or phrase in the claims,

it did so because no further construction was needed for the jury to understand and

apply a claim as it was written (albeit not necessarily as EchoStar would have

preferred it to read). See, e.g., A141 (“converts”). The final jury instructions

incorporated the court's constructions. A206-A207.

Second, EchoStar fails to note that on June 26-28, 2006, the district court

held a bench trial on EchoStar’s defenses of inequitable conduct, laches, and

equitable estoppel, and heard oral argument on TiVo's motion for a permanent

injunction. On August 17 the court issued orders, including detailed findings of

fact, rejecting EchoStar‘s defenses (A32-A42) and concluding that it should enter a

permanent injunction against EchoStar’s ongoing infringement (A18-A31).

EchoStar challenges none of the district court’s findings with respect to irreparable

harm and the need for an injunction.

Third, when this Court decided to stay the district court’s injunction during

this appeal, it gave no indication that it perceived “egregious errors” (ES Br. 6) in

the decision below. The motions panel concluded only that EchoStar’s appeal was
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facially “substantial” and that the equitable “harm factors” then alleged favored

maintaining the status quo pending firll consideration of the appeal. A8435.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

EchoStar’s “statement of facts” (Br. 6-48), while lengthy, is incomplete and

misleading in its discussion of TiVo’s patent. By focusing on particular examples,

figures, or phrases, often out of context, EchoStar attempts to import into the broad

claims of the patent additional limitations that do not appear in the claim language,

are not required by the specification or the prosecution history, make no sense in

the context of computer-based technology, and bear no relation to the central

insights and characteristics of the invention. A patent can be properly construed

and applied only “with a full understanding ofwhat the inventors actually invented

and intended to envelop with the claim.” Phfllips v. AWH Corp, 415 F.3d 1303,

1316 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc). Accordingly, before responding to EchoStar’s

specific arguments for reversal of the jury's well-supported infringement findings

(Br. 52-64), TiVo offers a short account of the important advance in functional,

consumer-accessible DVR technology disclosed in its patent, so as to put the

asserted claims back in proper perspective.

A. TiVo

Founded in 1997, TiVo is widely recognized for its development and

marketing of the first functional consumer DVR. Its product revolutionized home
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television, empowering consumers to watch what they want when and how they

want, despite the many other, often uncontrollable, demands on their time. E.g.,

A1147-A1148; A1416-A1418. It earned TiVo not only satisfied customers and

business partners but the praise of industry peers and commentators, from an

Emmy for Outstanding Achievement in Engineering Development to recognition

by the editors ofPC World as the third—greatest “gadge ” of the last fifty years and

by Chic’: as the second top product of the last ten years. A1825; wwwpcworld.

com/article/id,123950-page,2/articlehtml; www.cnet.com/4520-1 1 136_1-

6312246- 1 .html (both last visited May 30, 2007).

In other words, TiVo created technology that, as Echostar itself recognizes,

TV viewers now overwhelmingly demand. A8430. The only question is whether

TiVo will reap the benefits of its innovation. EchoStar would say no, based on

hypertechnical semantic arguments through which it seeks to strip the value from

TiVo’s patent.

B. The Invention

In the 19705, the VCR revolutionized home television by giving consumers

the ability to record programs and watch them later, with the additional advantage

of being able to rewind and replay, or fast—forward through, portions of a pre-

recorded program. A375[1:10-21]. By the 19905, advances in computer

technology and digital media raised the prospect ofrep]acing racks of VCR tapes
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with a hard disk and expanding playback options—allowing a user, for example, to

skip instantly to the middle or end of a program, or back to the beginning.

Moreover, a computer-based system might be able to record and replay at the same

time, so that a user could not only play back one program while recording another,

but also play back or manipulate portions of a “live” TV program during the real-

time broadcast—pausing to take a phone call, for example, and returning later

without missing any of the show; or replaying a scene to catch a missed liI1e or

review a great moment in slow-motion and then fast-forwarding to catch back up

to the real-time broadcast. Such functions were impossible to achieve with a tape-

based VCR. A375[l :21-40].

Developing this vision into a functional consumer product was a daunting

challenge. The Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) had defined a widely-

accepted set of standards for the digital coding, compression, and transmission of

the data necessary to reproduce a television program. Even compressed, however,

the data stream for a one—hour television program includes as much as 36 billion

bits of information, broadcast at variable rates typically ranging from six to ten

million bits per second. A1517-A15 19. To process television signals in a

consumer's home, a device would have to analyze, store, and display massive

amounts of data in real time. Moreover, to achieve the desired DVR fimctionality
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the device would often need to process two sets of program clata—one being

recorded, one replayed—at the same time. See. e.g., A37S[1:64-2:3].

As the ’389 patent disclosure relates, these requirements made earlier

proposed methods for creating a digital recording and playback device “difficult to

implement" because they required an “extremely fast" microprocessor and were

thus “expensive and problematic.” A375[1:46-51]. When the goal was only to

display a television program in real time, an MPEG stream could simply be fed

through video and audio decoder circuits that sort and translate the data packets

into synchronized video and audio output signals. Where, however, the goal was

not only to display the program but also to store it and allow instantaneous

manipulation, dealing with voluminous MPEG data in real time required an

amount of computing power that made the implementation cost-prohibitive for a

consumer product. Id.; see also, 3.g. , A1294-A1296; A1301-A1303.

Jim Barton, TiVo’s co-founder and Chief Technology Officer, approached

this problem with an understanding of computer technology based on his

background, including a master's degree in computer science and more than 20

years’ experience in the industry. A1285-A1290. Computers process data using

now—familiar hardware and software elements. Hardware typically includes a

central processing unit (CPU), short-term memory buffers for storing data

temporarily during processing, and long-term storage devices, such as a hard disk,
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for storing data not in active use. Software frequently uses logical referencing, in

which data or program routines are stored in one place and then accessed for

various purposes by the use of short—hand references or pointers, to avoid making

and storing multiple copies of the same data or routines. E.g, A1554; A2834.

These common elements can, however, be deployed in many ways—some

effective, others not.

As described by the ’389 patent, Barton and others at TiVo solved the

problem of creating a practical, affordable DVR by matching the efficiency of

special-purpose hardware and software to the key characteristics of MPEG data.

An MPEG data stream is comprised of a series of individual data packets or

frames. Each such component contains 1's and 0’s formatted according to MPEG

standards for encoding, transporting, and decoding video, audio, and other data. A

video component might, for example, contain all the information necessary to

reproduce a full picture on the TV screen (an “independent frame” or “I-frame”).

In simple outline, the inventors recognized that a practical DVR must be built

around the efficient analysis and manipulation of MPEG data at this component

level.

A central feature of the invention thus became the Media Switch, which

parses an incoming MPEG stream—identifying its separate data components—and

helps build, in effect, a compact table or index ofkey information showing, for
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example, the nature of particular components, where they fit in the original stream,

and where they are stored, either in short-term memory buffers or in a long-term

storage device such as a hard disk. This process identifies and organizes “all of the

pieces of information that the program logic needs to know about in order to both

properly play back and perform special effects on the stream." A377[6:41—44]; see

also A37’/'[6:46-57]; A1346-A1350.

With this assistance from the Media Switch, the CPU and higher-level

program logic can operate on the basis of summary information about key data

components. This frees them from repeatedly moving full-form MPEG stream

data into and out of memory and storage and sequentially parsing it in order to

identify and manipulate particular portions of the television program in response to

user commands. If, for example, a user wants to “rewind” the program being

watched, the system must search the stored MPEG components, find those

associated with certain video frames (say, every third frame in reverse order), and

send them to the user’s screen. The Media Switch has already automatically

parsed the MPEG stream on input, and the system has built a table of key informa-

tion—referred to as an “event buffer” or “event queue” in descriptions of one

embodiment. Thus:

Rather than having to parse through an immense data stream looking

for the start of where each frame would be, the program logic only has
to look at the circular event buffer in DRAM 714 and it can tell where

the start of each frame is and the frame type. This approach saves a
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large amount of CPU power, keeping the real time requirements of the

CPU 713 small .. ., which allows for lower costs.

A37S[7:l2—23]; see also A377[5:66—6: 15].

This use of a Media Switch to help analyze and catalogue summary

information about the separate components of an overall TV data stream,

permitting the efficient processing of the high volume of data in real-time MPEG

streams, is a central innovation of the Barton invention. See A375[1:56-57, 2:22-

24]; A378[7:20-23]; A1344-A1345; A1521-A1526; A3314-A33 15. By focusing

on this efficient form of component-level analysis and manipulation of TV data

streams, and with the related innovations disclosed and claimed in the patent, the

TiVo inventors substituted elegant design for raw computing power and thus

enabled, for the first time, the successful construction of easily operable,

inexpensive consumer DVRS.

C. The Barton Patent

The TiVo inventors filed their patent application in 1998. A361. After a

single rejection based largely on a lack of uniform capitalization (A4030-A4031,

A4130-A4136), the claims were allowed as filed and issued as U.S. Patent

6,2333 89 (A361—A383). EchoStar does not contend that the scope of the claims

was narrowed during prosecution, or that the patent is invalid.

The patent’s disclosure focuses on the central insight described above: a

system with a Media Switch that assists the CPU and higher program logic by

10
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automatically parsing the incoming MPEG stream, analyzing its video and audio

components; building a table of logical “[e]vents” cataloguing particular

components separately by, for example, type, sequence, and location; and thus

avoiding the need to process and manipulate full data streams. A361 [Abstract];

see also, e.g., A1521-A1522; A3314-A3315. Other elements are added to present

a complete DVR system. Figure 1 (A361, A363) gives a schematic representation:

Whrd
Disk

FIG. I

The steps from incoming signals to user display are reflected in the elements

of independent process Claim 1. (Claim 32 claims a corresponding apparatus.)

The process begins with “accepting television (TV) broadcast signals.”

A380[12:37]. Those signals are “based on a multitude of standards”—expressly

including standards used for “satellite transrnissions.” A380[l2:38, 41]. The DVR

“tun[es] said TV signals to a specific program.” A380[l2:43]. Through an Input
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Section the invention “converts" the program signal to an MPEG format that is

suitable “for internal transfer and manipulation“ by the DVR. A380[12:44-47]. At

the heart of the device, a Media Switch “parses said MPEG stream,” which “is

separated into its video and audio components.” A380[12:48—50]. The parsed

components are stored on a hard disk or other storage device—notab1y without any

restriction as to how, or in what physical relationship to each other. A380[12:Sl-

52].” For playback, an Output Section “extracts” needed components from storage

as required and “assembles” them into one or more MPEG streams. A3 80[l2:S3-

57]. The stream or streams must produce the particular effect commanded by the

user, from straight reproduction of the original program to a variety of special

effects. See A380[12:6S-67]. Assembled streams are sent to one or more decoders

for conversion into TV output signals, which are delivered to the user’s TV

receiver. A380[12:58-63]. A trial demonstrative (A6849) reproduced on the

following page illustrates the production of one effect—fast- forwarding.

2 EchoStar says “the DVR stores the stream for playback.” Br. 11 (emphasis
added). The claim refers to storing “components.” A330[12:51-52]. It is typically

most efficient to store the data in fixed-size segments. A376[4:45-54].

12
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Frame Index Enables Tricplay -
Fast Forward Example

Source: Gibson Graphic 61 DD169
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Figure 7 illustrates a preferred embodiment in further detail:

video
on-st: reen

. digital
tnhter

A368. The accompanying text also discloses the changes necessary for an all-

digital (e.g., satellite) implementation, in which the MPEG encoder 703 is replaced

with an MPEG2 transport dernultiplexer, and the MPEG audio encoder 704 and

VBI decoder 702 are deleted. A37'}'[6:30-33]. Those changes would produce the

modified figure below:
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Thus, for digital signals, one stream of data containing both video and audio

information enters the Media Switch 701. Id. Both video and audio data go to a

single parser 705 and a single first—in, first-out (FIFO) buffer 706. The output of

the parser, indicated by the arrow, is the result of its analysis, i.e., tags that

ultimately go into the event queue 708. The tags and events contain information

about the separate MPEG data components. A377[6:47-S6]. The text does not

describe separate delivery of a video-only stream and an audio-only stream to
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system memory (DRAM) 714, not separate storage on the hard disk 710. To

accommodate simultaneous recording and playback, the Media Switch “takes in 8-

bit data and sends it to the disk, while at the same time extracts another stream of

data off of the disk and sends it to the MPEG decoder 715.” A378['?:5-7].

The other two independent claims asserted, Claims 31 and 61, include

elements, typically implemented in software, that efficiently process buffers of

MPEG data previously parsed by the Media Switch.‘ As the specification

discusses, in a preferred embodiment the program logic for performing these

functions has three “conceptual components"—sources, transforms, and sinks.

A378[7:47-49]. Figure 8 presents a schematic representation:

FIG. 8

3 While it is sometimes convenient to refer to Claims 1 and 32 as “hardware”

claims and to Claims 31 and 61 as “software” claims, as Elchostar does (e.g., Br.

18), that is only shorthand. The claims can be implemented in various ways, and

are limited only by their terms.
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A369. As the disclosure explains, "[a] source 801 accepts data from encoders, e.g.,

a digital satellite receiver,” A378[7:58—S9], and “produce[s] buffers of data,”

A378["/:50]. “Transforms 802 process buffers of data,” A378[7:S1], either acting

on the data, storing it, or retrieving it from storage, A378[7:66-8:8]. “The sink 803

consumes buffers, taking a buffer from the upstream transform, sending the data to

the decoder, and then releasing the buffer for reuse.” A378[‘7:63—65].

Correspondingly, the claims require providing, among other elements, a “physical

data source” that “parses video and audio data” and “temporarily stores” it,

A38 1 [14:55-58]; a “source object” that “extracts video and audio data from said

physical data source," A38 1 [14:59-61]; a “transform object” that “stores and

retrieves data streams," A381 [14:62-64]; and a “sink object” that “obtains data

stream buffers from said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and

audio decoder,” A382[15:3-5].

Other figures and text naturally go into greater detail about particular aspects

or possible embodiments of the invention. TiVo discusses those elaborations in the

Argument where relevant to EchoStar’s contentions on appeal.

D. Claim Construction

Before trial EchoStar asked the district court to adopt constructions designed

to narrow the broad language of the asserted claims. It proposed, for example, that

the hardware “tuning” limitation required “using a tuner to select a radio frequency
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bandwidth that carries exactly one television program at a time." A140. It urged

that the “converts” limitation be read to require “chang[ing] the format of the TV

program data signal from non-MPEG format to MPEG” format. A141. It offered

no specific construction for the term “separated,” but argued that the overall Media

Switch limitation should be construed to require that “the Media Switch must

analyze the content of an MPEG Systems stream carrying one television program

and from it output two distinct streams: one video MPEG stream and one audio

MPEG stream." A143. And it argued that the one word “object” in the software

claims should be read to require "an item written in an object-oriented

programming language (for example, C4-F) that is an instance of a class from

which it inherits properties, and that includes both data and all procedures that

operate on the data.” A7027.

The district court rejected EchoStar’s proposed constructions when they

were unnecessary or would have imported limitations into the claim language.

A137-A155 . The court’s constructions provided the framework for the

presentation of evidence at trial. It used the same constructions in instructing the

jury, A206-A207, having received from EchoStar neither modified proposals nor

any argument that the court had erred by failing or refusing to construe disputed

terms.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

TiVo created the consumer DVR. Founded on an idea in 1997, TiVo

invested heavily in research and development. In 1998 it applied for the ’389

patent, and in 1999 it delivered to market the first commercially-viable DVR. Its

product rapidly became so popular that last year EchoStar, whose 12 million

subscribers represent over 10 percent of all television households in the United

States, told this Court that half its new subscribers demand DVRS. A8430; see

A4355-A4356. The question here is who is entitled to satisfy that demand.

As innovator and patentee, TiVo earned the right to develop the market for

its own invention. EchoStar, a multi-billion-dollar conglomerate, had the chance

to become a TiVo partner. See A28. Instead, EchoStar forced TiVo to bear the

heavy burden of litigation to enforce its rights. After the jury found infringement,

the district court correctly held that TiVo was entitled to an injunction to protect its

ability to benefit from its invention at this “critical time in the market’s

development." A27; see A28 (“As a relatively new and small company, every day

of [EchoStar’s] infringement affects [TiVo’s] business”). While this Court chose

to stay that injunction pending appeal, full consideration will confirm that there is

no basis for overturning the judgment below.

In its appeal EchoStar often argues in terms of claim construction, seeking a

more favorable standard of review. Its first refrain is that the district court left the
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construction of contested claim terms for the jury. That is not correct. The court

addressed every claim element for which Echostar requested construction, and

made very clear that its constructions governed the presentation of evidence and

the jury’s deliberations. Vfhat the court properly refused to do was accept

constructions proposed by EchoStar that would have needlessly complicated or

improperly limited the broad language of the claims.

EchoStar’s second theme is that its sate1lite—on1y DVRs fall outside the

scope of the “accepting broadcast signals," “tuning,” and “converts” limitations

of Claims 1 and 32. To the extent EchoStar contends those claims read only on

DVRs that process analog signals, its position cannot be reconciled with the claim

language, the specification, or common sense. As a matter of proof, the evidence

clearly showed (as one would expect) that EchoStar's DVRs accept signals based

on numerous digital transport, video, audio, and encryption standards; tune those

signals to specific programs the user wants to watch or record; and convert the

incoming signals to a form suitable for internal transfer and manipulation. The

jury’s infringement verdict is amply supported.

EchoStar next repeats its arguments that its Broadcorn DVRs do not infringe

because they do not separate incoming MPEG data into a video—only stream and an

audio-only stream, while its 50X products do not infringe because they do produce

separate streams, but then never reassemble them into a single stream. The first
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argument rests on EchoStar’s central misreading of Claims 1 and 32. The “is

separate ” limitation does not require the creation ofphysically separate video and

audio data streams. Limiting the claim in that way would make no sense in the

context of a computer-based invention. The claims describe a component-level

analysis, with data separately accounted for to permit efficient logical processing.

Similarly, the assembly required at the output stage is not assembly of

separate video and audio streams into one interleaved stream, but assembly of

appropriate MPEG data components into video or audio data streams that, when

decoded, produce the effects the DVR user wants to see and hear (straight

playback, reverse, fast-forward, slow-motion). There is more than sufficient

evidence to support the jury’s findings that EchoStar’s DVRs practice both

separation and assembly.

As to Claims 31 and 61, there is no basis for EchoStar’s argument that the

claim term “object” makes infringement depend on whether EchoStar’s DVR

software was written in a particular type of programming language using two

particular programming techniques. No person of ordinary skill in computer-

related arts would read (or write) the claims as Echostar suggests, and the evidence

plainly supports the infringement findings.
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Finally, to whatever extent they are preserved, EchoStar’s trial-error

arguments lack merit. Comments on the evidence by TiVo’s counsel were

perfectly proper, and the district court’s rulings reflect no abuse of discretion.

EchoStar’s arguments fail to undermine the jury’s verdict on any point. Yet,

EchoStar would have to prevail as to every claim to escape damages and the

district court's injunction—neither of which EchoStar challenges as remedies.

This Court should affirrn the judgment below, dissolve its stay of the district

court’s injunction, and remand the case for computation of additional damages

caused by EchoStar’s continuing infringement during this appeal.

ARGUMENT

I. Standard 01' Review

A jury's finding of infringement will be sustained so long as it is supported

by substantial evidence. Cybor Corp. v. FAS Techs., Inc., 133 F.3d 1448, 1454

(Fed. Cir. 1998) (en banc); B. Braun Med., Inc. v. Abbott Labs, 124 F.3d 1419,

1423 (Fed. Cir. 1997).‘

4 Contrary to EchoStar’s characterization (Br. 51), B. Braun did not review
infringement de novo because the district court allowed the jury to construe claims.

It reviewed the jury’s infringement finding under the usual substantial—evidence

standard. See 124 F.3d at 1423-1424. In any event, the district court here did not

allow the jury to construe claims. See Part II, infra.

21
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Where properly challenged, claim construction is reviewed de novo under

current precedent. Cybor Corp, 138 F.3d at 1456.5 But “a party may not

introduce new claim construction arguments on appeal or alter the scope of the

claim construction positions it took below.” Conoco. Inc. v. Energy & Envtl. Int '1,

L.C., 460 F.3d 1349, 1358-1359 (Fed. Cir. 2006); See also NTP, Inc. v. Research in

Motion, Ltd., 418 F.3d 1282, 1296 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (limitation argument not raised

below was waived); SuperGuide Corp. v. DirecTVEnters., Inc., 358 F.3d 870, 889

(Fed. Cir. 2004) (“Because we conclude that Supe1'Guide is now proffering a

broader definition of ‘meet’ than it advocated before the district court, we decline

on appeal to address SuperGuide‘s new construction”).

The district court’s denial of EchoStar’s new-trial motion and its underlying

trial rulings are reviewed using the Fifth Circuit’s “demanding abuse-of—discretion

standard," under which an appellate court will not reverse unless “no reasonable

person could take the trial court’s adopted position.” United States v. Akpan, 407

F.3d 360, 369 (5th Cir. 2005); see also Srreber v. Hunter, 221 F.3d 701, 736 (5th

Cir. 2000).

5 Whether a district court's constructions should receive some deference has

generated considerable discussion on this Court. E.g., Amgen Inc. v. Hoechst

Marion Roussel, Inc., 469 F.3d 1039 (Fed. Cir. 2006). While TiVo should prevail

under any standard, deferential review would be particularly appropriate in a case

such as this one, where there were substantial construction proceedings, including

expert declarations, before trial, and the district court then had the opportunity to

hear extensive expert testimony concerning claim application before finalizing its

constructions and instructing the jury.
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II. The District Court Did Not “Abdicate” Its Claim—Construction Role

EchoStar’s central theme (e.g., Br. 3, 49, 53, 56-57) is that the district court

improperly failed to construe certain claim terms, leaving that task to the jury.

That is not correct.

The court construed every claim element for which EchoStar requested a

construction. It did conclude that the jury needed no help in understanding certain

common words, including “convert" and "separated,” and that conclusion was

correct. See Mentor H/5', Inc. v. Med. Device Alliance, Inc., 244 F.3d 1365, 1380

(Fed. Cir. 2001) (court did not err in relying on ordinary meanings of “irrigation"

and “frictional heat”).° It also properly declined to substitute long tecitations of

particular features for broad claim terms. See, e.g., A142-A143 (EchoStar’s 82-

word proposed definition of “Media Switch”); A151 (35-word, 3-part proposed

definition of “obj ect”). Contrary to EchoStar’s apparent view, the fact that

“[c]1airns are often drafted using terminology that is not as precise or specific as it

might he” does not mean that a district court must (or even may) supply, “under

the rubric of claim construction, whatever additional precision or specificity” an

anxious infringement defendant might prefer. PPG Indus. v. Guardian Indus.

6 EchoStar never asked for any specific construction of the term “separated." It
proposed a restrictive rewriting of the entire Media Switch limitation, which the

district court properly rejected. See A142-A 144. At the final instruction phase,

EchoStar simply renewed its request for “the claim interpretations that we

presented in our Markman briefing." A3 S38—A3539.

23
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Corp, 156 F.3d 1351, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 1998).7 The court's task is instead to

construe the claim “with whatever specificity and precision is warranted by the

language of the claim and the evidence bearing on the proper construction.” Id.

Thereafter, “the task of determining whether the construed claim reads on the

accused product is for the finder of fact.” Id.; see also Lava Trading, Inc. 1:. Sonic

Trading Mgmr, LLC, 445 F.3d 1348, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“[A] trial court should

certainly not prejudge the ultimate infringement analysis by construing claims with

an aim to include or exclude an accused product or process[.]”).

Relatedly, the district court properly rejected EchoStar’s various attempts to

import purported limitations from the specification into the claims. The patent

expressly invokes the bedrock principle that such importation is improper. See

A375[2:38-41] (description and drawings illustrate principles of invention “by way

of example"); A380[12:32-33] (“[T]he invention should only be limited by the

claims included below.’’); see generally, e.g., Conoco, 460 F.3d at 1357 (“[A]n

inventor may use the specification to intentionally disclaim or disavow [a claim’s]

broad scope .. .. However, this intention must be clear[.]”); Sandisk Corp. v.

Memorex Prods, Inc, 415 F.3d 1273, 1236 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (“References to a

preferred embodiment, such as those often present in a specification, are not claim

7 Indeed, this Court has repeatedly rejected efforts to impose specificity on broadly
worded claims. E.g., Johnson Worldwide A.s'.s'ocs., Inc. v. Zebco Corp, 175 F.3d

985, 992 (Fed. Cir. 1999); Va. Panel Corp. v. MAC Panel Co., 133 F.3d 860, 865-

866 (Fed. Cir. 1997).
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limitations.” (quoting Laitram Corp. v. Cambridge Wire Cloth Co., 863 F.2d 855,

865 (Fed. Cir. l988))).

If the district court erred, it was in not stating expressly that EchoStar’s

proposed constructions were wrong as a matter of law. Echostar exploited this by

asking the jury, in effect, to adopt its proposals when addressing infringement.

See, e.g., A3667 (EchoStar closing) (“You can’t convert something to MPEG, if

it’s already MPEG. And that’s why we don’t do it.”). But any error in that regard

favored EchoStar, and provides no basis for reversal now.

In any event, the district court did not, as in the cases Echostar cites (Br.

53), refuse to address construction or permit experts to advocate different

constructions before the jury. No witness testified that he or she was addressing

issues of claim construction or departing from the constructions the court had

issued. To the contrary, the district court insisted that the experts apply its

constructions. E.g., A2612 (“WeIl, obviously, Dr. Rhyne has got to apply the

claim construction that the Court applied"). Both sides’ experts were held to that

standard, see, e.g., A1535, A1552, A1626, A1638 (Gibson); A2696, A2699,

A2704-A2705 (Rhyne); A3008-A3009 (Polish), and were required to limit their

testimony to explaining whether or not the accused products met the claim

limitations as the court had construed them or as they appeared on the face of the

claims—i.e., to the factual question of infringement.
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The court’s constructions guided the presentation of the evidence and

formed the basis for the jury instructions. Those instructions, far from leaving

' construction to the jury, expressly stated that the court had construed the patent

terms and that the jury was obligated to apply those constructions. A206 (“It is my

duty under the law to interpret what the words used in the patent claims mean. ..

You must apply that meaning I give the patent claims to your decisions[.]”).

Applying those instructions the jury found, based on the expert testimony and other

evidence introduced by TiVo, that all the accused EchoStar DVRS meet each

limitation ofthe asserted claims.

III. The Jury Properly Found That EchoStar’s DVRS Meet The “Accepting

Broadcast Signals,” “Tuning,” And “Converts” Limitations

EchoStar weaves arguments about three specific limitations, addressed

individually below, into a broader assertion that the hardware claims of the '389

patent are directed only to DVRs that process “both analog and digital television

signals" (ES Br. S5)—thus excluding any satellite-only product. That position is

implausible.

As EchoStar concedes (Br. 55-56), both the specification and the claims

specifically address the use of satellite TV signals. See, e.g., A375[2:4-14];

A376[3:35—3?]; A3”/’7[6:30-35]; A330[l2:4I]; A382[l5:23]. Claims 1 and 32 refer

to accepting signals based on DSS, a proprietary satellite-transmission standard

used by EchoStar’s principal competitor, DirecTV, a long-time TiVo licensee

26
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whose DVRs do not process non—satellite signals.3 The list of broadcast formats in

the claim, including the general term “satellite transmission,” is disjunctive (“or

ATSC”), not conjunctive. A380[12:41]. Indeed, the specification discloses at least

one satellite-only embodiment. A377[6:30-35] (“If a digital TV signal is being

processed instead, the MPEG encoder 703 is replaced with an MPEG2 Transport

Demultiplexor, and the MPEG audio encoder 704 and VBI decoder 702 are

deleted"); see pp. 13-14, supra. EchoStar’s own expert testified (A2983) that the

’389 patent read on the alleged prior art “Mediastream,” which received DVB

signals and was a satellite device. While EchoStar argues that its reading would

not exclude a DVR that processed analog and digital signals (Br. 55—56), no person

of ordinary skill in the art would read the ‘389 patent to take the irrational

approach of disclosing use of the invention with satellite signals but then drawing

the claims to exclude any satellite-only embodiment. Where a proposed

construction conflicts both with the intrinsic evidence and with common sense,

courts should not adopt it.

A. Accepting TV Signals Based On A Multitude Of Standards

EchoStar argues that its DVRS do not “accept[] television (TV) broadcast

signals, wherein said TV signals are based on a multitude of standards, including,

8 As the jury heard, TiVo’s co-founders met with senior DirecTV executives about
possible collaboration even before the ’389 patent application was filed. A3420-
A3421.
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but not limited to, National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) broadcast,

PAL broadcast, satellite transmission, DSS, DBS, or ATSC," A380[12:38-41],

because they “are incapable ofprocessing analog television and can process only

one kind of digital television,” ES Br. 52. That is a non-sequitur.

EchoSta.r argues that its products “accept for processing" only one

“standar ” (Br. 21), but that does not address the claim language. The claim

requires “accepting TV signals” that are, in turn, “based on” a “multitude of

standards.” TiVo’s expert Dr. Gibson listed for the jury numerous standards on

which signals accepted by EchoStar’s DVRS are based—even limiting the list, as

Echostar improperly would, to signals its DVRs “process” as well as “accept." He

identified at least five such standards for each EchoStar product: DVB—S, the basic

EchoStar transmission standard, is in turn based on the MPEG2 Transport

standard, the MPEG2 video standard, in most cases the MPEG1 audio standard, the

AC3 (Dolby) audio standard, and the Nagra encryption standard. A1534-A1538;

see A4439; see also A376[3:37-39] (“DBS, DSS and ATSC are based on standards

called Moving Picture Experts Group 2 (MPEG2) and MPEG2 Transport”). As

Gibson explained (A1537), his testimony was based on review of Echostar

documents—which were themselves in evidence. A4439 (citing relevant exhibits).

Finally, in its Rule 50(3) motions Ecl1oStar conceded that its products could have

been found to accept signals based on up to three standards (including one analog
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standard, NTSC). A4384. There was more than substantial evidence to sustain the

jury’s finding.

B. Tuning TV Signals To A Specific Program

EchoStar next asserts (Br. 52-53) that its DVRS do not “t'un[e] said TV

signals to a specific program” (A3 SO[12:43]). That contention defies common

sense. Tuning to a program is what allows EchoStar’s customers to watch, record,

and manipulate the programs they want.

EchoStar evidently advocates the narrowing construction it urged below:

“using a tuner to select a radio frequency bandwidth that carries exactly one

television program at a time." A140. The district court properly rejected that

proposal, however, when it construed the limitation to require “tuning said TV

signals to a specified frequency range” (r'd.)—which EchoStar concedes its

products do (Br. 53). When, as in digital broadcasting, multiple programs are

transmitted over one broadcast channel, tuning to a particular program requires

tuning to that channel (or “frequency range”). The specification expressly

describes a corresponding embodiment in which, for digital signals, “[t]he Input

Section 101 tunes the channel to a particular program, extracts a specific MPEG

program out of it, and feeds it to the rest of the system.” A3 76[3:46-49]. Adopting

EchoStar’s approach would read that example out of the patent.
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If more were needed, Dr. Gibson supplied it. He explained that, in each

EchoStar DVR, when the user specifies a desired program the DVR tunes to the

frequency range known to contain that program data. The system uses a packet

identification (PID) filter to select only those data packets that relate to the

program selected. See A1539-A1541; A1548-A1550. The jury’s infiingement

finding was amply supported.

Moreover, even if EchoStar’s DVRS did not literally infringe the “tuning”

limitation, the judgment would stand. As Gibson explained, in testimony that

EchoStar does not challenge (A1548-A1550), the EchoStar products’ conceded

process of tuning to a specific frequency range and selecting one program a user

can watch and manipulate is, at the very least, manifestly equivalent to “tuning

to a specific program.”

C. Converting The Program To An MPEG Formatted Stream For

Internal Transfer And Manipulation

Echostar also challenges (Br. 53-54) the jury’s finding that its DVRS

“convert[] said specific program to [a] Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG)

formatted stream for internal transfer and manipulation” (A3 80[12:45-47]).

Although EchoStar purports to focus on the term “converts," its real argument is

broader. Whether “converts” is left undefined or defined as “changes” (as

EchoStar proposed below, see A141), Echostar cannot prevail unless it rewrites

the rest of the limitation by adding the words “from a non-MPEG signal” after

30
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“program,” and then deleting the claim’s explanatory phrase, “for internal transfer

and manipulation.” See ES Br. 23-24, 53-54. The district court properly rejected

that wholesale revision of the claim. A141, 206.

Tellingly, EchoStar never discusses the phrase “for internal transfer and

manipulation”—-which appears in its brief only when EchoStar reproduces the full

text of Claim 1 or block-quotes from the specification. ES Br. 10, 20. But it is that

phrase that describes the required “conver[sion],” and thus illuminates what types

of changes fall within the broad term. Even accepting EchoStar’s position that

incoming satellite signals are in MPEG format (although, like any broadcast signal,

they arrive in analog form), the point of the limitation is not, as Echostar would

have it (Br. 21-22, 54), that the Input Section must be the first place that TV

program data is converted from non-MPEG to some-MPEG format. Any such

reading would be wholly at odds with the specification, which obviously

contemplates embodiments that process incoming satellite signals. Indeed, in its

first detailed description of the Input Section, the specification describes the Input

Section’s role of “produc[ing] MPEG streams”first in terms ofprocessing an

incoming “MPEG2 transport multiplex” stream to “extract[] a specific MPEG

program," which it then “feeds to the rest of the system.” A376[3:43-49]. It

then explains how “[a]nalog TV signals are encoded into a similar MPEG format,”

with the result that “the remainder of the system is unaware of how the signal was
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obtained." A376[3:49-S2]; see also, e.g., A376[3:33, 3:40-43] (referring to TV

input streams, including satellite broadcast streams); A3 76[3 :64-65] (“Input

streams are converted to an MPEG stream and sent to the Media Switch[.]”). As

this discussion confirms, the point of the “Input Section converts” limitation is just

what its language indicates: Broadcast streams, whatever their format as they enter

the DVR, must be converted to a uniform, purely digital MPEG format that is

suitable for “internal transfer and manipulation” by the remainder of the system.

EchoStar makes much of the specification’s use of the term “extracts” in

connection with satellite signals. ES Br. 10, 54. But extraction of one program

stream from a multiplexed satellite broadcast signal is simply part of how the Input

Section’s tuning and conversion process works in an embodiment that includes

processing of satellite signals. That elaboration on how the claim terms apply in

the context ofone embodiment is no basis for imposing additional limitations on

the claim itself.

EchoStar acknowledges (Br. 53) that there is no dispute over how its DVRS

process incoming signals. As Dr. Gibson explained, EchoStar’s DVRs cannot

manipulate a stream of program data to produce DVR functionality without first

putting incoming broadcast signals through a series of transformations. A1547.

Because incoming signals are in analog form (although carrying digitally-encoded

data), they must be passed through an analog-to—digital signal converter and then a
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demodulator. A1542-A1543. (EchoStar’s expert confirmed, A2823-A2824, that

“[t]he first stage in the extraction of the digital data is to perform an analog-to-

digital conversion") Because broadcast transmission of digital data tends to

introduce errors, the signal must be put through a series of steps known as

“forward error correction.” A1543-A1544. And where the broadcast signals are

encrypted, the program data must be unscrambled into a plain-form MPEG stream

for processing by the rest of the system. A1546-A1547. There was ample

evidence to support the jury’s finding that EchoStar’s DVRS “convert[] said

specific program to an [MPEG] formatted stream for internal transfer and

manipulation.”

IV. The Jury Properly Found That Ecl1oStar’s Broadcom—based DVRs

Meet The “Is Separated” Limitation

EchoStar next contends (Br. 56-59) that this Court must reverse the jury‘s

finding that EchoStar’s Broadeom-based DVRs provide a Media Switch, “wherein

said Media Switch parses said MPEG stream, said MPEG stream is separated into

its video and audio components.” A380[12:48-50]. That argument also lacks

merit.

In seeking review without deference (Br. 56-S7), EchoStar urges on appeal

the claim construction it proposed to the district court: that the Media Switch

limitation “require[s] separation of the incoming MPEG stream into two different
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streams: a video-data stream and an audio-data stream.” ES Br. 49.9 On that

basis, it challenges Dr. Gibson’s testimony—and the jury’s finding—that

EchoStar’s Broadcom-based DVRS meet the limitation by building a table or

index, thereby logically separating key components of each program stream to

allow for efficient handling ofthe separate components. ES Br. 57; A1554.

EchoStar’s position, focusing on the physical cleaving of digital data, has no basis

in the claims and makes no sense in the context of a computer—based invention.

As described above, using a Media Switch to help build a list or index that

allows the system to locate and process specific data components (for instance, the

various video “I-frames” that provide complete picture data) rather than having to

repeatedly move and copy entire MPEG streams, is a key feature of the claimed

invention. See pp. 8-10, supra. That is what allows the DVR to manipulate

voluminous TV program data efficiently, reliably, and cheaply, making possible a

functional consumer DVR. Whether during that process the individual

components (coded packets of l ‘s and (}‘s) are or are not placed into physically

separate video—only or audio-only streams—as Ecl1oStar argues is required——is a

secondary matter of implementation, not addressed by the language of Claims 1

and 32.

9 This is the only construction EchoStar urged the district court to adopt. See
A143; A3538-A3539; A4382; A3261. It cannot argue for any other now. See

p. 22, supra.
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EchoStar’s argument for its "separate streams" construction depends on

reading the claim language “video and audio components” to mean “video and

audio streams." See, e.g., ES Br. 5? (citing A37S[2'.15-l6]--“The invention parses

the resulting MPEG stream and separates it into its video and audio

components”——and arguing that the patent describes division “into two (or more)

separate streams"). As usage in the specification makes clear, however, there is no

support for that construction. In the very passage EchoStar cites, the word

“components" is clearly used to mean individual segments of MPEG-format data,

not streams composed of many such segments. A3?5[2: 15-21, 26-29] (an “event"

records “the type of component that has been found, where it is located, and when

it occurred"; when display is requested, “components” are retrieved from storage

and “reassembled into an MPEG stream"). There is no justification for EchoStar's

conflation of “components” and “streams."

Referring to Figure 3, Echostar argues that “the patent unequivocally states

that the MPEG stream ‘must be separated’ to ‘create separate video 308 and audio

309 streams,’ and that this is a ‘necessary’ step.” ES Br. 5'? (quoting A376[4:26-

30]). The use of carefully snipped quotations betrays the misleading nature of this

contention. The full text says that, in one embodiment, the MPEG components

“must be separated and recombined to create separate video 308 and audio 309

streams or buffers’ which is “necessary because separate decoders are used to
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convert MPEG elements back into audio or video analog components” that will be

displayed on a user’s TV. A376[4:26~30] (emphasis added). The reference to

“separate . . . streams or buffers” is to the output stage, when appropriate

components must ultimately be placed into distinct streams or buffers for

decoding.” This is confirmed by the immediately succeeding language, which

describes how the Media Switch ensures that appropriate time stamps are

associated with specific data components, so that later the system will be able to

assemble them accurately for playback. A3’/'6[4:29-S4]; see also A377[5:41-50].

Figure 3 is a conceptual schematic. Nothing in it or the related discussion indicates

that division into physically separate streams is “necessary” at the Media Switch

stage—and EchoStar can suggest no reason why it would be.

EchoStar also relies on Figures 4 and 6 to argue that the Media Switch must

generate physically separate audio and video data streams, because those figures

show separately-labeled audio and video buffers. ES Br. 11-12, 14-16, 56-59. The

figures illustrate, in a conceptually clear way, one way a Media Switch can be

structured to perform the parsing and cataloguing of data components that Claim 1

covers. The figures and accompanying text do not purport to describe the only

way to implement the Media Switch, and nothing in Claim 1 requires that

'0 EchoStar treated this more candidly below. See A7115 (“[T]he interleaved
video and audio segments ‘must be separated’ because as the information is

being output later in the process, ‘separate decoders are used[.]"’).
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particular implementation. Compare A380[12:48-50] (Claim 1) with A38l[13:20-

48] (dependent Claims 8-1 1, claiming additional steps specifying the use of

distinct video and audio buffers)” In any event, these figures show neither the

creation or storage of separate “streams” nor the physical cleaving of data, as

EchoStar would require. At most, they show an embodiment that temporarily

places information into circular buffers as an aid to the creation of a tabie of logical

segments, separated by event type and other characteristics.

Indeed, Figure 6 and the accompanying text make clear that the patent

focuses on the logical segmentation and cataloguing of data into an event table to

help avoid unnecessary physical data transfers. A377[5:33-6:15]. “Thus, the

MPEG data is not copied from one location in memory to another by the processor.

This results in a more cost effective design A unique feature of the MPEG

stream transformation into PES buffers is that the data associated with logical

segments need not be present in the buffer itseIf[.]” A377[S:61-6:1]. In other

” EchoStar acknowledged below that Figure 4 shows only one embodiment. See
A4461 (referring to Figure 4 and A377[S:3-40]: “[T]he preferred embodiment of

the ’389 patent shows the data being physically separated into a video buffer

and a separate audio buffet”). As is customary, the entire specification describes

the invention “with reference to the preferred embodiment,” A3 80[12:20-21],

using enabling rather than limiting examples. Indeed, in this patent even phrases

such as “according to the invention" are plainly not limiting. See, e.g.,

A375[2:44]-A376[3:l5] (using “preferred embodiment” and "according to the

invention” together in describing patent drawings); compare A375[2:63-65]

(describing Figure 7 as showing Media Switch “according to the invention”) with

A377[6:26-35] (describing how Figure 7 would be altered to reflect an alternative,

digital—signal embodiment).
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words, the creation of “logical segments" means that full-fomi stream data need

not be moved repeatedly from place to place.

Most important, nothing in Figures 4 and 6, or the concomitant discussion,

supports EchoStar’s attempt to shift the focus from the step ofparsing (analyzing)

specific data components and cataloguing their nature, relative sequence, and

location, thus logically separating them in a way that allows for efficient CPU

manipulation, to the question whether particular groups of 0's and l’s in the

incoming MPEG stream are physically separated from each other as part of that

process and end up “divided into separate video and audio streams” (ES Br. 14).

The logical separation step, one embodiment of which is disclosed in Figure 6 and

the accompanying discussion (A367; A377[5:33-6:15]; see ES Br. 15-16)), is

central to the invention. Whether video and audio data are physically separated

from each other is not.

Notably, Echostar does not reproduce or discuss Figure 7 (A368), which

also illustrates how the Media Switch may be implemented. See pp. 12-15, supra.

The corresponding text (A377[6:26]-A378[7:47]) discusses at length the process

by which, in one embodiment, the Media Switch: (1) parses the incoming data and

logically separates components by detecting “all of the pieces of information that

the program logic needs to know about in order to both properly play back and

perform special effects on the stream,” A377[6:42-45], and (2) builds an “event
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queue” that presents that information to the CPU in easily manageable form,

A377[6:46-58]. As the specification explains, the purpose and result of all this is

that when the user requests either “play bac ” or “special effects,” A377[6:43-44],

the CPU can find the needed infonnation quickly, “[r]ather than having to parse

through an immense stream looking for the start of where each frame would be,"

A378[7: 12- 1 3]. This is the heart of the “is separated" limitation. Yet nothing in

Figure 7 or the discussion suggests that the system must physically “divide[]"

incoming data “into separate video and audio streams,” as EchoStar would require

(Br. 14). Indeed, while the figure actually shows separate video and audio inputs,

a single line—representing both video and audio data—connects the Media Switch

701 to the FIFO 706, hard disk 710, and DRAM 714.

Finally, EchoStar argues (Br. 58) that Claim 1 must require physical

separation because the patent teaches that the generation of a component index

occurs “after the video and audio data streams have been separated." For that

proposition it cites pages 13-16 of its own brief. Those pages discuss Figures 3

and 6, but nothing in either suggests that creation of an index must occur after

“separation.” At page 14 EchoStar asserts that “[t]he patent recognizes that since

the MPEG stream has been divided into separate video and audio streams,

additional steps are necessary ‘for accurate playback of the signal,” and then

suggests that those steps include creating an index of the MPEG components. But
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the sentence from which EchoStar isolates the “accurate playbac ” phrase

discusses only one step—generating time-sequence information, so that data

components may be properly synchronized when they are ultimately presented for

playback. A376[4:30-34]. Nothing in the discussion indicates that, even in the

embodiment described, the generation of time stamps or any other cataloguing-

related step must take place after, rather than as part of, the step required by the

claim’s “is separated" language.”

While the intrinsic evidence more than suffices to rebut EchoStar’s

arguments, extrinsic evidence also supports the district court’s refusal to adopt

EchoStar's separate-streams construction. Dictionaries define "separate" to mean,

among other things, “to make a distinction between.” Webster’: Third New Int’!

Dictionary 2069 (2002); see also Am. Heritage Dictionary afthe English

Language 1587 (4th ed. 2000) (“to differentiate or discriminate between;

distinguish"). That usage is common. For example, references to “separate" bank

accounts at a single bank do not mean that the money in each account is physically

11 Nor is there any significance here to the use of the word “indexing” in Claim 10.
See ES Br. 58. First, Claim 10 refers to “indexing into" a buffer, not to the

creation of a frame table or index. Indeed, the patent does not use the term

“indexing" to refer to table-creation—even in Claim 1 1, which actually describes

one embodiment of that process. Second, as noted above (see text accompanying

n.11), dependent Claims 8-1 1 claim a particular method ofparsing and separation

that does depend on the use of separate audio and video buffers. The proper

inference is that components may also be “separated," within the meaning of

independent Claim 1, in other ways.
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kept in different places, but rather that the bank distinguishes between the funds in

each account in a variety of ways-—most prominently by keeping records (usually

a computerized index) of which depositors have how much in which accounts.

Similarly, by identifying, tagging, and keeping track ofkey frames, the Media

Switch “make[s] a distinction between" them. It does so, moreover, to advance the

invention’s central objective of allowing rapid and efficient manipulation of

television data. EchoStar’s separate—streams construction bears no such relation to

the goals of the invention. Yet, on the basis of this and similar arguments,

EchoStar would deny TiVo the value of its patent.

As EchoStar appears to concede (Br. 56), once its separate-streams

construction is rejected there was plainly sufficient evidence to support the jury’s

finding that EchoStar’s Broadcom products meet the “is separated" limitation.

After demonstrating to the jury that ali EchoStar DVRS have a Media Switch,

A1550, Dr. Gibson explained—with specific reference to a Broadccrn product-—

that all EchoStar DVRs all analyze the incoming MPEG stream, find the start of

video frames, and build a table containing needed information about those frames,

A1552-A1557. EchoStar’s expert Dr. Rhyne agreed with this. A2833. Gibson

also explained why the separation performed by the Broadcom—based products falls

within the claims. A1554. This testimony, and the exhibits in evidence to which
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Gibson referred, see A4478—A4482 (listing relevant exhibits), were more than

sufficient to support the verdict. H

V. The Jury Properly Found That EchoStar’s 50X DVRs Meet The

“Assembling” Limitation

EchoStar briefly asserts (Br. 59-60) that TiVo failed to present substantial

evidence that the accused 50X DVRS have an Output Section that “assembles said

video and audio components into an MPEG stream." A380[l2:57-58]. That is

incorrect.

EchoStar’s argument is founded on the premise that the claim requires

assembly ofvideo components and audio components into a single, interleaved

MPEG stream. See, e.g., A2674-A2679. But while the claim language certainly

includes assembling video and audio components in one stream, it also covers the

assembly of video components into a video stream or audio components into an

audio stream. See, e.g., CalIegeNet, Inc. v. Applyl’ourseg')f Inc, 413 F.3d 1225,

1232 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (“It is well settled that the term ‘a’ or ‘an’ ordinarily means

‘one or more."’) Indeed, some of EchoStar‘s favorite language from the

specification makes clear that, at least in one embodiment, what happens at the

'3 See also A7201 (specification for BCM7{)2l (MPEG processor in DP~721/921)
showing “SCD”—the start code detector, at part of the Media Switch—and “SCD

DMA link-list"—the start code table or frame index); A4504, A4512, A4518

(similar); A4704, A4708-A4710, A4713-A4724 (BCM7038 (MPEG processor in

DP-942) specification: parsing stream to find start codes); A4897, A4908—A4909,

A4913 (BCM 7320 (MPEG processor in DP-522/625)); A5008-A5010, A5014-

ASOI6, A502] (similar).
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output stage is that video and audio components are “assembled” into separate

“streams or buffers,” because at that stage “separate decoders are used” to convert

them back into analog TV signals (video going to the screen, and audio to the

speakers). A376[4:26—29]. And Echostar acknowledges that its 50X boxes

assemble video components into video streams for decoding, and likewise with

audio components. See, e.g., ES Br. 27; A2678-A2679 (Rhyne); see also A2675-

A2676 (Broadcom products).

The jury also heard evidence on this point from Dr. Gibson, with specific

reference to “trickplay," such as fast-forwarding or rewinding a television

program. A1564-A1566. As he explained, to create the fast-forward effect at, for

example, three times normal speed, the DVR locates every third video frame and

strings them together--z'.e., assembles them-—~into an MPEG stream, which is

passed to the decoder and output to the user’s television. A1565-A1566; see also

id. at A1527; A1636 (making same point in passing); p. 12, supra (including

concomitant demonstrative); A2676 (Rhyne acknowledging demonstrative as

“correct technicall}/”).” Gibson confirmed that all of EchoStar’s products-

” Trickplay also requires assembly of audio components. No sound is decoded
during, e.g., fast—forwa1'ding, but when regular play resumes the sound must

correspond to the picture. Correctly restarting audio playback requires selectively

extracting audio data components from memory and reassembling them into a
customized audio stream.
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including, therefore, the 50X DVRs——meet the assembly limitation in this way.

A1565-A1566; see aiso A1658-A1659.”

Gibson’s testimony was not “conclusory” or “factually unsupported" (ES Br.

59-60). He testified that he “perform[ed] an analysis for every Echostar

product,” and that he “compare[d] every EchoStar product to every claim

element.” A1653-A1659; accord A1662. While expert testimony naturally

requires “support[] by sufficient facts to validate it in the eyes of the law,” Br. 59

(quoting Brooke Group Ltd. 12. Brown & Wilficzmson Tobacco Corp., 509 U.S. 209,

242 (1993)), this Court has recognized that that standard is satisfied where the

expert “supported his opinion by relying on [the defendant’s] own technical

documents,” nC'ube Corp. v. SeaChange Inr’!, Inc., 436 F.3d 1317, 1323 (Fed. Cir.

2006). That was the situation here, as Gibson, the only infringement expert who

reviewed all of EchoStar’s source code (see p. 50, infra), showed the jury the

precise source code that carries out assembly. See A1564-A1565. If more were

[5 EchoStar complains (Br. 28) that Gibson focused on one product, but there was
no reason to require him to repeat his explanation. See A1572 (“[H]e has said that

they all operate basically the same way.”); A1581. If EchoStar believed there were

material differences in its products it was free to cross-examine on that issue. It

did not. It elicited Rhyne’s testimony that EchoStar‘s products do not practice

assembly. A2672-A2679. But “in case[s] of conflicting expert testimony, the jury

is entitled to make credibility determinations and believe the witness it considers

more trustworthy.” Streber, 221 F.3d at 726 (alteration in original); see also (1.3.

Philips Corp. v. Wirzdmere Corp, 861 F.2d 695, 704 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (five-judge

panel) (“The jury was not required to accept [t]his expert testimony, even if it was

uncontradicted.”).
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required (which it is not), the underlying EchoStar user’s guides, engineering

documents, and source code were in evidence.” They provide ample independent

support for the jury’s verdict. See Liquid Dynamics Corp. v. Vaughan Co., 449

F.3d 1209, 1219-1220 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

VI. The Jury Correctly Found That EchoStar’s Products Infringe
Claims 31 And 61

A. The District Court Correctly Construed The Term “Object”

Echostar contends (Br. 60-61) that the district court erred in construing the

term “object,” as used in Claims 31 and 61, to mean “a collection of data and

operations.” It apparently renews its argument below that the term must be defined

as “an item written in an object-oriented computer programming language (for

example, C-I-I-) that is an instance of a class from which it inherits properties, and

that includes both data and all procedures that operate on the data." ES Br. 30

(quoting A7027). The district court correctly rejected that effort to complicate and

sharply narrow the claim. See Terlep v. Brinkmann Corp, 418 F.3d 1379, 1382

'6 See, e.g., A6383 (“Trick Modes with HDD and STi5503 and STiS5l8” (DP-
SOX)); A6386-A6388 (similar); A6404-A6406, A6453-A6459 (SOX user’s guide);

A6569-A6572, A6619-A6624 (similar); A6720 (DPSOI block diagram); A6721,

A6735—A673 6, A6740-A6740, A6779-A6786 (dvrPlayback_Process.c module,

including dvrPlayback_Process_Main(), which calls routines that implement trick

play functions, e.g., rnove_to_closest_I_fra1ne(),move_index_to_display__

position0);A6792, A6803—A6805 (dvr_utility.c); A68 l2—A68 19 (frarneindexc);

A6320, A6830-A6833 (decoder_process.c); A6336-A6843 (DVRdatadefiI1e.h,

which defines the frame index) (portions of DP-50X software involved with

assembly).
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(Fed. Cir. 2005) (purpose of construction is “to understand and explain, but not to

change, the scope of the claims”).”

EchoStar argues (Br. 30) that “the patent uses the term ‘object’ solely in the

context of an object-oriented programming language,” but that is incorrect. Most

importantly, the term is used without any such connotation in the claims

themselves. Claims 31 and 61 require only the provision of different software

"obj ects”—sinl<, source, transfonn——to perform one or more specified functions.

A381 [14:52—67]—A382[1 5: 1-16]; A383[18:3—30]. The claims neither require the

use of an obj ect-oriented language to create those objects nor suggest the other

restrictions EchoStar would impose, and nothing in the intrinsic record justi fies

adding those limitations. To the contrary, in its initial conceptual description, the

specification uses “source" and “source object” interchangeably. A378[7:58, 62].

Moreover, “objects" and object-oriented techniques can be used with different

types ofprogramming languages, A7137 (Gibson Deal. 1[ 44), and even in object-

oriented languages, a programmer need not use particular techniques, see, e.g.,

A6844-A6848 (object-oriented programming treatise describing other

programming methods, e.g., using “functions” rather than classes). The claims’

ll At times (e.g., Br. 60), EchoStar appears to propose requiring only the use of an
object-oriented language. The construction it proposed below, however, included

the use of classes and a particular form of grouping, which are material additional

limitations. EchoStar cannot retreat from that position on appeal. See p. 22,

supra.
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unadomed use of the term “object” provides no basis for limiting their scope in the

manner EchoStar would prefer.

EchoStar also overreaches in claiming (Br. 60) that “the specification uses

‘object’ exclusively to describe software written in C++, an objeot-oriented

language.” The specification certainly refers to C-H-, and uses commensurate

language, in discussing one embodiment of the invention. See A378[8:9-10]. The

introductory discussion of Figure 8, however, which presents the highest-level

overview of this portion of the invention, describes the source, transform, and sink

as “conceptual components,” without reference to any particular programming

language or type of language. See pp. 15-16, supra; A378[7:47-8:8]. EchoStar

suggests no plausible reason why the inventors, having described the invention

conceptually in general terms, would then use the term “object” to limit their

claims to embodiments using a particular type of programming language. Cf IMS

Tech., Inc. v. Haas Automation, Inc, 206 F.3d 1422, 1434 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“It is

irrelevant to the claimed invention whether a data block is stored as a line of G-

and M-code, in a binary format, or in any other format”). Any reader skilled in

the art would understand that the disclosed concepts could be implemented using a

variety of programming languages or techniques.

The district court also perrnissibly sought guidance from a widely accepted

technical dictionary and adopted a general definition of “object" as “a collection of
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data and operations.” A151-152. Contrary to EchoStar's suggestion (Br. 60),

nothing in that definition “contradict[s] any definition found in or ascertained by a

reading of the patent documents,” Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1322-1323. While

EchoStar quibbles with where in a list the definition appears and what primary sub-

field of use is indicated by the editors’ abbreviations (Br. 60), the court properly

selected a general definition appropriate to the context and nature of the claims

being construed. That definition is consistent with the intrinsic evidence and likely

aided the jury by putting the correct concept in more familiar terms.” Its use

provides no basis for reversal.

B. The Jury Properly Found That EchoStar’s DVRS Use “Objects”

EchoStar contends (Br. 61-62) that there was no evidence its software

contains “collection[s]” of data and operations performing the source, transform,

and sink functions. That is not true. When asked whether the EchoStaI software

he had identified was “a collection of data and operations,” Dr. Gibson explained

that it was, because the relevant subroutines were part of the same program and

were “able to interact and get access to the data they need to.” A1634-A1635; see

also, e.g., A1642 (“Q. What makes it a collection? A. Well, these subroutines

'3 Given EchoStar’s stated criteria, it might prefer the definition listed fifth (rather
than tenth) and labeled “C” for “Computer”: “An abstraction of a physical or

logical resource.” A8535. But that definition would likely have been less helpful

to the jury, and it provides no more support for EchoStar’s proposed narrowing of
the claim.
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come together to achieve a particular function in each case, and they can share

data. So that’s a collection of data and operation[s].”). Gibson addressed each

object in his testimony. See A1629-A1633 (source), A1633-A1637 (transform),

A1640-A1643 (sink), A1651-A1654, Al663—Al665 (control). The jury was

entitled to credit that testimony, which fully supports the verdict.

EchoStar cannot overcome testimony by a qualified expert that its software

has “collection[s]” of data and operations, and a verdict to that effect, by

continuing to assert that computer code and data cannot constitute a “collection”

unless they appear in the same subroutine or subdirectory and in “encapsulat[ed]”

form. See ES Br. 31-33, 61-62; see also, e.g., A1692 (Gibson cross). As Gibson

testified, a “collection of data and operations” need not be in the same subdirectory

any more than a museunfs “collection” of Impressionist paintings need all be

found in the same room. A1782. The question is whether pieces of code and data

interact together to carry out the tasks listed in the claims. A1781, A1634. There

is no basis for limiting the claims in a way that would make literal infringement

turn on functionally irrelevant differences in how particular programmers construct

computer code.

While no more is necessary, the jury also had good grounds for rejecting the

countervailing testimony of EchoStar's experts. Dr. Rhyne asserted that

EchoStar's products lacked “objects" in a single answer containing virtually no
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analysis or explanation. A2696. His opinion rested partly on what EchoStar’s own

engineers told him. Id. And he testified only that EchoStar’s products “do not

have a collection ofprocedures and data that were defined by the programmers.”

Id. (emphasis added). Similarly, Dr. Johnson struggled with the relevance of the

programmers‘ “intent,“ initially asserting that “[y]ou really have to look at the code

that is in those files to see if the programmer really intended for them to be an

object." A2743; see also A2739. On cross-examination she first reversed herself,

contending that the prograrnmer’s “state of mind really doesn’t have anything to do

with it.” A2789; id. (“I don’t think I can agree with programmer intent“).

Confronted with her direct testimony, she retreated in confusion. A2790 (“Well, if

I said that, then yes.”). In addition, Johnson acknowledged that she-—1ike Rhyne,

A2815, but unlike Dr. Gibson, see A16S9—did not review all the accused

products’ source code, or even all the code related to DVR functionality, A2781-

A2782. It is hardly surprising that the jury credited Gibson‘s consistent and

sensible application of the software claims to that proffered by these experts. In

any event it was entitled to do so. See 11. 1 5, supra (quoting Streber, 221 F.3d at

726).

Finally, EchoStar is wrong in asserting (Br. 61-62) that TiVo made no

alternative showing under the doctrine of equivalents. Dr. Gibson testified that

sofiware written in any language would practice the invention in virtually the same
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way. A163 8-Al 640. He illustrated using the transform object, explaining that in

any event EchoStar’s DVRS perfonned the object’s storage and retrieval functions

in essentially the same way and with the same result. See ES Br. 34 (quoting

A1639-1640). This testimony was unrebutted. Indeed, EchoStar’s Dr. Johnson

testified that it is impossible to tell from the machine code actually executed by a

computer whether the higher-level source code created by a human programmer

was written in an object-oriented language. A2791-A2792. The evidence

demonstrating equivalence was independently sufficient to support the verdict.

C. The Jury Properly Found That EchoStar’s Software Extracts

Video And Audio Data From A Physical Data Source

EchoStar likewise asks this Court (Br. 62-64) to reverse the jury's resolution

of conflicting expert testimony regarding whether the source object in EchoStar’s

DVR software “extracts video and audio data from [a] physical data source."

A38l[l4:59-61]. As EchoStar concedes (Br. 37-38), Dr. Gibson testified that it

does. Echostar disparages that testimony as “conclusory” and unsupported (Br.

63-64), but it was not: Gibson pointed the jury to specific software code that does

the extraction, and all the relevant software and system descriptions were

themselves admitted into evidence. See, e.g., A1629-A1630; Al 632—A1633;

A1689-A1690; A7176; AS062 (DP-721 block diagram); A7198, A7201, A7207

(DP-721/921 physical data source); A7991, A8045-A3046 (DP-72] source object).

While EchoStar repeatedly characterizes its own evidence on the issue as “without

5]
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contradiction” (Br. 37), that evidence certainly did not “indisputably show[]” that

Gibson was wrong (Br. 63).” Without that sort of showing, there is no basis for

this Court to revisit the jury's resolution of a dispute among the parties’ experts.

See Streber, 221 F.3d at 726.

Echostar also complains that Gibson did not address each accused product

individually. Br. 38. As with the “assembles” limitation, however (see n.15,

supra), it was entirely appropriate for Gibson to illustrate his analysis by reference

to one product and then to tell the jury, as he did, that the same analysis applied to

all the products. A1630-A1633. The underlying factual evidence for each product

was also before the jury.” EchoStar did not challenge this approach in its cross-

19 Indeed, it is Echostar that is wrong. EchoStar quibbles about whether the
“physical data source” in its Broadcom products includes a special-purpose RAM

chip (not the main system RAM) that sits, as EchoStar puts it (Br. 37), “next to—

but separate from—the Broadcom chip” that is part of the physical data source.

(For a helpful View of the relevant circuitry, see A5062). As EchoStar

acknowledges, however (Br. 38), that RAM chip simply holds parsed data

temporarily until the “Ioctl" software command identified by Gibson as part of

EchoStar’s source object extracts the data by directing a DMA engine—hardware

that performs block memory transfers—on the Broadcom chip to move data from

the temporary RAM chip, through the Broadcom chip, along the PCI bus, and into

the main system memory connected directly to the CPU. See A5062; A1627-

A1630; A7991, A8045—A8046 (source code), A7198, A7201, A7207 (Broadcom

chip specification). The evidence shows (and certainly permitted the jury to

conclude) that the “Ioctl” command, the relevant part of EchoStar’s source object,

“extracts video and audio data from said physical data source.”

3“ See, e.g., A5119 (DP-522 block diagram)‘, A4913 (DP—S22/625 physical data
source); A5015-A5016, A5021 (similar); A5121, AS126-A5127 (DP-522/625

source object); A7198, A7201, A7207 (DP-7'21/921 physical data source); A4509-

A45lO, A4512, A4518 (similar); A5129, A5179 (DP-921 source object); A5222,

52
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examination, leaving the application of Gibson’s testimony to all the products

unrebutted, and certainly sufficient to support the verdict.

V1]. TiVo’s Jury Arguments Regarding The Abandoned Bozicevie

Infringement Opinion Provide No Basis For A New Trial

Echostar is not entitled to a new trial (Br. 64-67) because ofjury arguments

TiVo’s counsel made regarding EchoStar’s failure to obtain a non—infi-ingement

opinion from outside counsel. The arguments were perfectly proper. In any

event, the district court repeatedly instructed the jury that attorney arguments were

not evidence; and the issue goes only to willfulness, which is irrelevant in light of

the district court’s decision, unchallenged here, not to award enhanced damages or

attorneys’ fees.

Echostar cites (Br. 44-46, 64-65) statements made by TiVo’s counsel during

an interim argument at the close of TiVo’s case (A2291:9-A2292:l 1) and during

closing argument (A3721:9-18).“ Both statements properly invited the jury to

A5230, A5309-A5311, A5323-A5324 (DP-50X physical data source); A5582-

5583 (similar); A5771, A5779, A5861-A5863, A5877, A5879-A5880

(similar); A6179—A6180 (similar); A6369—A6374 (DP—5OX source object); A4710,

A4718 (DP-942 physical data source); A6375, A6379-A6381 (DP-942 source

object).

21 Echostar did not object to the statements made in closing, either
contemporaneously or in seeking a new trial. See A8241-A8242. Those

statements are thus reviewahle at most for plain error, as EchoStar’s own case

shows. See New Nm-diskA/S v. Becton Dickenson & C0,, 304 F.3d 1216, 1220

(Fed. Cir. 2002); see also United States v. Young, 470 U.S. 1, 14-16 (1985); United

States v. Chambers, 922 F.2d 228, 241 (5th Cir. 1991); United States v. Wicker,

933 F.2d 284, 291 (5th Cir. 1991) (each discussing plain error).

53
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draw one possible inference from evidence it had heard from two lawyers from the

Bozicevic firm, Backing and Cannon: that EchoStar had approached them about

an opinion shortly after learning of TiVo’s patent; that they repeatedly asked for

additional technical information to complete their opinion; and that no opinion was

delivered because EchoStar never provided the information. See A2203-A2206;

A2212-A2213; see also A2099-A2104. EchoStar has its own explanation for that

sequence of events (Br. 40-42), which it was free to urge on the jury (although it

chose to say almost nothing on the subject, see A3691-A3694)? That does not

make TiVo’s argument improper.

EchoStar contends that “TiVo’s counsel spoke generally and did not restrict

his statements to the Bozicevic firm” (Br. 64), so that the statements made were

equivalent to arguing “that Echostar had never received a written opinion from any

outside lawyer" (Br. 65). That distorts the record. While EchoStar likes to quote

or paraphrase the words “never got a written opinion” in isolation (Br. 2, 3, 44, S0,

64), in context there was never any question that this and similar statements

22 EchoStar’s current account of the matter should be read skeptically. For
example, it says an internal conclusion of non-infringement was “orally confirmed

by” Bozicevic (Br. 44), but Becking and Cannon both denied giving an oral

opinion, A2203-A2204, A2212-A2213. EchoStar suggests it “never followed up”

with Bozicevic because it was negotiating with TiVo, which did not expressly

allege infringement (Br. 41-42), but the in-house counsel who originally requested

the opinion swore he did not know why it was never finished (A3630—A3 63 1).

54
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referred to an opinion from Bozicevic. As to that phrase, for example, the

preceding and succeeding sentences are clear:

The biggest patent issue that EchoStar ever had, they decided they had

to go outside of the company. They went to Mr. Becking and Mr.

Cannon, and they asked for outside help, an independent opinion.

And they never got a written opinion. They had asked for a written

opinion. Mr. Miller says, well, I got an oral opinion, but Mr. Beckjng

and Mr. Cannon, testifying under oath—you saw them before the

break today—they both said, well, he might have misunderstood us,

but we never gave him a written opinion; it’s not our practice.

1! III III

And Mr. Cannon, I believe, said, well, I was trying to be a go-

between, trying to get that technical information for a year, more or

less, or thereabouts, he said. For a year they were trying to get that
information.

Why didn’t they?

Because [Echostar] knew if they gave the lawyers, the independent

lawyers, the technical information, the written opinion that they would

write would say that there is infringement.

A2291-A2292. The same context applies to every similar statement.” Indeed, as

EchoStar itself stresses (Br. 65), “the only ‘independent’ lawyers the jury heard

*3 See, e.g., A3720-A3 721 (emphasis added) (“But you would think they would
have at least gone out and gotten that opinion from outside. And they started it.

Mr. Miller called these two Iawyers and said, I want an opinion. And that’s

why they didn’t get an opinion, and that’s why they wouldn’t send the technology

to those outside lawyers, because they didn't want that opinion in front of you.”);

see also A3"/'16:9-18; A3726: 1-8.
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testimony about were the Bozicevic lawyers.” TiVo’s arguments were fair

comment on the evidence the jury heard.

In any event, when EchoStar objected to the statement made in interim

argument, the district court noted that it had cautioned the jury “numerous times

that statements of attorneys are not evidence.” A2293. Indeed, it had reminded the

jury of that point just moments before. A2290. And it did so again in its final

instructions. A3554. Those cautions amply impressed on the jury that lawyers on

both sides were only commenting on the evidence, and that it must look only to

that evidence and decide itself what inferences to draw. See, e.g., Wilson v. Johns-

Manviile Sales Corp, 810 F.2d 1358, 1362 (5th Cir. 1987) (similar instructions

"specifically address and effectively defuse possible prejudice that might have

arisen” ifjury argument “went beyond proper bounds”)-

There is no basis for EchoStar’s argument (Br. 66-67) that because TiVo

commented on the significance of EchoStar’s failure to obtain the opinion it

requested from Bozicevic, the district court should have allowed Echostar to

introduce different opinions it obtained from a different law firm (Merchant &

Gould) after the start of litigation. EchoStar was properly precluded from using

those opinions at trial because EchoStar refused to comply with the district court’s

discovery rulings relating to them. See A5065—A5066. On EchoStar’s petition for

mandamus, this Court sustained much of the district court's discovery rulings, but
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concluded that EchoStar was not required to produce uncommunicated attorney

work product. In re Ech0Star Comm ’.-is Corp., 448 F.3d 1294, 1298-1299 (Fed.

Cir. 2006) (rejecting EchoStar’s argument that there was no waiver of attorney-

client privilege); id. at 1302-1305 (agreeing that work-product protection was

waived as to communicated material or material referencing communications, but

holding no waiver as to other work product). That partial reversal does not affect

the propriety of exclusionary rulings made at the time of trial.“

Finally, if there were error with respect to opinion evidence, it would go

only to the issue of willfulness. There is no basis for EchoStar’s assertion (Br. 66)

that anything in the district court's treatment ofwillfulness evidence “poiscn[ed]

24 Despite ample opportunity, Echostar did not ask the district court to postpone
the trial pending disposition of its mandamus petition. It sought a continuance in

the middle of trial, but the district court properly rejected that request. A2262-

A2264; see also A2259-A2260. It is a good thing the trial was not postponed on

this ground, because EchoStar has continued to resist producing even the docu-

ments required by this Court’s opinion. The latest production was made in

subpoena-enforcement proceedings in Georgia on May 16, 2007, on specific

compulsion after in camera review. See A5072—AS080. Review of Judge DutTey’s

recent orders in those proceedings will give this Court some sense of how E-choStar

conducts litigation. See A5072-A5073 (“EchoStar’s Response to the March 22

Order acknowledges that, after two years of perpetuating the present discovery

dispute, and multiple representations by EchoStar that all documents had been

produced, certain discoverable documents had not been produced.”); A5077

(noting “repeated refusals, or at least reluctance, to give this Court sufficient, clear,

and unqualified representations”); A5081—A5084; A5086 (Ech0StaI"s brief

“suggests a legal shell game, which EchoStar may be playing without a pea.”).

Similar conduct was one alternative basis for excluding the Merchant & Gould

opinions from the proceedings below even without regard to the failure to produce

uncomrnunicated work product. See A8234-A8285.

57
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EchoStar’s entire case.” And because the district court decided not to enhance

damages or award attorneys’ fees, A182, the willfulness verdict is ultimately

beside the point. Thus, even if there had been error with respect to the willfulness

evidence (which there was not), there would be no ground for ordering a new trial.

VIII. The District Court Did Not Impermissibly Limit Dr. Polish’s Testimony

Nor is Echostar entitled to a new trial because the district court ruled that

the testimony of EchoStar’s invalidity expert, Dr. Polish, “should be limited to the

Court's claim construction and the prior art.” ES Br. 47 (quoting A2965).

EchoStar first argues (Br. 68) that TiVo’s infringement expert, Dr. Gibson,

testified about the “meaning” of claim terms. It gives no record citation. Gibson

testified about how the court's claim constructions applied to EchoStar’s products.

E.g. , A153 S-A1536; A1556-A1559. EchoStar did not object.

Po1ish’s invalidity testimony should have been “a comparison of the

construed claims to the prior art." Hehfx Ltd. v. Blak—Lok, Lrd., 208 F.3d 1339,

1346 (Fed. Cir. 2000). Instead, Echostar repeatedly sought to focus it on Gibson's

infringement analysis. The court properly sustained several objections. See

A2964-A2965; A3009-A3010; A3054; A3058.

For example, the court struck EchoStar’s question whether a prior-art device

had “all of the features of a media switch as Dr. Gibson has defined it.” A2993.

Such questions suggested that Gibson had departed from the court’s constructions,
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or that construction was a matter for the jury to decide based on conflicting expert

views. But only the court “defined" claims. See also A2977—A2978, A3007-

A3008. Likewise, it was improper for EchoStar to pursue questioning that, by

focusing on Gibson’s infringement testimony, asked the jury to compare the prior

art to EchoStar’s products, rather than to the construed claims. See Tare Access

Floors, Inc. v. Interface Architectural Res, Inc., 279 F.3d 1357, 1367 (Fed. Cir.

2002) (“[A]ccused infringers are not free to flout the requirement ofproving

invalidity by clear and convincing evidence by asserting a ‘practicing prior art’

defense to literal infringement under the less stringent preponderance of the

evidence standard”).

The court did not prevent Polish from applying the claims to the prior art as

TiVo’s experts applied them to EchoStar's products. See ES Br. 67. Nothing, for

example, precluded Polish from testifying that the prior art disclosed a frame

index, and then opining that the asserted claims were anticipated or obvious. In

fact, he did just that. A3016-A3019. Moreover, the court allowed Polish to testify

that he read Gibson’s report and deposition testimony; heard or read Gibson’s trial

testimony; understood Gibson’s “allegations of infringement"; and, “in reviewing

[his] analysis of the validity of the claims, look[ed] to how TiVo applied its

allegations through Dr. Gibson to the EchoStar devices." A2975-A2976.
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Eehostar argues (Br. 67) that the district court “required the jury to construe

critical claim terms," and “EchoStar therefore should have been allowed to explain

to the jury that the necessary consequence of Dr. Gibson’s infringement analysis

was that the claims would be invalid." Its premise is false. See Part II, supra. In

any event, rightly or wrongly, EchoStar repeatedly made this argument. See

A1067-A1068 (opening) (“TiVo is trying to move out the boundaries of what

the [PTO] gave them. . .. [I]f you let them do that, then these claims also read on

all of the other DVRS that were out in the marketplace before TiVo even existed as

a eompany[.]”); A2878-A2879 (interim argument) (“TiVo has a patent that

Echostar does not infringe, and that patent is valid. [l]n order to say that we

infringe, they have to [move out] the boundaries of their invention, as set by the

claim[.]”); A3 688-A3689 (closing, mentioning Gibson three times).

Finally, Echostar argues for a new trial on infringement because TiVo

argued to the jury that Polish “disagreed with EchoStar and its infringement

experts” (Br. 68; see Br. 4, 48). EchoStar made no contemporaneous objection,

and review is only for plain error. See n.21, supra. There was no error at all,

because TiVo’s arguments were fair.

For example, Polish discussed the Krause ‘948 patent, disclosing a system

for detecting the start of video frames and logically separating them by placing

information about their location into a table. A3055-A3056. On cross-
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examination, TiVo asked whether, in Polish’s opinion, that system met the Media

Switch limitation ofthe Barton patent, including its “is separated" language.

A3056-A3057. Polish categorically answered “Yes.” A3057 (“There is no

physical separation necessari1y.”).

That answer was not compelled by any trial ruling. If Dr. Polish did not

believe it, he should not have said it. While EchoStar is understandably unhappy

with its expert’s testimony, it cannot use TiVo’s recounting of the testimony in

summation to manufacture a basis for retrial.

IX. This Court Should Reinstate The District Court’s Injunction And

Remand For Computation 01' Additional Damages

EchoStar does not challenge either the damages awarded to TiVo or the

district court's decision to enter an injunction, which rests on detailed findings as

to the grave harm that EchoStar’s infringement has caused and continues to cause

as TiVo strives to commercialize and profit from its invention. A27—A29. The

arguments EchoStar makes fail to undermine the jury’s verdict on any point; and

infringement of any one of the asserted claims is independently sufficient to

support the judgment below. In addition, because this Court stayed the district

court’s injunction, TiVo has continued to sustain damages during this appeal. As

EchoStar recognized in seeking a stay, TiVo is entitled to recover those additional

damages after prevailing on appeal. See A8432.
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After years of infringement and litigation, this Court should reject

Echostar‘ s strained and implausible analysis of the Barton patent and affirm the

overdue enforcement ofTiVo’s rights. As the pioneer of consumer DVR

technology, TiVo should finally be permitted to protect and develop the market it

created.

CONCLUSION

The district court’s judgment should be affirmed. This Court's stay should

be lifted, and the case should be remanded for computation of additional damages.
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination
90."D07,T5El 6233389

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Emmi“
DAVID E. HARVEY

- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

afi Responsive to the communicationisl filed on 09 March 2007. bE This action is made FINAL.
ca A statement under 37 CPR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortened statutory period tor response to this action is set to expire g monthisl from the maiflng date of this letter.
Falture to respond within the period for response will result in termination or the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550{d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.55lJ[c].
If the period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days. a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part i THE FOLLOWING A'|TACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. E Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-B92. 3. El Interview Summary. FVTD-474.

2. E Information Disclosure Statement, FTOISBJUB. -1. El .

Part ii SUMMARY OF ACTION

1a. Claims1 are subiect to reexamination.

1b. Claims_are not subject to reexamination.

Claims_have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims 2 6-14 19 26-31 33 37-45 50 and 56-51 are patentable andlor confirmed.

Claims 1 3-5 15-13 20-25 32 34-36 45-49 and 51-55 are rejected.

The drawings. filed on ' are acceptable.

2

3

4

5. Claims_are objected to.

S.

7.
I____I The proposed drawing correction, filed on_ has been {7a)I:I approved {7b)I:] dipproved.

8. CI Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(3)-(d) or (f).

all] All b}I:I Some‘ c}[:I None of the certified copies have

1I:I been received.

2I:I not been received.

at] been filed in Application No. __.

4I:I been filed in reexamination Control No._.

5I:I been received by the lntemational Bureau in PCT application No.j

' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. I] Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance cl an ex parte reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D.
11, 453 C16. 213.

10. [3 Other:

LI.S_ :1-talent and Tmdemsrlt Ofllco
PTOL-465 (Rev. 03-06) Office Action in Ex Perte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20070531
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X

‘I. As to lines 8-18 on page 16 of the response filed 711 ‘H2006:

1) During the interview of 6f21I2006. the examiner agreed with the Patent Owner that

the prior art of record fails to show or fairiy suggest the system configuration illustrated in

figure 1 of instant US. Patent #6.233,389 and, more specifically. the illustrated “Media

Switch” (@ 102) for performing the functions described the instant specification; e.g..

“A unique aspect of the Media Switch is the ability to handle high data rates effectively and

inexpensively. It pea-l'orI'ns the functions ol taking video anll audio data in, sending

video and audio data out, sending video and audio data to disk, and extracting
video and audio data from ‘Illa disk on a low cost platform. Generally. the Media switch
runs asynchronously and autonomously with the microprocessor CPU, using its DMA
capabilities to move large quantifies of information with minimal intervention by the CPU."
{Emphasis added) [Lines 16-25 of column 6] -

The examiner. however, indicated that he did not see howiwhere this "distinguishing"

feature was positively set forth via the recitations of independent claim 1. That is. with

respect to the configuration and operation of the recited "Media Switch”, independent

claim 1 only recites a step of:

"[P]roviding a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said MPEG stream, said
MPEG stream is separated into its video and audio components“

Broadly interpreted. this recitation only requires that a “Media Switch“ be provided

wherein the media switch "parses" an MPEG data stream that was obtained via the

tuningicorwersion of an “accepted” television (TV) Broadcast signals. Significantly. this

recitation does not specify how and by what meansistep, “said MPEG stream is

separated into its video and audio components." as set forth in this recitation- Thus. it is

maintained that this recitation only requires:

a) The MPEG stream to be "parsed" by the media switch: fld

b) The MPEGH stream to be "separated" into its audio and video components in
some an unspecified manner (not necessarily by the parsing).1

2) Further, subsequent to the recited “parsing” step cited above, claim 1 recites a step
of:

"[S]toring said video and audio components on a storage device.“

Broadly interpreted, it is maintained that this recitation only requires the video and audio

components that are stored to be the same as the audio and video components that are
separated. This recitation does not require the storage device to store the audio and

1 In related litigation, it appears that ‘‘separated'' was itself broadly construed as
being inclusive of a “logical" separation of the compoitents and, as such, was
interpreted as not being limited to a ‘‘physical" separation of the components.
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video components in their "separated" state. This distinction is significant with respect to

the section 103 issues that follow. Specifically:

a) As disclosed in the specification of the instant ‘389 Patent, the audio and

video components of the "specific program” pass through the "media switch"

(@102) on their way to the storage device (@105) [note figure 1];

b) As claimed in claim 1. however, all that is required is:

1. For the media switch to “parse” the MPEG data stream of the specific
Program:

g. For said MPEG data stream to be separated into its video and audio

components; and

3. For the audio and video components of the MPEG data stream to be
stored on the storage device.

3) It is noted that "prior art" recording systems were known to have utilized the MPEG

format to compress the TV signals that were being stored in order to better utilize the

storage capacity of the storage medium. However, the "prior art" of record does not
appear to show or suggest a recording system in which an incoming MPEG "element"

data stneamis parsed and separated into its audio and video components for

recordinglstorage thereof. That is, when recording MPEG element data streams, it

appears that the audio and video components were conventionally stored together, i.e.,

in their existing interleaved MPEG element data stream format, in order to maintain

synchronization between the audio and video components during playback.

"The MPEG standard requires that sound he recorded sirnultaneousty with video data. and
the video and audio data are interleaved in a single tile to attempt to maintain the video and
audio synchronized during playback" [Note fines 15-22 of column 3 in US Patent #5,642,171 to
Baurngartner at al]

In contrast, as disclosed, the’ invention of instant U.S. Patent 6,233,389 as does not

appear to store incoming element MPEG data stream, as is, in its existing MPEG fonnat:

"A binary search can he performed on a stored file to index into a stream. Each stream is
stored as a sequence of fixed-size segments enabling fast binary searches because 01 the
uniform time stamping. If the user wants to start in the middte oi the program, the system
performs a binary search of the stored segments until it finds the appropriate spot.

obtaining the desired results with a minimal amount ot information. if the signal were

instead storedas an MPEG stream, it would be necessary to iineariy parse

the stream from the beginning to find the desired iocation" (Emphasis added].

Instead, the MPEG element data stream is parsed. separated into its audio and video

components, and then indexed, for recording thereof. However, for reasons addressed
in part “2)" above, the examiner maintains the limitations of claim '1 fail to positively set
forth this "distinguishing" feature.
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2. “Prior Art” llecordingwlayback (illustrated):

1) Figures 1A and 1B of US. Patent $15,563,714 to lnoue at al. are cited for their

illustration of a conventional digital TV signal receivingfrecordinglplayback system [Note

the figure on the cover page of said patent]. As illustrated. the system comprises-

A) A tuner (@ 1), having an input thereto, for rece'iving!“accepting" RF TV signal

transmissions wherein each RF TV signal transmission is based on different
standards; e.g., is based on a transmission signal standard, various MPEG

formatting standards’, etc,

B) An input Section (i.e.. the front end circuitry @ 1-3) for:

1) ‘Tuning’ (@ 1) the system to select the specific one of the RF TV

signal transmissions that is to be received; and

2) "Converting" (@ 1-3) the selected RF TV signal transmission into and

MPEG formatted transport stream;

C) A "Media Demuftfpiexer/Switch” (@ 4) for demultiplexing the MPEG

formatted transport stream and for generating an MPEG formatted element

stream corresponding to a specific TV program therefrom, wherein:

1) As evidenced via Figures 1 and 4 of the Fuiii et al. publication titled.

"Implementation of MPEG Transport Demultiplexer with a RISC-Based
Microcontroller," said switch functions to parse the received MPEG

transport stream (e.g.. “TS input” of figure 1) whereby:

a) The audio and video components of said specific TV
program are separated from the transport stream into separate

audio and video component data streams (e.g., "AUDIO" and
"VIDEO" of figure 1); and

b) The separate audio and video data streams are then

combinedimixed together to generate said MPEG formatted

element stream (e.g., “ES output" of figure 1).

D) A "storage device“ (@ 14 and 18) for storing the MPEG formatted element

stream corresponding to the specific TV program and, more specifically, "for
storing said video and audio components“ thereof; -

E) An "Output Section” (e.g., represented @ 15 and 19) for reproducing an
MPEG formatted element stream from the storage device wherein the stored

audio and video components corresponding thereto are extracted from the

storage medium and assembled into said reproduced MPEG formatted element
stream; and

2 E.g., Note lines 37-39 of column 3 in instant US Patent $16,233,389.
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F) An MPEG "Decoder" (@ 9) for receiving the MPEG formatted element

streams sent to it via the “Output Section," and for generating a TV signal output

therefrom for display on a TV receiver (not shown); and

G) A remote control (@ 28) for providing control commands from the user

which, when accepted by the system (@ 27 and 23), control the flow of MPEG
signals through the system.

As was addressed in paragraph 1 of the Office action mailed 5!25f20063, claim 1 of the
instant patent differs from this conventional system configuration in atfeast ciaim 1

requires:

A) First. the tuning of TV signals to “a specific program";

8) Next, the conversion of "said specific program” to an MPEG formatted
stream; and

C) Finally, the parsing of "said MPEG formatted stream” via a provided “Media
Switch".

That is, with respect to the prior art systems discussed above, the MPEG demultipiexer
(Le, a "media switch”) functions to parse the MPEG fonnatted "transport" stream to

obtain an MPEG formatted "element" data stream corresponding to said "specific

program." Thus. in the case of this prior art, "parsing" occurs within the "tuning" and
"conversion" that is performed to obtain the MPEG fonnatted data stream ofa "sp_e___cr'fic

program." More specificaliy. this prior art does not parse an MPEG formatted stream "of

a specific program” as is recitedfrequired in claim 1 , rather this prior art parses an MPEG

formatted transport stream having many programs to separate the MPEG formatted

eiement data stream of a "specific program” therefrom.

3 i.e.. part "A)" (@ page 2).
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3. The significance of Greer et al. [US # 8,788,882] and Cobble; et al.

[us #5,8‘I4,940] as they relate to the “garsing” issue discussed

above in gain *2)” of garagraph “1.” of this Office action (Q gage 2):

51 As addressed in paragraph 1 of the Office action mailed 5!2‘ll2D064, Greer et al. is
significant to the "parsing" issue discussed above because it provides an explanation as

to why one of ordinary skill in the art would have been "motivated" to modify

conventional recordingfplayback systems with a “Media Switch” for parsing an MPEG

formatted “element” data stream, pertaining to a "specific" TV program, as it is being
storedfrecorded. In this regard, Greer et al. teaches that it was desirable to enable

digital TV recordinglplayback systems to perfomi “computerized content searches” on

the TV programming stored therein so as to allow a user to find desired TV program
fileslcontent for playback [Note lines 21 -37 of column '11]. To provide this capability.
Greer et al. describes:

1) Feeding the audio signal component "of the broadcast signals" to a text

generating device. such as speech recognition device. to convert the audio signal
into a text fennel; and

2) Then indexing the generated text data into a full-text database via sottware,

whereby the database indexes "words" of the generated text to specific TV
program to specific TV program files, channels, times, etc,...

When “the broadcast signals” being received and recorded by the Greer et al. system
arrive in the compressed digital signal format of MPEG II. i.e., as set forth in Greer et al.

(e.g., lines 19-25 and 32-3? of column 6), some type of “media switch" would be required

by the system for parsing and separating the audio component from the MPEG
formatted data stream. That is, as acknowledged by the Patent Owner, the audio

component of the incoming MPEG element signal cannot be converted to text and
indexed, as required in the Greer et al. system, without being deoompressed; e.g..

“As pointed out by the Examiner and as is wetl-ltnown to persons of skill in the art. the
content-based analysis of Greer must be pertonned on an uncompressed signal"
[SEE: the last line on page 18 and the first two lines on page 19 of the arguments filed 7r‘17.*20061.

As appears to be acknowledged within the specification of the instant patent. this

decompression of the audio component of the MPEG stream requires the audio

component to be parsed and separated from the MPEG stream via some type of
demultiplexer.

“Referring to FIG. 3. the incoming MPEG stream 301 has interleaved video 302, 305, 306 and

audio 303, 304, 30? segments. These elements must be separated and recombined

to create separate video 308 and audio 309 streams or buffers. This is 1113695581]!
because separate decoders are used to convert MPEG elements back into

audio or video analog components.

‘ i . e. , Section "3)" of part “B)" (@ page 4)
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Thus, the desire to provide a digital video recorder system with the “computerized

content searching" pability taught by Greer et al. would have motivated one skilled in

the art to modify the system with a demultiplexer (i.e.. a “media switch”) for “parsing” and

“separating” the MPEG data “element” stream to obtain the decompressed audio signal

component that is, as admitted by the patent owner. required for content-based analysis
thereon.

"As pointed out by the Examiner and as is well-known to persons of skill in the art, the
contenbbased analysis of Greer must be performed on an uncompressed signal“
[SEE: the last line on page 18 and the first two lines on page 19 of the arguments filed 7!17QOD6].

_B_] As addressed in paragraph 1 of the Office action mailed 5I21r20065, Cobble; is
significant to said "parsing" because it evidences that it was desirable to utilize the video

component of the “broadcast signal,“ in addition to the audio component (as described in

Greer et all, to obtain the indexing infonnation used to perform the type of computerized
content searches described in Greer et at. [note lines 15-20 of column 6]. That is.

Cobble; provides the motivation for parsing and separating the video component from

the MPEG stream for content-based analysis "too"’ (i. e.. in addition to the audio
component). '

5 i.e., Section "4)" of part "B)" (@ page 4)
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4. Reiections Under 35 USC 103:

The followino is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or
described as set forth in section 102 of this title. if the differences between the subject
matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole
would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary
skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived
by the manner in which the invention was made.
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5. Claims 1 and 32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Greer et al. [US Patent #6,7'88,882] in View of Cobbley [US Patent

#5,614.940]. for the same reasons that were set forth in paragraph 3 of the

Office action mailed 5i2sr2ous.°

A. Preface:

Paragraph 1 of this Office action provides a discussion as to how specific ones of the
recitations of claim 1 have been interpreted/construed by the instant examiner.

B. The showing of Greer et at. [summarized]:

As shown in figures 1 and 2. Greer et al. describes a system for selectively receiving
(e.g., @ 15Da-n or 250a-n) and selectively recording (@ 120a) MPEG data stream

transmissions. However. unlike the conventional MPEG recording systems discussed in

paragraph 2 of this Office action, it is maintained that Greer et al. describes an
embodiment of invention which requires circuitry for “parsing and separating” media

components of the MPEG element stream (ie. the audio andlor captioning components

thereof) prior to storage on the recording medium (i.e.. on the recording side of the

system) [SEE paragraph 3 of this Office action]

Specifically, it is the examiner's position that Greer et al. describes a systemlprocess in

which the audio andlor captioning media content of the incoming MPEG element stream
is automatically analyzed’ and indexed to a data base prior to storage thereby enabling

computer-based content searches to be performed on the stored MPEG programming

[note lines 20-38 of column 1 1].

C. The showing of Greer et al. [as agglied against the limitations of claim 1):

1. The preamble of claim 1 recites;

“A process for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data."

Greer et al. describes a system that allows TV programming to be continuously

received and stored and, at the same time (simultaneously), allows portions of

said continuously stored TV programming to be played back and displayed [Note:

Lines 11-16 of colurnnz; Lines 63-67 of column 1; and lines 1-5 of column 2].

6 U.S. Patent {$5,614,940 has been included within the heading of the rejection
in order to correct an obvious typographical error [e.g., See the Office
action mailed 5/25/2006 at: part: “4l" on page 4; the paragraph which begins
in the last 12 lines on page 6; and footnote “1.” at the bottom of page 15].
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2. Lines'3—7' of Claim 1 recite:

“[A]ccepting television (TV) broadcast signals. wherein said TV signals are based

on a multitude of standards, including. but not limited to. National Television
Standards Committee (NTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast. satellite transmission.
DSS,DB5,orATSCP[Emphaflsadded|

The Greer et al. system is described as receiving (Le. ‘accepting’? TV signals
from different sources (i.e.. elements 160a to 160C of figure 2), wherein the

received signals conform to different transmission signal standards which are

themselves “based on" different signal fonnatting standards {e.g._ Note: lines 10-

15 of column 4; lines 8-18 of column 7; and claim 16]. 7

3. Lines 8-12 of claim 1 recite:

“[1]uning said TV signals to a specific program"

and

“[P]roviding at least one input Section. wherein said Input Section converts said
specific program to an Moving Pictures Experts Group [MPEGJ formatted stream for
internal transfer and manipulation;

One of the tuner cards or boxes (e.g. @ 150a-‘l50n of figure 1 and @ 250a-250n
of figure 2), corresponding to the recited "input Section,” includes the tuning

circuitry and necessary processing circuitry that is required to recover the signal

ofa specific program and "convert" it into a compressed data stream which is, in

the preferred embodiment. a compressed MPEG fom-iatted data stream more:
lines 32-37 of column 6; lines 9-14 of column 7; lines 26-33 of column 7; and

lines 50-57 of column 7].“

4. Lines 13-15 of claim 1 recites:

“[P]roviding a Media Switch, wherein said Media switch parses said MPEG stream,
said MPEG stream is separated into its video and audio components.“

While not shown in the figures, Greer et al. describes an embodiment of the

system that pemrits computerized content searches to be performed on the

7 As addressed in the last Office action, the examiner's interpretation of
this recitation seems consistent with the way in which this recitation was
interpreted in related litigation '

5 The specification of instant US Patent #6,233,389 describes the recited
“tuning" as being performed by the “Input Section" [Lines 46-49 of column 3].

_ Thus the application of the Greer et al prior art against the recitation in
line 8-12 of claim 1 is consistent with the interpretation that is provided
via said instant specification.
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stored programming. To accomplish this. Greer et al. describes a process in
which:

a) The “audio portion” of "the broadcast signal” is fed to an optional
speech recognition capability which converts said audio portion into text;
and

b) Said generated text is then indexed into a full-text database to provide

an index for linking words of the text (or a subsets thereof) to the channel

file and time recorded pertaining thereto [SEE: lines 19-38 of column 11].

In this described embodiment, when the “broadcast signal" being received and

analyzed comprises a compressed digital fonnat [Note: lines 31-37 of column 6;

and lines 9-14 of column T], i.e., when the broadcast signal arrives as an MPEG
formatted data stream [Notez 14-25 of column 6. lines 32-37 of column 2; Lines

51-64 of column 7'], the Greer et at. system requiressome type of demultiplexing
circuitry for "parsing" the received MPEG stream to separate the audio

component in order for it to be converted to text and analyzed in the described

manner. Specifically, it is impossible to analyze the audio portion of an MPEG

data stream without decompressing it first. Decompression requires a

demultiplexer (Le. a “media switch“) for parsing and separating the audio
component from the stream so that it can be decompressed.

While Greer et at. only describes the indexing the audio component of the
broadcast signals to the database, it was we|l~l-tnown in the computerized

' content-base searchiretrieval art to have indexed the video component too; i.e_,
such being-evidenced in lines 18-20 in column 6 of Cobbley et at. As set forth in

Cobbley et al., the indexing of both the audio and video component
advantageously permitted the user to:

“ma select only those stories they think will interest then. and jump over certain
stories ifthey are not of interest. or repeat them if they are especially Interesting."
[col. 11, lines 48-50].

As such, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art tohave

modified the system disclosed by Greer et al. with circuitry for automatically

analyzing and indexing the video content of the MPEG formatted broadcast
signals too, thereby desirably enabling the user to search the stored
programming based on both video and audio content The motivation for this

modification being the ability to better define search strategies to locate desired

programming [e.g.. to select only those stories that interest the user, to jump over
those stories which are not of interest, andfor repeat those stories that are

especially interesting to the user as was taught in lines 46-50 in column 11 of

Cobbley et al_].
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5. Lines 16 and 17 of claim 1 recite:

“[5]toring said video and audio components on a storage device."

Greer et al. cleaiiy show and describe such a storage device [e.g.. @ 120b of
figure 1].

6. Lines 18-24 of claim 1 recite:

"[P|roviding at least one Output Section. wherein said Output Section extracts said
video and audio components from said storage device;

wherein said Output Section assembles said video and audio components into an
MPEG stream: , '

wherein said Output Section sends said MPEG stream to a decoder; '

The system described by Greer et al includes circuitry, i.e., an “output section,”
for:

a) 0btainingl"e:-ctracting” the stored MPEG components that are

representative of the TV programming to be dispiayed; and

b) “Assembling” the obtained data back into _an MPEG fomiatted data
stream. e.g., packet by packet, whereby the assembled data stream is

suitable for decoding by an MPEG decoder.

[Notez lines 42-55 of column 15};

7. Lines 25-28 of Claim 1 recite:

“[W]herein said decoder converts said MPEG strearri into TV output signals;
wherein said decoder delivers said TV output signals to a TV receiver’

The MPEG decoder In Greer el at operated accordingly [e.g.. Lines 48-52 of
column 15; element 180 of figure 1. etc...]

D. The recitations of claim 32 conespond to those of claim 1 and, therefor,
claim 32 is reiected for the same reasons that are set forth above for claim
1.

ii‘ Iittfiifiiffifiiifiiitflifi Ifltllklflfliikltiiflltlliliittitfliitiiflflfilfififl

With resmct to the arguments tiled 7/1?/2006:

1) in the last line on page 18 and the first two tines on page 19 of the arguments filed
7/17/2005. the Patent Owner acknowledges the fact that the content-based analysis
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described in Greer et al. must be performed on an uncompressed audio signal
component of the programming:

"As pointed out by the Examiner and as is well-known to persons of skill in the art,
the content-based analysis of Greer must be perfumed on an uncompressed
signal"

This acknowledgment appears, likewise, to be an implicit acknowledgment that some

type or “media switch" (i.e., a demultiplexer) is required in the Greer et at. system for
"parsing" the received programming - at least when said received programming is in the
compressed MPEG signal format - to extract the audio component liom the MPEG signal
stream for the content-based analysis described therein to be pertorrned.

2) As argued by the Patent Owner. Greer et at. does not explicitly describe where, within

the described system/processing, the content-based analysis of the audio signal
component is to be performed [e.g., note the last two lines on page 19 of the arguments
tiled 7/17.0006]. However, Greer et al. does explicitly state that said content—based
analysis is to be performed by feeding ‘the audio portion of the broadcast signal” into
an optional speech recognition capability (See: lines 23-26 of column 1 1]. The plain
meaning of this statement clearly suggests, itnot indicates, that the content-based
analysis described in Greer at al. was to be performed on the components or the
‘broadcast signals" and, as such, on the signals as they are received and stored. 'i'he
examiner maintains that this interpretation also makes sense when considered in the
context ofthe Greer et at disclosure. For example:

a) The Greer et al disclosure is directed to Personal Computer implemented
Digital Video Recorder (DVRJ wherein the PC is arranged to accepted a plurality
of internally mounted Set Top Box computer cards (figure 1') or, alternatively, to
be connected externally to a plurality of Set Top Boxes (figure 2). in either
configuration, it would be readily apparent to one ofordinary skill in the art that
the described “Computerized Content Search” feature or the Greer et at system,
(e.g., note lines 19-38 of column 11), was to be performed by the Personal
Computer as the label ‘Computerized Content Search" clearly indicates.
Specifically, the examiner takes the position that one skilled in the art would have
understood that it is in fact the PC/Computer of Greer et at system which
provides the ‘Computerized Content Search" feature being that no other '
computer is describecl;

b) if one were to perform the content-based analysis on the output side ofthe

Greer et at. system, i.e., an alternative embodiment proposed by the Patent
Owner [note line 13-18 on page 19 of the arguments tiled 7/1722006], then one
would have to continuously playback and view the recorded program content
from the of the storage device in order to acquire/maintain the required indexed
database that is used forperfomiing the computerized content based searches.
Such a process, if deemed plausible, would obviously have been highly
inconvenient to the user and would have placed a heavy burden on both the

_ storage device and the PC. _

3} The examiner disagrees with the Patent Owner's allegation that the Examiner's
statements made with respect to the cobble: et at patent also apply to the Greer et at
[note lines 7-12 on page 19 of the arguments tiled 7/172066}. in this regard, the
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following is noted:

a) Unlike Cobbler, Greer at al. describes a system in which the "broadcast
signals"being received and recorded are already in a compressed MPEG signal
format which means, as acknowledged by the Patent Owner, that these received

MPEG data streams must first be parsed and decornpressed before performing
the described content-based analysis thereon: i.e.,

“As pointed out by the Examiner and as is well-known to persons of skill in
the art. the content-based analysis of Greer must be perlorrned on an
uncompressed signal" [SEE: the last line on page 13 and the first two lines on
page 19 of the arguments filed 7l17l2006].

Hence, as described in the Greer et al. patent, the Greer et at system already
includes/requires MPEG decompression circuitry (whereas, in contrast, the
cobbler system/disclosure did not). That is, MPEG decompression circuitry is
unnecessary in Cobbler system as described, whereas it is required in Greeret
Q system as described.

b) Because the MPEG decompression circuitry is necessarily present in Greer et
§_l. it is not “unlikely” that one would compress received TV signals when in
analog tonnat and then decompress them for content based analysis - as was
argued by "the Examiner to be the case with respect to Cobbler system. indeed,
compressing the analog signals prior to the contenl—based analysis in Greer et at.
would have been advantageous for at least the following reasons:

1. it would have simplified the processing perfonned by the PC in that it

would have converted all incoming signals to the PC into that same
MPEG signal ronnat thereby allowing all received signals to be"
processed by the PC in an identical manner; and

2. it would have eliminated the need ofproviding a separate
PG/Computer within in each Set Top 801: unit for performing the
“computerized” content-based search; i.e., the illustrated PC itself would
perform the analysis on all the incoming signals (which, in fact, appears
to be the preferred embodiment forreasons already discussed above].

c} Further. such a configuration is not disadvantageous for the reasons
previously described with respect to Cobbley; ie.,

1. it would not have required MPEG decoding circuitry to be “added” to
the system, as it would in Cobbley, because such MPEG decoding
circuitry was already necessary/required/present in Greer "er al. {i.e.,
feeding compressed analog signals to an existing decoder does not add
any decoding circuitry to the system}.
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6. Claims 3 and 34 are rejected under 35 U-S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Greer et al. [US Patent #6,788,882] in view of Cobble! [US Patent $5,614,940] for the

same reason that was set forth for claims 1 and 32 above. Further, the followin is

noted:

In Greer et al., the user inputs "commands" to control which signals are extracted from

storage and displayed [note lines 48-56 of column 8].

7. Claims 4 and 35 are rejected under 35 lJ.S.C. 103{a) as being unpalnentable

over Greer et al. [US Patent #6;7B8,882] in view of Cobbley [US Patent #5,614,940] for the

same reason that was set forth for claims 1 and 32 above. Further, the following is
noted:

In Greer et al.. the user inputs "‘commands" to control which signals are extracted from

storage and displayed [note lines 48-56 of column 8}. The user selections create

“custom” program output sequences.

8. Claims 5 and 36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Greeret al. [US Patent #6,788,B8Z] in view of cobble! [US Patent #5,614,940]for the

same reason that was set forth for claims 1 and 32 above. Further, the following is

noted:

In Greer et al., the system could not continuously store programming, and also permit

access to the recorded programming. if storage and retrieval did not occur

simultaneously [note lines 6-16 of column 2].

9. Claims 15 and 46 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103[a) as being unpatentable 1

over Greer et al. [IJS Patent aes,7sa,as2] for the same reason that was set forth for claims

1 and 32 above. Further, the following is noted:

The signal in Greer et al. includes EPG data which. by definition, identifies program

schedules and therefor the stating and ending of the TV programming.
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10. Claims 16, 1?, 47 and 48 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103[a) as being

unpatentable over Greer et al. [US Patent 136,788,832] in view of Cobble! [US Patent

#5,614,940] for theisame reason that was set forth for claims 1. and 32 above. Further, the

following is noted:

The examiner notes that the caption data in Greer et al. is searched to find programming

of interest and, implicitly. the location thereof (i.e., starting and ending locations) [note

lines 25-30 of column 11].

11. Claims 18 and 49 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Greer at al. [|JS Patent #B,788,BB2] in view of Cobbley [US Patent 135,614,940] for the

same reason that was set forth for claims 1 and 32 above. Further, the following is

noted:

Note bus "1-40" of figure 1.

12. Claims 20, 21, 23, 51, and 52 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103{a) as being

unpatentable‘ over Greer at al. {US Patent #6,788,B82] in view of Cobble! [US Patent

$15,614,940] for the same reason that was set forth for claims 1 and 32 above. Further,

the following is noted:

While Greer et al. does not specify the specific structure used to parse and I

separate the audio signal from the MPEG stream such parsing circuitry. as noted

in paragraph 1 above, was conventionally performed by MPEG stream

demultiplexing hardware. It would have been obvious to have utilized a

conventional MPEG stream demultiplexer to provide the required "parsing and

separation” of the audio and video components in the modified system of §__l_'§§_f

gal being that is the conventional purpose of such circuitry. The demultiplexer

would necessarily provide the separated components to memory and the CPU

for the required content-based analysis. _
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13. Claims 22 and 53 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Greer et al. [US Patent #6,78B,882] in view-of Cobble! [US Patent #5,B1-1,940] for the

same reason that was set forth for claims 1 and 32 above. Further, the following is

noted:

While Greer at al. does illustrate a DMA controller in figure 1, it would have been

obvious to one skilled in the artto provide such circuitry to remove the burden of

receiving and outputting data from the CPU. Given the fact that the system

processes video signais at real-time video rates, the processing power of the

CPU would clearly have been pressed to its limits. In implementing the system,

one skilled in the art would have been forced to look for ways to conserve the

processing power of the CPU. The provision a DMA controller is a conventional

and obvious way of providing such conservation.

14. Claims 24 and 54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(3) as being unpatentable over

Greer et al. [US Patent 15,788,882] in view of Cobbley [US Patent #5,614.94-O] for the

same-reason that was set forth for claims 1 and 32 above. Further, the following is

noted:

Note elements 120a and ‘mob of figure 1 in Greer et al. {e.g., lines 49-65 of

column 6]. Further, in view that the system described by Greer et al. provides a

standard analog TV signal output. attaching a standard VCR/VTR to the output

thereof, i.e., thereby desirably enabling one to obtain a transportable

cassetteicopy of the TV program being displayed, would have been obvious-

15. Claims 25 and 55 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Greer et al. [US Patent #6,?flB,8B2] in view of Cobbley [US Patent #5,B14,94D] for the

same reason that was set forth ior claims 24 and 54 above. Further, the following is

noted:

The system described by Greer et al. necessarily includes the circuitry needed to

"queue" up the programming in storage that is reproducedlplayed; ie, the

system must include circuitry for providing required functions.
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16. “PRIOR ART” CITED BY THE EXAMINER:

a) U.S. Patent #5,T29,741 to Liaguno et al.:

The Liag uno et al. patent has been cited for it's showing of "indexing" within a content-
based search environment.

b) U.S. Patent #6 516 467 to Schindler et al.:

The Schindler et al. patent has been cited for it's showing of "indexing" within a content-

based search environment (figure 8).

17. “PRIOR ART” CITED BY THE PATENT OWNER:

The Japanese Patent Documents cited on the IDS flied 8!16i'2006 were not considered

because neither a translation nor a statement of relevance was provided. It is noted that the

English abstracts pertaining thereto. also cited in this IDS. were considered.

The documents cited on the IDS fiied 61812007 were reviewed but were not “considered”

because they do not constitute prior art patents and printed publications-
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18. STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR PATENTABILITY ANDIOR CONFIRMATION

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for patentability andlor

confirmation of the claims found patentable in this reexamination proceeding:

A) With respect to claim 2:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest an “Input Section“ as set forth in claim 1

wherein said input section directs the MPEG stream to the destination indicated by
control commands, as recited in claim 2.

B) \Nth resgect to claim 6:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a "Media Switch” as set forth in claim 1
wherein said Media Switch calculates and associates a time stamp to the audio and
video components as is recited in claim 6.

C} With resgect to claim 7:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a “Media Switch" as set forth in claim 1

wherein said Media Switch logically associates received time stamp values with the
audio and video components as is recited in claim 7.

D) With respect to claim 8:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest the “posting” of an event in a circular
event file indicative of the location of a video component in a circular video buffer as set
forth in claim 8.

E) With respect to claim 9:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest the "posting" of an event in a circular
event file indicative of the location of a audio component in a circular video buffer as set
forth in claim 9.

F) with resgect to claims 10 and 11:
Claims 10 and 11 depend from claims 8 and 9 and avoid the art of record at least for the

reasons expressed above for those claims.

G) Vlfith respect to claim 12:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 1 in which

the rate of the decoder system clock is increased for fast playback as is recited in
claim 12.

H) With respect to claim 13:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 1 in which

the rate of the decoder system clock is decreased for slow playback as is recited in
claim 1 3.
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I) With resgect to claim 14: -

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 1 in which

audio cues1 on-screen displays are combined with the TV output signals as is recited
in claim 14.

J) With reggect to claim ‘19:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 1 in the
Media switch shares and address bus with the CPU.

' K) With resgect to claim 26:
The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 24 in the

user set time schedules the times during which stored programming is provided to an

external recording device. '

L) With respect to claim 27:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 24 in a tile

page is set to the external recording device.

M) With respect to claim 28:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 24 in

which the program is sped up to fit within the limited time available on the recording
medium.

N) With respect to claim 29:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 24 in

which frames of the programming are dropped to permit it to fit within the limited time
available on the recording medium.

O)W1th resgect to claim 30:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 24 in

which the output of the recording device is provided back to the input section.

P) With respect to claim 33:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest an "Input Section” as set forth in claim

32 wherein said input section directs the MPEG stream to the destination indicated by
control commands. as recited in claim 33.

0) ‘With respect to claim 37: _

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a "Media Switch" as set forth in

claim 32 wherein said Media Switch itself’ calculates and associates a time stamp to
the audio and video components as is recited in claim 3?’ (note, however, .

R) with respect to claim 38:

- The prior art of record does not show or suggest a “Media Switch" as set forth in claim

9 The examiner notes that time stamps are associated with the files in Greer
et 511., however, not by the “media switch” [e.g., note lines 21-31 of column
131.
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32 wherein said Media Switch itself "’ logically associates received time stamp values
with the audio and video components as is recited in claim 38.

S) With respect to claim 39:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest the “pcsting" of an event in a circular

event file indicative of the lotion of a video component in a circular video buffer as set
forth in claim 39.

T) Vtfith resgct to claim 40:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest the “posting” of an event in a circuiar

event file indicative of the iocation of a audio component in a circular video buffer as set
forth in claim‘4D.

U) With respect to claims 41 and 42:

claims 41 and 42 depend from ciaims 39 and 40 and avoid the art of record at least for

the reasons expressed above for those claims.

V) ‘Mth respect to claim 43:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest an apparatus as recited in claim 32 in

which the rate of the decoder system clock is increased for fast playback as is recited in
claim 43.

W} With respect to claim 44:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest an apparatus as recited in claim 32 in

which the rate of the decoder system clock is decreased for slow playback as is recited
in-ciaim 44.

X) With respect to claim 45:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 32 in

which audio mes gig on-screen displays are combined with the TV output signals as is
recited in claim 45.

Y) With respect to claim 50:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 32 in the
media switch shares and address bus with the CPU.

2) With respect to claim 56:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 54 in the

.user set time schedules the times during which stored programming is provided to an
extemal recording device. -

A1) With resgct to claim 57:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 54 in a tile

page is set to the extemal recording device.

The examiner notes that time stamps are associated with the files in Greer:
et .11., however, not by the “media switch“ [e.g., note lines 21-31 of column
13].
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B1} Vlfth resgct to claim 58:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 54 in

which the program is sped up to fit within the limited time available on the recording
medium.

C1) With respect to claim 59:
The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 54 in

which frames of the programming are dropped to permit it to fit within the limited time

available on the recording medium. ‘

D1) \Mth respect to claim 60:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest a method as recited in claim 54 in

which the output of the recording device is provided back to the input section.

E1) With respect to claims 31 and 61:

The prior art of record does not show or suggest an object-based methodlapparatus that
is recited in claims 31 and 61.

Any comments considered necessary by PATENT OWNER regarding the above

statement must be submitted promptly to avoid processing delays. Such submission by

the patent owner should be labeled: "Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Patentability andlor Confirmation" and will be placed in the reexamination file.
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19.NOTlCE RE PATENT OWNER'S CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

Effective May 16, 2007, 37 CFR 1.33(c) has been revised to provide that:

The patent owner's correspondence address for all communications in an ex parte

reexamination or an inter partes reexamination is designated as the correspondence

address of the patent. - '

Revisions and Technical Corrections Affecting Requirements for Ex Parts

and inter Partes Reexamination, 72 FR 18892 (April 16, 20D7)(Fina| Rule)

The correspondence address for any pending reexamination proceeding not

having the same correspondence address as that of the patent is, by way of this

revision to 37 CFR 1.33(c), automatically changed to that of the patent file as of
the effective date.

This change isleffective for any reexamination proceeding which is pending before the
Office as of May 16, 2007, including the present reexamination proceeding, and to any

reexamination proceeding which is filed after that date-

Parties are to take this change into account when filing papers, and direct

communications accordingly.

In the event the patent owners correspondence address listed in the papers (record) for

the present proceeding is different from the correspondence address of the patent, it is

strongly encouraged that the patent owner affirmatively file a Notification of Change of

Correspondence Address in the reexamination proceeding andlor the patent (depending

on which address patent owner desires), to conform the address of the proceeding with

that of the patent and to clarify the record as to which address should be used for

correspondence.

Telephone Numbers for reexamination inquiries:

Reexamination and Amendment Practice (571) 272-7703

Central Reexam Unit (CRU) (571) 272-7705
Reexamination Facsimile Transmission No. (571) 273-9900
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20.The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.555(8)

to apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding,

involving Patent No. 6,233,389 throughout the course of this reexamination

proceeding. The third party requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly

apprise the Office of any such activity or proceeding throughout the course of this

reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286.

21.THlS ACTION IS MADE FINAL.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 2

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action.

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) do not apply in reexamination

proceedings. The provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to

parties in a reexamination proceeding. Further. in 35 U.S.C. 305 and in 37 CFR

‘l.550(a), it is required that reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special

dispatch within the Office."

Extensions of time in reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37

CFR 1.550(c). A request for extension of time must be filed on or before the day on

which a response to this action is due, and it must be accompanied by the petition fee

set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(g). The mere filing of a request will not effect any extension of

time. An extension of time will be granted only for sufficient cause, and for a reasonable

time specified.

The filing of a timely first response to this final rejection will be construed as

including a request to extend the shortened statutory period for an additional month,

which will be granted even if previous extensions have been granted. In no event

however, will the statutory period for response expire later than SIX MONTHS from the

mailing date of the final action. See MPEP 52265.
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22. All correspondence relating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be
directed;

By US. Postal Service Mail:

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Office of Patent Legal Administration
United States Patent & Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

(571) 2?3-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street
Alexandria. VA 22314

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner, or as to the to the status of this proceeding, should be directed to the Central

Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 2?2-7705.

(Oi%r'i‘d E. Harv
Primary Exami

( 6 Q (571) 272-7345
Conferee CRu""”;} 3 ‘M 1

 _ oi>aA
Conferee
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Applicationlcontrol No. Applit-.ant(s}.-‘Patent Under
Reexamination

901007.750 3233339

Document Number
Country Code-Number-Kind Code

Document Number Date . .

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS ‘

include as applicable: Author. Title Date. Publisher. Edition or Volume. Pertinent Pages

‘A copy oi‘ this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § ‘i'I}T.O5{a).J
Dates In MM-YYYY rennet are publication dates. Classifications may be US or lioreign.
U5. Felenl end Tr.ecleinarIr Olfioe

PTO-892 (Rev. D1-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20070531
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Reexamination Applicant(e)!PaterIt UnderReexamination

BOND? 750 6233389

Requester Correspondence Address: [I Patent Owner Third Party

David L. Fehrrnan
MORRISON 8. FOERSTER LLP

555 W. Fifth Street. Suite 3500
Los Angeles, CA 90013

LITIGATION REVIEW M ; / mmi a|e 6 ail 7date
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COPENDMG OFFICE PROCEEDINGS

U.S. Patent and Trademark Offiee DOC. CODE RXFILJKT
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- - Appllcationlcuntrolflo. Applicant{sJo‘PatenIUndar '

90!007.75O E-233389
Certificate Data certificate Nurnhar

Requester correspondence Address: CI Patent Owner E Third Party

David L. Fehrrnan
MORRISON 8. FOEFISTER LLP
555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500
Los Angeles. CA 90013

examiner initials date

_ Case Mama Dlraciar Initials

COPENDING OFFICE PROCEEDINGS

—

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office DOC. CODE RXFILJKT
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September 24, 2007 WRITER '5 om-rcr Names.-
(202)172-3550

INTERNETADDRESS:
1—:xsssasn@sxor.coM

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Reexamination ofUS. Patent No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 90/007,750; Filed: October 17, 2005

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON er at‘.

Our Ref: 2513.001REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. Petition for Extension of Time under 37 CPR. § 1.550(0); and

2. Certification of Service of Petition for Extension ofTime under 37 C.F .R. §

1.550(0); and

3. Online Credit Card Payment Authorization for $200.00 to cover petition fee.

The above-listed documents are filed electronically through EFS-Web.

Fee payment is provided through online credit card payment. The U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment,

to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

SLER, GOLDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

d ard . essler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688
EJK./LAG/tnlb

Enclosures
t24529_1.ooc

Sterzie. Itesslez. Goldsieirax: .‘-‘o:: !’.!..‘..-'.' : 1100 New York Avenue, NW I Washington, DC 20005 1 202.371.2600 lZ02.371.2540 ; W-*\-U.L:?:L_1icon1
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[N THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexam of: U.S. Patent 6,233,289

(Barton)

Reexarn Control No.: 90/007,750 Art Unit: 3992

Confirmation No.: 465 3

Filed: October 17, 2005 Examiner: David E. Harvey

For: Multimedia Time Warping System Atty. Docket No.: 2513.00lREXO

Petition for Extension of Time Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(c)

Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Corrmzlissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 Mail Stop: Ex Parts Reexam
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R_ § ].550(c), the patent owner, TiVo Inc. ("TWO"), hereby

requests an extension of time to respond to the Final Office Action mailed Jmy 30, 2007.

The extension of time is sought for the following reason.

On September 13, 2007, TiVo's representative left a message with Examiner

Harvey requesting an interview to discuss the Final Office Action. On September 18,

2007, Examiner Harvey contacted TiVo's representative regarding the interview request.

During the call, Examiner Harvey explained that he was leaving the Central

Reexamination Unit ("CRU") on October 1, 2007, the due date for filing the response to

the Final Office Action. Examiner Harvey further explained that he was not scheduling

any interviews in his cases prior to his departure from the CRU.

On September 20, 2007, TiVo‘s representative spoke with Examiner Harvey's

supervisor, Special Program Examiner Mark J. Rcinhart regarding the possibility of

having a replacement Examiner assigned to the above-captioned reexamination to allow

time for an interview prior to the due date for the Reply. Special Program Examiner
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Barton, et :12.

Control No. 90/007,750

Reinhart explained that the reexamination would not be assigned to a new Examiner until

after Examiner Harvey's departure date.

The Patent Owner believes that, in light of the fact that a new (to this matter)

Examiner will assume responsibility for this reexamination processing, at this late stage,

an interview will be particularly useful. The Patent Owner proposes to apprise the

Examiner of the issues and to present new evidence, particularly a series of Declarations

under 37 C.F.R. §1.l31, which they believe will overcome the currently outstanding

rejection.

Accordingly, an extension of time is sought to enable the Patent Owner to have

an opportunity to conduct an interview with the newly assigned Examiner prior to filing

a response to the Final Office Action.

For the above reason, TiVo specifically requests that the extension of time to

respond to the Office Action be granted for a period of at least one month to allow

sufficient time for a new Examiner to be assigned to the reexamination and for an

interview to be conducted.

Respectfully submitted,

STEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

E ard J

Attorney lot Patent Owner
Registration No. 25,683

Date: 29’ 744'?
1100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20005 -3934
(202) 371-2600

'r2:u23_1.Dot:

Arty. Docket No. 454030000041
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Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 90/007,750

Examiner: Harvey, David E.
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF‘ SERVICE OF PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.550ge1

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(f), the undersigned, on behalf of the

patent owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third-

party requester by first class mail on September 24, 2007. The name and address of

the party served is as follows:

David L. Fehrman

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

ER, GDLDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

dward I. essier

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: 2 f 70$’?
1 100 New Your Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600
724] 23_l DOC
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 90007750

Filing Date: 1?-Oct-2005

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

Hrst Named inventor/Applicant Name: 6233389

Attorney Docket Number: 2513.001REx0

Filed as Large Entity

ex parte reexam Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)Description | Fee Code Quantity Amount
Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition :

Patent-Appea|s—and-Interference:

P051-AIlowance-and-P05!-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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ES"3'=~*»'L‘=°<’3>'
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90007750

International Application Number:

Conlirmation Number:

Title oi Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

Customer Number: 26111

Filer: Edward J. Kessierflviaya Bennett

Filer Authorized By: Edward J. Kessler

Receipt Date: 24-SEP-2007'

Filing Date: I7‘-OCT—20D5

Time Stamp: 10:49:53

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment was successfully received in RAM

RAM confirmation Number 13049

Deposit Account

File Listing:

I
Document

Number
Multi PagesFile Si2e(Bytes)

Part {zip (it appl.}/Message DigestDocument Description |
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Trans Letter filing of a response in a 2513001 FIEXOSKC-‘aFCoverL
reexam etterpdf I 267111 badrtoecbt’.-1-i7dc.lIF.e2ae13lDeao

e7e6bl :1

2513001 FlEXOPetitionForExt

enslonOtTlme.pdt 23rfi7e4d 2121e113era32=1c31eDGs32:i
430909560

2513001 REXOCertificationOf

Servicepdf :.b5adbloT!b-:92ccaTcc153a2OE5c:sIc.5
t:’.".a5INO

Fee Worksheet (PTO-05) fee—info.pdf 9030et):l0I5TdI5ficIbc9h29tt57‘x3d561
t‘.0DCK‘lZ|

Warnings:

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 143230

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Postcard, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
It a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components tor a filing date (see
37 CFR 1 .53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506}, a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the tiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

It a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DOlE0l903 indicating acceptance ol the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary
components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 1 1 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROI1 05) will be issued in due
course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement
Receipt will establish the international tiling date of the application.
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SEP-24-2627 12¢ 14 SKGF

®31E1flE 11933131 FAX ”E°E"’E”
SEP 2112097

I CENTRAL HEEXAMIMTIUN umr
.-'\T1DRI\!E‘1"S AT 1.111;‘!

F 1:1 Urgent - El Remrn reply requested 1:] Original will be sent as eonfinnation

To: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Date: September 24, 2007

Attenzion: Special Program Examiner Mad: J. Reinhar: RE: Reemm Comm] NU. 90,007,750
From: Edward I. Kessler

Total Pages: 5 Our Reference: 2513.001REXO

Fax No‘. 571-273-9900

Message

The Petition for Extension ofTime filing documents follow.

If any pardon of this transmission is not received clearly or in fun,
contact us at 202.371.2600 or f20‘Z.37t 2540

This rncsaaat is intended R-.n the exclusive use of the individual urmfity to which it is nddzmod. The message may contain information 11-mi: pdviluged.
confidential. or ell-ucrwise exempt mam discluwro under a-pplicuble Iaw. if the render onhis message in not the inuencled nwipicm, you are hereby noflfled
em any disseminuion. disuihur.ion,eopyina or use awn‘: wnmmnieafien in any way I: stfiezly prohibited. If yuu hm received min eornrnm-.ica:'n:n in
error, plus: call us coueel irmusdiatcly, and «Imam the original rm.-mg: in us It me above address via the us. Foam Service.

Sterne. Kessnar, Goiaaleln 8. Fox P.L.L.c. : 1 100 New York Avevme. NW : Washlngkon. DC 20005 :2u2.a11.2soo 12025712540 ; gm; sltgltzcg

PAGE 115' RCVD AT 912412110? 11:10:51 1111 [fiastem Daylight Tnmel‘ SVR:11SPTO-EFXRF-61? ' DH1S:11'3§90fl ‘ CS1D:2U2 311 25411 ' DURATION [mm-ss|'.02-02
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sEP—24—2ea'? 12:14 2'32 371 354”

Qslerne Kessler
Euldstem Fox
ATTORNEYS AT LAW E5;_§§§§figs;E"E33-5‘pfi”'33iggggfig

September 24, 2007 W'l.l'T£R’.SD.l'.B££T Nl'JIIl‘l'E.Ir.'
(202) 172.35.-.o

INTRRNETARDRRQ:
In:5ssI.n@5xaI.euu

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 FAX RECEIVED

Re: Reexamination of11.3. Patent No. 6,233,389 4Reexasrn ConttU1No. 90/007,750: Filed: October 17, 2005 SEP 2
For: Multimedia Time Warping System _,
Inventors; st rut. CENTRAL REEXAMWK Iiflfl UNIT
Our Ref: 2513 .O01REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. Petition for Extension of Time under 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(6); and

' Certification of Service of Petition for Extension of'l'irne under 3? C.F.R. §

1.550(2); and

3. Online Credit Card Payment Authorization for $200.00 to cover petition fee.

The above-listed documents are filed electronically through EFS-Web.

Fee payment is provided thmugh online credit card payment. The US. Patent and
Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpaynient,
to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

91.22, GOLDSTEIN at Fox P.L.L.C.

d and .

* Attorney for Patent Owner
Registration No. 25,688

EJK/LAG/mlb
Enclosures
724sz9_t.ooc'

Sterne. Keesier. Goldslein 3. Foxvue : 1100 New ‘totem-enue. NW 1-Washinutm. DC 20005 : 201.371.3105 ram 111 ‘Jun - ummulmtrom

PAGE2f5‘RC'iDAT9l24I2IJO?11:t0:51AM[EastemDery1ighl'l1mt]'SVH:USPTO£FJ{RF-Ed?"mn3:2?3!I!|JD*c5iD:2fl23?1254fi'DURtTt0N (mmes):02-02
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United states Patent and Trademark Office

P.0. Box 1150
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

MAILED *"*—-‘*=F"£w

SEP 2 9 2007

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTE ' :& FOX P.L.L.C. HEW” "EE"“”'“‘“"¥” UN"
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE. N.W.
WASHINGTON DC 20005

(For Patent Owner)

David L Fehrman : (For Third Party Requester)

MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP ' '

' 555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

DECISION GRANTING

PETITION FOR EXTENSION

OF TIME

[37 CFR 1.550(3)]

In re: -Barton er (din

Ex Parts Reexamination Proceeding

Control No. 90/007,750

Filed: October 17, 2005

For: US Patent No. 6,233,389

This is a decision on the September 26, 2007, “Petition for

Extension of Time Under 37 CFR 1.550 (c ),” requesting that the time for

responding to the Otfice action mailed May 17, 2007, be extended by one month.

The petition is before the Director of the Central Reexamination Unit for consideration.

The petition is granted for the reasons set forth below.
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Reermniimtfon Control No. 90a'tJG?.?5ti

Decision

The Patent Owner requests an extension of time in which to file a response to the Office

action mailed July 30, 2007, which set a two month date for filing a response thereto.
The Office action is a non-final Office action. The petition for extension of time was timely

filed on September 26, 2007, 2007, together with the Electronic Fee '

Transmittal for the $200.00 petition fee required by 37 CFR 1.Sl5(c ).

37 CFR 1550 (c 1 states:

(c) The time for taking any action by a patent owner in an ex parte reexamination

proceeding will be extended only for sufficient cause and for a reasonable time

specified. Any request for such extension must be filed on or before the day on

which action by the patent owner is due, but in no case will the mere filing of a

request effect any extension. Any request for such extension must be accompanied

by the petition fee set forth in § I.17(g). See § l.304(a) for extensions oftime for

filing a notice of appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit or for

commencing a civil action.

Addressing the requirement of 37 CFR 1.5 50 (c ) to make a showing of “sufficient cause” to

grant an extension of time request, MPEP 2265 states, in pertinent part:

Evaluation of whether sufficient cause has been shown for an extension must be made

in the context ofproviding the patent owner with a fair opportunity to present an

argument against any attack on the patent. and the requirement of the statute (35

U.S.C. 305) that the proceedings be conducted with special dispatch. ...

Any request for an extension of time in a reexamination proceeding must fully state
the reasons therefor.

Analysis and Findings

On balance, the Patent Owner’s showing of “sufficient cause” is met by reasoning regarding

the extensive time required to adequately respond to the outstanding Office action. The

Patent owner notes that the examiner in charge of the proceeding is leaving this

position and will require additional time to meet with the yet to be assigned new
examiner.

The petition request is granted.
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Conclusion

The patent owner’s petition for extension of one-month time in which to file a

response to the Office action dated Iuly 30, 2007 is granted.

The Patent 0wner’s response is due October 30, 2007.

Response may be submitted as follows:

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By Fax to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By Hand: Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

40] Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Telephone inquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to Mark Reinhart,
Supervisory Patent Examiner in the Central Reexamination Unit, Art Unit 3992, at

Cox
.M RR J. REINHAHT

SPRE-AU 3992

CENTRAL HEEXAMINATION UNIT

Lissi Mojica Marquis,
Director,
Central Reexamination Unit

3999
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October 23, 2007
Warren *3 DIRECTNUMHER:

(202) ‘H2-as so
!N'r£mv.I:rAoDaEs.S.-

BKESSI. ER@SK<iF.C.oM

Commissioner for Patents Art Unit 3992

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Arm: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam

Re: Reexamination ofUS. Patent No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 90f007,750; Filed: October 17', 2005

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON er of.

Our Ref: 25]3.001REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. Proposed Agenda for Interview on October 25, 2007; and

Certification of Service on Third Party Requestor of Proposed Agenda for Interview
on October 25, 2007.

The above—listed documents are filed electronically through EFS-Web.

It is respectfully requested that the attached postcard be stamped with the date of filing of

these documents, and that it be returned to our courier. In the event that extensions of time are

necessary to prevent abandonment of this patent application, then such extensions of time are hereby

petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

5 ER, GOLDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C

ward . Kess er

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

EJKJLAG/mlb

Enclosures
?3639ll__l DOC

Sterne, liessler, Goldstein 5: Fox 9.1 I. E : 1100 New York Avenue, NW 1 Washington, DC 20005 : 202.371.2600 l 202.371.2540 : www.sl:gl.con1
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Barton, et al

Reexarn of Pat. No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 9OK007,750

PROPOSED AGENDA FORE RINTERVIEW’

Thursday, October 25, 2007

I. Review differences between cited reference, U.S. Patent No. 6,788,332 to Geer, et al. and

claims 1 and 32 previously discussed in the June 20, 2006 interview with Primary Examiner

David E. Harvey, Primary Examiner Margaret R. Rubin, and Special Program Examiner
Mark J. Reinhart

II. Declarations Under 37 C.F.R. §1 .131
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Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,339

Reexamination Control 1%.: 90/007,750

Examiner: Harvey, David E.
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF PROPOSED AGENDA FOR INTERVIEW

In compliance with 37 CFR. § 1.550(t), the undersigned, on behalf of the patent owner,

hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third—party requester by first

class mail on October 22, 2007. The name and address of the party served is as follows:

David L. Fehrrnan

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

LDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

ward . Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: #75’ 0.; 2-Q‘
[100 ew York Avenue, .W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

1353323 .oo-:2
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90007750

International Application Number:

Conlirrnation Number:

Title 0' '|'lV0|"|ti0fli MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

Customer Number: 25111

Filer: Edward J. Kessler

Filer Authorized By:

Receipt Date: 23-OCT-2007

Filing Date: I7‘-OCT—20D5

Time Stamp: 13:53:12

Payment information:

I Submitted with Payment
File Listing:

Document . . i:IIeSze(Bytes) Multi Pages

25‘I3__DD1REXD_Prop0sedA
Miscellaneous Incoming Letter genda_|nterview1U252U0?.p

df 205:!-Hc1.'1Il:v5z5TCe55kI:le:lx-tit:-lmnle055': ms

Warnings:
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Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes)

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Postcard, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 11 1

It a new application is being tiled and the application includes the necessary components lot a tiling date (see
37 CFR 1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOIQO3 indicating acceptance 01 the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being tiled and the international application includes the necessary
components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROI1 05) will be issued in due
course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement
Receipt will establish the international tiling date of the application.
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October 25. 2007 — Proposed Agenda

From: Edward J. Keeeler

Pages (including cover sheet): 4 Our Reference: 2513.001 REXO

Fax Number: (571) 273-7537 Your Reference: Reexam Control No.
90l'007.750: filed: October 17, 2005
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oriinal Proposed Agenda electronically filed on‘ October 23. 2007.
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October 23, 2007
Wura'sn:naNuuxaz-

9.01} 71145513Imumrdnueu:
I£euI.in®»sIu:r.dm

Art Um‘! 33”Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Affn: Mail Stop Ex Pane Rectum

Re: Reexamination ofU.S. Patent No. 6,233 .389

Reexam Control No. 90!00'7,750; Filed: October 17, 2005

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON et of.

Our Ref: 2513.00lR.EXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

I. Proposed Agenda for Interview on October 25. 2007; and
2. Certification ofService on Third Party Requestor ofProposed Agenda for interview

on October 25, 2007'.

The above-listed documents are filed electronically through EFS-Web.

It is respectfully requested that the attached postcard be stamped with the date of filing of
these documents, and that it be returned to our courier. In the event that extensions oftinie are
necessary to prevent abandonment ofthis patent application, then such extensions of time are hereby

petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

Losrem .5: Fox P.l...L.C.

.-izri ward . Kass or

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25.688

EJK./I.AGlm1b
Enclosures
m39o_|.noc

S1emc.KesaIer.GaId:aeEn 8: Fox P.LL.c. : 1100 Ncw':‘ur|:Av:-nue. NW : Washington. DC 20005 : 202.3?1.16DO I 202.371.2540 :www.skgf.com
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_ _ Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

Ex Parte Reexamination interview Summary 90!007.750 6233339
Examiner

Ovidio Escalante

All participants {USPTO personnel, patent owner, patent owner's representative}:

(1) Ovidio Escaiante (3) Edwagq J. Kessier, Lon‘ Gordan

(2) Mark Reinharf. Minn Nguign (4) James Barton {Patent Qwneri

Date of Interview: 10/25/07

Type: a}I:I Tetephonic b)I:I Video Conference
c)IE Personal (copy given to: 1)|:I patent owner 2)I:l patent owner's representative)

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d}E Yes e)I:I No.
If Yes. brief description: Poteniiai 1' . 131 afiidavii

Agreement with respect to the claims f)I:l was reached. g)E was not reached. h)I:I NIA.
Any other agreementis} are set forth below under “Description of the general nature of what was agreed to. .

C|airn(s) discussed: 1 and 32.

Identification of prior art discussed: Gear - U. 8. Patent 6 788 382.

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments:
See Continuation Sheet.

(A fuller description. If necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
patentable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that woutd render the claims
patentable is available. a summary thereof must be attached.)

A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE PATENT OWNER'S

STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP § 2281 1. IF A RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION HAS ALREADY BEEN FILED, THEN PATENT OWNER IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE TO PROVIDE THE MANDATORY STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW

(3? CFR 1.560{b)). TI-IE REQUIREMENT FOR PATENT OWNER'S STATEMENT CAN NOT BE WAIVED. EXTENSIONS
OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c).

pgwéaégggégé
cc: Requester fif third party requester} Examiner's signature. if required

 J

PTOL-474 (Rev. 04-01) Ex Pane Reexamination Interview Summary Paper No.
US. Patent and Trederrlark Office
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Continuation Sheet {PTDL474} Reexam Control No. B0r‘0O7,75t'.|

Continuation of Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached. or any other
comments: The Patent Owner contended that Geer performs content-based analysis after the decompression process which
occurs prior to transmission to the television i.e., after storage and right before being outputted to the TV. The Examiner

acknowledged that the content-based analysis must be performed on an uncompressed signal, which would thus entail that a
MPEG signal must be decompressed before any content based analysis is performed. The Examiner disagreed that it was

performed at the output. No final agreement with respect to Geer was made. The Examiner stated that he needed more time
to review the Patent Owner's arguments and will call the Patent Owner no later than Monday October 29th, to discuss the
Examiner's final position.
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; ' I Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary 90i007.750 5233369
Examiner Art Unit

Ovidio Escalante 3992 ‘

All participants (USPTO personnel. patent owner. patent owner's representative):

{ 1) Ovidio Escalante (3) Edward J. Kessier

(2) Scott Weaver Rolland Foster (4) Lorr'Gordan

Date of Interview: 26 October 2007

Type: a)B Telephonic b)I:I Video Conference
c)EI Personal (copy given to: 1)I:] patent owner 2)I:] patent owner's representative)

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)D Yes e)E No.
If Yes. brief description:

Agreement with respect to the claims f)I:I was reached. 9) was not reached. hilj NIA.
Any other agreementls) are set forth below under "Description of the general nature of what was agreed to..."

CIaim(s) discussed: 1 and 32.

Identification of prior art discussed: Geer.

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached. or any other comments:
See Continuation Sheet.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
patentable. if available, must be attached. Also. where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
patentable is available. a summary thereof must be attached.)

A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO‘THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE PATENT OWNER'S
STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP § 2281). IF A RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION HAS ALREADY BEEN FILED, THEN PATENT OWNER IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE TO PROVIDE THE MANDATORY STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW

(37 CFR 1.560(b)}. THE REQUIREMENT FOR PATENT OWNER'S STATEMENT CAN NOT BE WAIVED. EXTENSIONS
OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c).

flgwfgz g 32%‘./35
cc: Requester {if third party requester) Examiner's signature. if required

U.S. Patent and Tradsmrk Ofiloe

PTOL-474 (Rev. 04-01) E: Parte Reexamination Interview Summary Paper No. 200?1D3D
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n "

Ciintinuation Sheet (PTOL-474} Rsexam Control No. 9lJl007.T50

Continuation of Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other
comments: in a follow-up of the Interview held on October 25, 2007. the examiner explained how Geer reads on the parsing
step and storage of the data in combination with being able to using a decoder for the stored MPEG stream prior to outputting
the stream to the television. The Patent Owner's representatives again argued that Gear in no way parses an MPEG stream
into its audio and video components and stores the audio and video components. The Patent Owner contended that the
"content analysis" of Geer is not performed when a MPEG signal is received because the system of Geer would have to
decompress the MPEG stream for analysis and then recompress the stream back to its compressed form for storage. The
Examiner disagreed since Gear discloses of providing the content analysis on the broadcast signal which includes a MPEG
stream. NO agreement with respect to the claims was made. The Examiner wilt wait for the Patent Owner's after final
response and will issue a response in due course.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re REEXAM of: U.S. Patent 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 4653

(Barton)
Art Unit: 3992

Reexarn Control No.: 90/007,750
Examiner: Ovidio Escalante

Filed: October 17, 2005' l Atty.Docket: 2513.001RBXO
For: Multimedia Time Warping System I

Reply to Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination and

Statement of Substance of Interview Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.560

Commissioner for Patents

R0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In reply to the Final Office Action dated July 30, 2007, the Patent Owner submits

the following Listing of Claims and Remarks. The Patent Owner was granted a one-

month extension of time to reply to the Office Action.

In compliance with 37 C.F,R. § 1.560, Applicants submit the following Statement

of Substance of Interview for the interview conducted on October 25, 2007 between

Primary Examiner Ovidio Escalante, Primary Examiner Mirth T. Nguyen, and Special

Program Examiner Mr. Mark J. Reinhart and Patent Owner's representatives, Mr. James

M. Barton, Edward J. Kessler, and Lori A. Gordon and for the follow-up telephone

interview ofOetober 26, 2007.

It is not believed that any additional extensions of time or other fees are required.

However, if any fees are necessary to prevent abandonment of this application, then such

fees are hereby petitioned and hereby authorized to be charged to our Deposit Account

No. 19-0036.
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Barton, 21‘ al

Reexam ofPat. No. 6,233,339
Reexarn Control No.: 90/007,750

Listing afthe Patent Claims

A listing of the status of each claim under reexamination is provided below.

1. (original patent claim) A process for the simultaneous storage and play back of

multimedia data, comprising the steps of:

accepting television (TV) broadcast signals, wherein said TV signals are based on

a multitude of standards, including, but not limited to, National Television Standards

Committee (NTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast, satellite transmission, DSS, DES, or

ATSC;

tuning said TV signals to a specific program;

providing at least one Input Section, wherein said Input Section converts said

specific program to an Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) formatted stream for

internal transfer and manipulation;

providing a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said MPEG stream,

said MPEG stream is separated into its video and audio components;

storing said video and audio components on a storage device;

providing at least one Output Section, wherein said Output Section extracts said

video and audio components from said storage device;

wherein said Output Section assembles said video and audio components into an

MPEG stream;

wherein said Output Section Sends said MPEG stream to a decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said MPEG stream into TV output signals;

wherein said decoder delivers said TV output signals to a TV receiver; and

-2-
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Barton, er of
Reexam ofPat. No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No; 90/007,750

accepting control commands from a user, wherein said control commands are

sent through the system and affect the flow of said MPEG stream.

2. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein said Input Section directs

said MPEG stream to the destination indicated by said control commands.

3. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein said Output Section

extracts said video and audio components from the storage device indicated by said

control commands.

4. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

creating custom video output sequences, wherein said sequences are specified by

a user or program control.

5. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein the storing and extracting

of said video and audio components from said storage device are performed

simultaneously.

6. (original patent claim) The process of claim I, wherein said Media Switch

calculates and logically associates a time stamp to said video and audio components.

7. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch

extracts time stamp values from a digital TV stream and logically associates said time

stamp values to said video and audio components.
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Barton, et a!

Rcexarn of Pat. No. 6,233,389
Reexam Control No; 90/007,750

8. (original patent claim) The process ofclaim 1, further comprising the steps of:

placing said video component into a circular video buffer;

posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event contains an

indication that a video component was found and the location of said video component in

said circular video buffer; and

sending notice of said event posting.

9. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

placing said audio component into a circular audio buffer;

posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event contains an

indication that an audio component was found and the location of said audio component

in said circular audio buffer; and

sending notice of said event posting.

10. (original patent claim) The process of claims 8 or 9, further comprising the steps

of: receiving said notice;

retrieving said event posting from said event buffer; and

indexing into the appropriate buffer indicated by the type and location

information in said event buffer.

11. (original patent claim) The process of claim 10, further comprising the steps of:

generating a buffer containing the logical audio or video segments in order,

including ancillary information, wherein each of said logical segments points to the

appropriate circular buffer location where corresponding audio or video components

have been placed.
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Barton, er al

Reexam ofPat. No. 6,233,389
Reexam Control No.: 90/007,750

12. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

increasing the decoder system clock rate for fast playback or fast reverse

playback.

13. (original patent claim) The process of claim I, further comprising the step of:

decreasing the decoder system clock rate for slow playback or slow reverse

playback.

14. ("original patent claim) The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

combining system audio cues and on-screen displays with said TV output signals.

15. (original patent claim) The process ofclaim 1, further comprising the steps of:

decoding the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI) data or private data channel

information from said TV signal; and

examining said data to determine the starting or ending indicators of a specific

program.

16. (original patent claim) The process of claim l, further comprising the step of:

scanning the words contained within the closed caption (CC) fields to determine

program starting and ending times, wherein particular words or phrases are used to

trigger the recording of a specific program and wherein the CC inforrnation is preserved

in time synchronization with the audio and video, and can be correctly presented to the

viewer when the stream is displayed.
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Barton, at al

Reexarn ofPat. No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No.: 90/007,750

17. (original patent claim) The process of claim 16, further comprising the step of:

performing a specific action when a specific word is found in said CC

information.

18. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch has a

data bus connecting it to a CPU and DRAM.

19. (original patent claim) The process ofclairn 1, wherein said Media Switch shares

an address bus with a CPU and DRAM.

20. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch

operates as}/chronously and autonomously with a CPU.

21. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein said storage device is

connected to said Media Switch.

22. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, wherein said Media Switch

allows the CPU to queue up Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers.

23. (original patent claim) The process of claim I, wherein said Media Switch is

implemented in hardware.

24. (original patent claim) The process of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

providing a multimedia recording device. including, but not limited to, a Video

Cassette Recorder (VCR) or a Digital Video Disk-Random Access Memory (DVD-

RAM) device, wherein said recording device is attached to the output side of said

decoder, allowing said user to record said TV output signals.

-5-
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Barton, et af

Reexam ofPat. No. 6,233,389
Reexarn Control No.: 90/007,750

25. (original patent claim) The process of claim 24, wherein said user queues up

programs from said storage device to be stored on said recording device.

26. (original patent claim) The process of claim 24, wherein said user sets time

schedules for said programs to be sent to said recording device.

27. (original patent claim) The process of claim 24, wherein title pages may be sent

to said recording device before sending a program to be stored on said recording device.

28. {original patent claim) The process of claim 24, wherein a program that is longer

in duration than a magnetic tape in said recording device allows, is sped up to fit within

the desired time limit.

29. (original patent claim) The process ofclaim 24, wherein a program that is longer

in duration than a magnetic tape in said recording device allows, has frames dropped

from it to fit within the desired time limit.

30. (original patent claim) The process of claim 24, wherein the output of said

recording device is routed to said Input Section, allowing said recording device to act as

a storage back up system, said recording device accepts overflow storage, TV programs,

software updates, or other data that are later retrieved and sent to said Input Section.

31. (original patent claim) A process for the simultaneous storage and play back of

multimedia data, comprising the steps of:

providing a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts
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broadcast data from an Input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast

data, and temporarily stores said video and audio data;

providing a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and audio

data from said physical data source;

providing a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves

data streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transfonn object, said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with said

streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

providing a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers from

said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

providing a control object, wherein said control object receives commands from a

user, said commands control the flow of the broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source, transform,

and sink objects.
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32. (original patent claim) An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play

back ofmultimedia data, comprising:

a module for accepting television (TV) broadcast signals, wherein said TV

signals are based on a multitude of standards, including, but not limited to, National

Television Standards Committee CNTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast, satellite

transmission, DSS, DBS, or ATSC;

a module for tuning said TV signals to a specific program;

at least one Input Section, wherein said Input Section converts said specific

program to an Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) formatted stream for internal

transfer and manipulation;

a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said IMPEG stream, said

MPEG stream is separated into its video and audio components;

a module for storing said video and audio components on a storage device;

at least one Output Section, wherein said Output Section extracts said video and

audio components from said storage device;

wherein said Output Section assembles said video and audio components into an

MPEG stream;

wherein said Output Section sends said MPEG stream to a decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said MPEG stream into TV output signals;

wherein said decoder delivers said TV output signals to a TV receiver; and

accepting control commands from a user, wherein said control commands are

sent through the system and affect the flow of said MPEG stream.
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33. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Input Section

directs said MPEG stream to the destination indicated by said control commands.

34. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Output Section

extracts said video and audio components from the storage device indicated by said

control commands.

35- (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for creating custom video output sequences, wherein said sequences are

specified by a user or program control.

36. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the storing and

extracting of said video and audio components from said storage device are performed

simultaneously.

37. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch

calculates and logically associates a time stamp to said video and audio components.

38. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch

extracts time stamp values from a digital TV stream and logically associates said time

stamp values to said video and audio components.

39. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for placing said video component into a circular video buffer;

a module for posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event

contains an indication that a video component was found and the location of said video
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component in said circular video buffer; and

a module for sending notice of said event posting.

40. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, fiirther comprising:

a module for placing said audio component into a circular audio buffer;

a module for posting an event in a circular event buffer, wherein said event

contains an indication that an audio component was found and the location of said audio

component in said circular audio buffer; and

a module for sending notice of said event posting.

41. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claims 39 or 40, further comprising:

3. module for receiving said notice;

a module for retrieving said event posting fnorn said event buffer; and

a module for indexing into the appropriate buffer indicated by the type and

location information in said event buffer.

42. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 41, further comprising:

a module for generating a buffer containing the logical audio or video segments

in order, including ancillary information, wherein each of said logical segments points to

the appropriate circular buffer location where corresponding audio or video components

have been placed.

43. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for increasing the decoder system clock rate for fast playback or fast

reverse playback.
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44. (orj ginal patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for decreasing the decoder system clock rate for slow playback or slow

reverse playback.

45. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, fiirther comprising:

a module for combining system audio cues and on—screen displays with said TV

output signals.

46. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for decoding the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI) data or private data

channel information from said TV signal; and

a module for examining said data to determine the starting or ending indicators of a

specific program.

4?. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising:

a module for scanning the words contained wi thin the closed caption (CC) fields

to determine program starting and ending times, wherein particular words or phrases are

used to trigger the recording of a specific program and wherein the CC information is

preserved in time synchronization with the audio and video, and can be correctly

presented to the viewer when the stream is displayed.

48. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 47, further comprising:

a module for performing a specific action when a specific word is found in said

CC information.
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49. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch

has a data bus connecting it to a CPU and DRAM.

50. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch

shares an address bus with a CPU and DRAM.

51. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch

operates asychronously and autonomously with a CPU.

52. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said storage device is

connected to said Media Switch.

53. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said Media Switch

allows the CPU to queue up Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers.

54. (original patent claim) The apparatus ofclaim 32, filrther comprising:

a multimedia recording device, including, but not limited to, a Video Cassette

Recorder (VCR) or a Digital Video Disk—Random Access Memory (DVD~RAM) device,

wherein said recording device is attached to the output side of said decoder, allowing

said user to record said TV output signals.

55. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 54, wherein said user queues up

programs from said storage device to be stored on said recording device.

56. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 54, wherein said user sets time

schedules for said programs to be sent to said recording device.
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57. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 54, wherein title pages may be

sent to said recording device before sending a program to be stored on said recording

device.

58. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 54, wherein a program that is

longer in duration than a magnetic tape in said recording device allows, is sped up to fit

Within the desired time limit.

59. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 54, wherein a program that is

longer in duration than a magnetic tape in said recording device allows, has frames

dropped from it to fit within the desired time limit.

60. (original patent claim) The apparatus of claim 54, wherein the output of said

. recording device is routed to said Input Section, allowing said recording device to act as

a storage back up system, said recording device accepts overflow storage, TV programs,

software updates, or other data that are later retrieved and sent to said Input Section.

6]. (original patent claim) An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play back

ofmultimedia data, comprising:

a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast data

From an input device, parses video and audio data fi'orn said broadcast data, and

temporarily stores said video and audio data;

a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and audio data from

said physical data source;

a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves data
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streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with said

streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers from said

transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

a control object, wherein said control object receives commands from a user, said

commands control the flow ofthe broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source, transform,

and sink objects.
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Remarks

Claims 1-61 are currently pending in the reexamination proceeding ofU.S. Patent

No. 6,233,389 ("the ‘389 patent") with claims 1, 31, 32, and 61 being independent

claims. Claims 2, 6-14, 19, 26-31, 33, 37-45, 50, and 56-61 have been confirmed. Based

on the following remarks, the Patent Owner respectfully requests that the Examiner

reconsider all outstanding rejections on the remaining claims, and that they be

withdrawn.

1’. Statement ofSubstance ofInterview

The Patent Owner thanks Primary Examiner Ovidio Escalante, Primary Examiner

Minh T. Nguyen, and Special Program Examiner Mark I. Reinhart for the courtesy

extended to their representatives, James M. Barton, Edward J. Kessler, and Lori A.

Gordon, during the interview held on October 25, 2007 and in the follow-up telephone

interview held on October 26, 2007.

During those interviews, the Patent Owner's representatives explained the

differences between the invention, as recited in claim 1 and 32, and the cited reference,

U.S. Patent No. 6,788,882 to Geer, et al (Geer). The discussion of the differences

between the invention of claims 1 and 32 and Gee: are summarized below in Section II.

No agreement was reached during those interviews.

11. Rejection Under 35 U.S.C. §103

In the Office Action, claims 1, 3-5, 15-13, 20-25, 32, 34-36, 45-49, and 51-55

were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No.
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6,788,882 (Geer) in view of Cobbley, US. Patent No. 5,614,940 (Cobbley). The Patent

Owner respectfully traverses this rejection.

The combination of Geer and Cobbley does not teach or suggest each and every

feature of independent claims 1 and 32. In the Office Action, the Examiner indicated

that "Greer et al. describes a.n embodiment of the system that permits computerized

content searches to be performed on the stored prcg;rarr1ming." (0ffice Action, pp. 10-

11). However, Geer does not describe how or where in the disclosed system this

content-based analysis is performed. As pointed out by the Examiner and as is well—

known to persons of skill in the art, the content-based analysis of Geer must be

performed on an uncompressed signal. (Office Action, p. 11).

In Gecr, there are two points in the system where a signal may be uncompressed

for performing content-based analysis. First, certain signals may be received by the

system in an uncompressed format. For these uncompressed signals, a set-top box card

150 performs compression to generate a compressed signal. (Geer, col. 7, lines 13-15).

As pointed out by the Examiner in the discussion of U.S. Patent No. 5,614,940 to

Cobbley, et al (Cobbley) in the First Office Action mailed May 21, 2006, "it seems

unlikely that one would receive a digital TV signal, compress the digital TV signal into

an MPEG data stream, and then decompress the MPEG data stream back into its digital

format for analysis." (5/21/06 Office Action, p. 3). Thus, for received uncompressed

signals, content—based analysis in Geer would be understood to be performed prior to

compression by the set-top box card.

Geer also describes the use of a "decompression device or software, e_g,, the

MPEG II decoder" to decompress compressed video retrieved from the recording media

-17-
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for output to a television for viewing. (Geer, col. 15, lines 48-52). Thus, the output of

the decompression device is uncompressed video. For compressed signals, content-

based analysis in Geer would be understood to be performed after the decompression

process and prior to transmission to the television. Again, however, Geer does not

describe where or how the content—based analysis is performed.

In the Office Action, the Examiner equates the "media switch" recited in claims 1

and 32 to demultiplexing circuiuy in an MPEG decoder which is assumed by the

Examiner to be used for content-based analysis of compressed input signals. (Office

Action, p. l1)("when the ‘broadcast signal’ being received and analyzed comprises a

compressed digital fonnat [Note: lines 31-37 of column 6; and lines 9-14 of column 7],

the Greer et al. system requires some type of dernultiplexing circuitry for ‘parsing’ the

received MPEG stream to separate the audio component in order for it to be converted to

text and analyzed in the described manner. Specifically, it is impossible to analyze the

audio portion of an MPEG data stream without do-compressing it first. Decompression

requires a demultiplexer (i.e., a ‘media switch’) for parsing and separating the audio

component fiom the stream so that it can be decompressed.'").

Geer describes the computerized content search process:

This process can proceed as follows: (1) using the audio portion of the

broadcast signal and feeding it into an optional speech recognition capability

(well known to those familiar with computing devices), or using the already
text translated closed-caption signal if available and (2) the resulting text of

the audio is then indexed into a full-text database. This database provides

an index linking each (or a subset of) word to the channel file and time
recorded.

When the user then wants to search for a certain content, the user is

presented with a text search engine (similar to the now well established

World Wide Web search engines). After entering the sought after words or

-13-
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phrase, the DVR then presents the user with a prioritized list of

programming blocks (channel and time unit) from which the user can then

pick what he or she wants to view.

(Geer, col. 1], lines 22-37). Thus, in Geer, the indexed text of the uncompressed audio

is stored in a fi.tll—text database after the content-based search.

Claim 1 of the ‘389 patent recites, among other elements:

accepting television (TV) broadcast signals, wherein said

TV signals are based on a multitude of standards, including,
but not limited to, National Television Standards Committee

(NTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast, satellite transmission,
DSS, DBS, or ATSC;

tuning said TV signals to a specific program;

providing at least one Input Section, wherein said Input

Section converts said specific program to an Moving Pictures

Expert Group (MPEG) formatted stream for internal transfer

and manipulation;

providing a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch

parses said MPEG stream, said MPEG stream is separated
into its video and audio components;

storing said video and audio components on a storage
device;

providing at least one Output Section, wherein said

Output Section extracts said video and audio components
from said storage device;

wherein said Output Section assembles said video and

audio components into an MPEG stream;

wherein said Output Section sends said MPEG stream to
adecoder;

wherein said decoder converts said MPEG stream into

TV output signals.

Claim 32 of the ‘389 patent recites, among other elements:

a module for accepting television (TV) broadcast signals,

wherein said TV signals are based on a multitude of standards,

including, but not limited to, National Television Standards

Committee (NTSC) broadcast, PAL broadcast, satellite
transmission, DSS, DBS, or ATSC;

a module for tuning said TV signals to a specific
program;
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at least one Input Section, wherein said Input Section

converts said specific program to an Moving Pictures Experts

Group {M?EG) formatted stream for internal transfer and

manipulation;

a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said

MPEG stream, said MPEG stream is separated into its video

and audio components;

a module for storing said video and audio components on

a storage device;

at least one Output Section, wherein said Output Section

extracts said video and audio components from said storage
device;

wherein said Output Section assembles said video and

audio components into an MPEG stream;

wherein said Output Section sends said MPEG stream to
a decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said MPEG stream into TV

output signals.

Thus, independent claims 1 and 32 require the system to accept “TV broadcast

signals" and tune “to a specific program.” The system also “converts said specific

program to an MPEG formatted stream for internal transfer and manipulation.” The

system “parses said MPEG stream, said MPEG stream is separated into its video and

audio components.” This is the first mention of “video and audio components." These

same video and audio components are stored on a storage device and also extracted for

playback. In other words, the "MPEG stream is separated into its video and audio

components," and both the storing and extracting must be of these some “said video and

audio components.” These “said video and audio components“ are also assembled into

an MPEG stream which is sent to a decoder for conversion into TV output signals.

As described above, the content—based analysis in Geer, if performed, must be

performed either in Geer's input - prior to compression — or in Gear's output - after

decompression by the decoder for output of the decompressed signal to the television.

-20-
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Further, after the content-based analysis, Geer stores the indexed text of the

uncompressed audio. Therefore, Geer does not teach or even suggest a compressed

(MPEG) stream that is separated into its video and audio components and storing these

same compressed MPEG video and audio components, as is required by the recitations

of independent claims 1 and 32. Specifically, Geer does not teach or suggest "providing

a Media Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said MPEG stream, said MPEG

stream is separated into its video and audio component; storing said video and audio

components on a storage device; providing at least one Output Section, wherein said

Output Section extracts said video and audio components from said storage device," as

recited in independent claim 1. Geer also does not teach or suggest, at least “a Media

Switch, wherein said Media Switch parses said MPEG stream, said l\/[PEG stream is

separated into its video and audio component; a module for storing said video and audio

components on a storage device; providing at least one Output Section, wherein said

Output Section extracts said video and audio components from said storage device,” as

recited in independent claim 32.

As acknowledged by the Examiner, Cobbley does not overcome the above

deficiencies of Geer. For at least the foregoing reasons, independent claims I and 32 are

patentable over the combination of Geer and Cobbley. Claims 3-5, 15-18, and 20-25

depend from independent claim 1, and claims 34-36, 46-49, and 51-55 depend from

claim 32. For at least the foregoing reasons, and further in View of their own features,

claims 3-5, 15-18, 20-25, 32, 34-36, 4649, and 51-55 are patentablc over the

combination of Gear and Cohbley. Reconsideration and withdrawal of this rejection is

therefore respectfully requested.
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III. Patentable Subject Mafler

The Patent Owner acknowledges with appreciation the Primary Examiner’s

indication that original patent claims 2, 6-14, 19, 26-31, 33, 37-45, 50, and 56-61 are

patentable.

IPC Related Proceedings

The claims of the '38‘) are the subject of a pending Appeal in the United States

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, Ti Vo Inc. v. EchoStor Communications

Corporation, EchoSIar DBS Corporation, EchoStar Technologies Corporation,

Ec}zoSphere Limited Liability Company, and EchoSrar Sateflito LLC, No. 2006-1574.

The claims of the '3 89 patent were the subject of litigation in the United States

District Court for the Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division, TiVo Inc. v. Eahoslar

Communications Corp. er o1., Case No. 2-O4CV-O1. A jury verdict in TiVo‘s favor

finding infringement by Echostar was filed on April 13, 2006. The case is currently on

appeal to the Federal Circuit, as discussed above.

The '389 patent was also previously asserted in an additional litigation in the

United States District Court for the Northern California (San Francisco), TiVo Inc. v.

Sontoblue, Inc, Case No. 3:02cv365, filed on January 23, 2002. The parties stipulated to

dismiss the case without prejudice.
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V’. Conclusion

All of the stated grounds of objection and rejection have been properly traversed,

accommodated, or rendered moot. The Patent Owner therefore respectfully requests that

the Exarnjner reconsider all presently outstanding objections and rejections and that they

be withdrawn. The Patent Owner believes that a full and complete reply has been made

to the outstanding Office Action and, as such, the present reexamination proceeding is in

condition for a Notice of Intent to Issue a Reexamination Certificate. If the Examiner

believes, for any reason, that personal communication will expedite prosecution of this

application, the Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned at the number

provided.

Prompt and favorable consideration of this Reply is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

STE * SLER, GOLDSTEJN & Fox P.L.L.C.

- ward J. Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: October 29, 2007

1100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600

T40302_ I DOC
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Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 90f007,750
Examiner: Ovidio Escalante

Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF REPLY TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION AND

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANCE OF INTERVIEW

In compliance with 37 CPR. § 1.550(f), the undersigned, on behalf of the patent

owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third—party

requester by first class mail on October 29, 2007. The name and address of the party

served is as follows:

David L. Fehrrnan

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifih Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

SSLBR, GOLDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

Registration No. 25,688

Date: October 29, 2007

1 100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexarn of: US. Patent 6,233,289 Confirmation No‘: 4653
(Barton)

Reexain Control No.: 90/007,750 Art Unit: 399?.

Filed: October 17, 2005 Examiner: David E. Harvey

For: Multimedia Time Warping System Atty. Docket No: 2513.001REXO

Petition for Extension of Time Under 37 C.F.R. § l.550(c)

Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 Mail Stop: Ex Parts Reexam
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to 37 CFR. § 1.550(0), the patent owner, TiVo Inc. ("TiVo"), hereby

requests an extension of time to respond to the Final Office Action mailed July 30, 2007.

A first extension of time was requested and granted. The currently extended due date is

set to expire on October 30, 2007. An additional extension of time of one week, until

November 5, 2007 is hereby requested. The extension of time is sought for the following

reason.

On October 25, 2007, TiVo's representatives conducted an interview with

Primary Examiner Ovidio Bscalante, Primary Examiner Minh T. Nguyen, and Special

Program Examiner Mark J. Reinhart. During that interview TiVo's representatives

explained the differences between the invention, as recited in claim 1 and 32, and the

cited reference, US. Patent No. 6,788,882 to Geer, et al (Geer). Subsequently, on

October 26, 2007, a further telephone interview was conducted. Based on the results of

these interviews, TiV0 believes it is able to answer the questions raised by Primary

Examiner Escalante and to clearly explain the differences between the present invention
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and the Geer disclosure. A response to the outstanding Office Action is being

concurrently filed with this Petition.

This Petition is requested to enable the Examiner to review the response and act

on it before the Patent Owner must take alternative action. It is hoped that the granting

of this Petition and the Examiner's actions upon review of the Patent Owner's response

will in fact expedite the disposition of this re-examination proceeding.

For the above reason, TiVo specifically requests that the extension of time to

respond to the Office Action be granted for a period of one week to allow sufficient time

for Examiner Escalante to review and act on the Patent Owner's response.

Respectfiiliy submitted,

LDSTETN & Fox F.L.L.C.

a Kc

Attorney tor Patent Owner
Registration No. 25,688

Date: October 29, 2007

1100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600

74o3s7_1.ooc

Atty. Docket No. 45 4030000041
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Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 90f()O7,75O

Examiner: Esoalante, Ovidio
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

UNDER 37 C.F.R. §l.550§c[

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § l.S50(f), the undersigned, on behalf of the

patent owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third-

party requester by first class mail on October 29. 2007. The name and address of the

party served is as follows:

David L. Fehrman

Morrison & Foerster, LLP
555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

SSLER, GDLDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

E ward J. Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: 2'27 ()5 E1
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371~2600
7-103 fflil .DUC
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 90007750

Filing Date: 1?-Oct-2005

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

Hrst Named inventor/Applicant Name: 6233339

Attorney Docket Number: 2513_oo1RExo

Filed as Large Entity

ex parte reexam Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)Description | Fee Code Quantity Amount
Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition :

Patent-Appea ls-and-Interierence:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Petition fee- 37 CFR 1.17(g) (Group II)
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International Application Number:

Conlirmation Number:

Title 0' '|'|Ve|"|ti0fl! MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

Customer Number: 26111

Filer: Edward J. Kessler

Filer Authorized By:

Receipt Date: 29-OCT-2007

Filing Date: I7‘-OCT—20D5

Time Stamp: 11:20:45

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment was successfully received in RAM

RAM confirmation Number 5344

Deposit Account

File Listing:

I
Document

Number
Multi Pages

Part {zip (it appl.}Document Description | File Si2e(Bytes)
/Message Digest
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Trans Letter filing of a response in a
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Warnings:

Information:

. 811140
2513_001FlEXO_FleplytoFIna

|OAdatedCl?3D2007.pdf Jlfbfialfill 6J‘r6b3F£d:tcl7cvI7OA.T1m63
Idfidsd

llllultipart DescriptionlPDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Heexam Response to Final Rejection

Fieexam Certificate of Service

Warnings:

Information:

Fteexam Request for Extension of 2513_001FlEXU_PetitionforE
Time xtensionolTin1e.pdf T3fiflflfl&'.'fid7=13JT|§DD‘lISfla~lfl1|lJ7?l

D64575l3

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO—D5} fee—info.pcif 0c2‘|c6691b6J575I660l5fi521‘.i5I4t1ld5
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Warnings:

Inlormation:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 960105

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ol the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Postcard, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
It a new application is being tiled and the application includes the necessary components tor a tiling date (see
37 CFR 1 .53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the tiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
it a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

oi 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0!EOf903 indicating acceptance 01 the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Ottice
It a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary
components ior an international filing date (see PCT Article 1 1 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTlR0»'105) will be issued in due
course. subject to prescriptions concerning national security. and the date shown on this Acknowledgement
Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.


